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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

For six weeks in 1986 the authors conducted archaeological fieldwork in the Kalapana
Extension of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, Hawaii. The purposes of this project were
(1) to continue the survey that had been started in 1974; (2) to fill in gaps in the 1974
survey; (3) to further document the mauka residential features that had been recorded in
1974; (4) to record the extent of damage the January, 1985, lava flow did to the area that
had been surveyed in 1974; and (5) to acquire enough additional data from the entire
surveyed area to write this report.
Approximately 467 ha (1154 ac) of the Kalapana Extension have been intensively surveyed
since 1974 (Figure 1). This area comprises the Detailed Study Area (DSA) of this project.
Previous work in the area (Emory et al. 1959; Emory, Ladd and Soehren 1965; Hudson 1932;
Smart 1965) documented the presence of numerous archaeological resources in the Kalapana
Extension, but no large scale intensive survey had ever been undertaken. The impetus for
the initial phase of the intensive survey was applications by native Hawaiians for
homesteads within the Kalapana Extension of the park.
Public Law No. 680, which was passed in 1938, authorized the addition of the Kalapana
Extension to the park. Included within the authorized boundary were portions of the lands
of Kahaulea, Panaunui, and Apua, and all of the lands of Poupou, Pulama, Kamoamoa,
Lae'apuki, Panau Iki, Kealakomo, and Kahue, in the district of Puna, and a portion of the
land of Keauhou in the district of Ka'u. Section 3(a) authorized the Secretary of the
Interior "to lease...land ascertained by him to be suitable for home site purposes in the
Kalapana extension...to native Hawaiians when such occupancy does not encroach on or
prevent free access to any points of historic, scientific, or scenic interest..." (Public Law
No. 680 1938).
In the early 1970's a number of native Hawaiians applied for home sites under the
provisions of the 1938 act. To make certain no points of historic interest would be
jeopardized if home site leases were approved, the National Park Service initiated
archaeological surveys in the area. The initial survey was a preliminary walk-through
around and inland of Kamoamoa (Ladd 1974). The preliminary walk-through was followed in
1974 by the first phase of intensive survey, which was conducted mauka of Kamoamoa. In
1976 the area from Kamoamoa to Lae'apuki was intensively surveyed. From 1978 to 1984
the area from Kamomoa to the eastern boundary of the park was surveyed.
The survey effort was not continuous but instead was done sporadically as funds and
manpower became available.
The Youth Conservation Corps and the Young Adult
Conservation Corps programs were both utilized to provide laborers for the surveys.
Unfortunately, that labor force was inexperienced and untrained and a significant amount
of the supervisor's time was required to train and supervise the workers.
The results of the surveys from 1974 to 1984 were a series of archaeological base maps
(see Maps No. 124-82004 Kalapana, 42 sheets, K1-K42; 124-82026 Wahaula, 44 sheets, Wl1

Figure 1. Detailed Study Area
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W44; and 124-82031 Kamoamoa Village, 62 sheets, KV1-KV62, on file at Pacific Area Office,
Honolulu, and Hawaii Volcanoes National Park). Unfortunately, no field notes and limited
field records were kept to accompany the base maps. No report was ever written and
many of the photographs that were taken were never labeled. In addition, as we field
checked the base maps in 1986, we found numerous errors and inconsistencies in them.
Apparently the level of supervision and the amount of review of field work and field maps
were insufficient to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the base maps. This was
especially true when unusual features were encountered.
In spite of their shortcomings, the archaeological base maps contained a wealth of
information that needed to be analyzed, written up, and published. Funds became available
for this at the end of Fiscal Year 1985 and were obligated to the Cooperative Park Study
Unit (CPSU) at the University of Hawaii. At the request of the National Park Service, the
Department of Anthropology, University of Hawaii, identified a graduate student, Thegn
Ladefoged, to work on this project as part of his master's thesis. Mr. Ladefoged and Ms.
M. Melia Lane, cartographer, were employed by CPSU for this project and worked closely
with the National Park Service archaeologist, Gary F. Somers. The cooperative effort
between the National Park Service and the University of Hawaii was beneficial to both
parties and similar efforts will be pursued in the future as the opportunity arises.
Field work commenced on June 2, 1986, and was terminated on July 11, 1986. Mr
Ladefoged and Ms. Lane were in the field for all six weeks and Dr. Somers was in the
field for five weeks. After re-establishing a north-south datum line 3 km (1.9 miles) long,
we surveyed an additional 8 ha (20 ac) in the mauka portion of the project area (Maps No.
124-82044 Kamoamoa Mauka Phase 2, 2 sheets, KM1-KM2, on file at Pacific Area Office,
Honolulu, and Hawaii Volcanoes National Park). We also mapped the extent of the January,
1985, lava flow as it related to the area that was archaeologically surveyed and mapped in
1974. By so doing we documented that over 300 recorded archaeological features were
covered by that lava flow. Finally, we field checked numerous base maps in both the
mauka and makai portions of the DSA to both check the accuracy and completeness of the
maps and to acquire additional data about the features that had been recorded on them.
Although this report was a collaborative effort by the three authors, the majority of the
report resulted from Mr. Ladefoged's master's thesis (Ladefoged 1987). In addition, Ms.
Lane designed and drafted all of the maps in the report and, working from the negatives,
arranged for camera-ready half tones. She also shepherded the manuscript through the
publication process.
Environmental setting
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park is on the southeast side of the Island of Hawaii (see Figure
1). The park is located near 19 20' North Latitude and 155 20' West Longitude and has a
total area of approximately 891 sq km (344 sq mi). It extends from the shoreline up over
the tops of two active volcanoes, Mauna Loa (elevation: 4,170 m; 13,681 ft) and Kilauea
(elevation: 1,247 m; 4,091 ft).
The DSA is located in the southeast section of the National Park. It encompasses parts of
Poupou, Pulama, Kamoamoa, and Lae'apuki ahupua'a in the District of Puna. It includes a
coastal transect approximately 6 km (3.7 miles) long which ranges in width between 1.2 km
(0.7 mile) and 0.4 km (0.25 mile), and an inland transect 3.7 km (2.3 miles) long, which
ranges in width between 0.3 km (0.2 mile) to 0.55 km (0.3 mile). The total area is
3

approximately 467 ha (1,154 ac).
approximately 152 m (500 ft).

Elevation in the DSA ranges from sea level to

Geologically, the DSA is a mixture of pahochoe and a'a lava flows. Pahoehoe flows occur
when the lava has a low viscosity. This allows the gases in the lava to escape and
produces a ropey or billowy flow. In contrast, a'a flows occur when the viscosity is high
and the gases become trapped in the lava. The result is a rough surface with loose chunks
called clinkers.
Volcanic activity near the DSA is a constant threat to the preservation of the
archaeological resources (Figure 2). This geologic threat is not new, and was recognized
by the prehistoric inhabitants. According to Handy and Handy (1972:542):
One of the most interesting things about Puna is the Hawaiians believe, and
their traditions imply, that this was once Hawaii's richest agricultural region and
that it is only in relatively recent time that volcanic eruption has destroyed
much of its best land. Unquestionably lava flows in historic times have covered
more good gardening land here than in any other district.
In 1985, an a'a flow erupting from Pu'u O'o entered the inland portion of the DSA and
destroyed 315 components and features (Tables 1 and 2; Figure 3). As this report goes to
press, the continuing eruption from Vent C of Kilauea Volcano poses a serious threat to
the eastern portion of the DSA. As of November 18, 1987, over 600 recorded components
and features have been completely or partially covered with lava in the east end of the
DSA. Hundreds of additional features, including some of the most significant ones in the
area, are in imminent danger of being buried by lava. Figure 4 illustrates the extent of
the lava flows as of October 14, 1987. There has been significant movement of lava since
that date.
A map based on Holcomb's (1980) geologic study shows the approximate age of past
volcanic flows in the area (Figure 5). The oldest substrate in the DSA is an a'a flow
which is older than approximately A.D. 450. Waha'ula religious complex is located on this
flow. The majority of the DSA is covered by pahoehoe and a'a flows which date to
approximately A.D. 1200-1450. A small portion of the DSA is covered by an eighteenth
century a'a flow. A well built stepping stone trail crosses this flow.
These geologic dates provide maximum ages for the features built on the flows.
Accordingly, parts of Waha'ula religious complex, located in quadrant W28, could have been
built as early as the fifth century.
In contrast, the features surrounding the heiau
must have been built sometime after the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries. Conceivably,
settlement in the area could have taken place before this, been destroyed, and then been
reestablished. Based on the surrounding features, the eighteenth century flow probably
destroyed several stone mounds and perhaps a few platforms. The dates of the substrate
also indicate where the earliest features in the surrounding area could be located.
Soil development in the DSA is variable, but is generally minimal. Rajput (1968:69)
described the soil near Kamoamoa Settlement as "lithosols; rockland, young lavas essentially
unweathered."
The soil that exists in pockets here and there may be the result of
vegetation that has been burnt or has naturally decomposed. The area approximately 2 km
(1.2 miles) west of the DSA was subjected to a fire caused by a lava flow in July 1986.
When the area was visited in late November of the same year considerable ashy soil
development was noted. It is likely that prehistorically the vegetation in the DSA was
4

Figure 2. Recent lava flows in Puna-Ka'u Historic District
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Table 1
FREQUENCIES OF MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURE TYPES
DESTROYED BY 1985 LAVA FLOW
Feature Type
Ahu, cairn
Wall, stacked stone
Wall, disturbed remains
U-shape, stacked stone
Circular feature, disturbed remains
Depression
Hearth
Mound, circular
Slablined pit
Platform
Lava tube-bubble
"Walled shelter"
Trail, unknown
Trail, stepping stone

#

%

1
8
1
1
7
2
1
213
2
15
7
46
9
2
315

<1.0
2.5
<1.0
<1.0
2.2
<1.0
<1.0
67.6
<1.0
4.8
2.2
14.6
2.9
<1.0
100.0

Table 2
FREQUENCIES OF FUNCTIONAL FEATURE TYPES
DESTROYED BY 1985 LAVA FLOW
Feature Type

#

%

Ahu, cairn
1
Residential
15
Lava tube
7
Wall
9
Agricultural stone mound
213
Agricultural alignment, C, J, U, L shape
1
Circular feature, disturbed & rubble
7
Agricultural walled shelter
46
Trail
11
Depression
2
Hearth
1
Slablined pit
2
315

<1.0
4.8
2.2
2.9
67.6
<1.0
2.2
14.6
3.5
<1.0
<L0
<L0
100.0
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Figure 3. Portion of Detailed Study Area covered by January 1985 lava flow

Figure 4. Portion of Detailed Study Area covered by lava as of October 14, 1987

9

Figure 5. Geological dating of lava substrate
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periodically burnt to enhance pili
agricultural purposes.

grass growth

and

the development

of soil for

Overall erosion in the DSA is minimal (Doty and Mueller-Dombois 1966:38). This
undoubtedly contributes to the relative lack of soil development. Alluvial erosion is
inhibited by the permeable lava flows which permit precipitation to sink in.
Furthermore, despite the moderate to heavy trade winds, there is "no evidence of
significant wind erosion" in the Park (Doty and Mueller-Dombois 1966:38). The most
severe erosion in the DSA is caused by the ocean. The trade winds form wind swells
which hit the coast producing sea cliffs along virtually the entire length of the DSA.
Large storms and hurricanes also produce swells which contribute to the degradation of
the shoreline.
Finally, several recorded earthquakes and associated tsunamis have caused considerable
damage to the archaeological resources along the coastline.
A detailed account of the
tsunami of 1868 triggered by volcanic activity and earthquakes written by C. J. Waialoha
is quoted at length in Handy and Handy (1972: 566-568). Although the cataclysm was
centered in Ka'u, it also affected Puna.
In a letter to William T. Brigham dated August 27, 1868, Reverend T. Coan described the
destruction along the Puna coast as follows:
The subsidence along the coast of Puna, from the east cape at Kapoho to Apua
on the western line, is four to seven feet, varying in different localities.
The great sand beach at Kaimu has been forced back into the young and
beautiful coco-palm grove, and also into the groves of pandanus, so that trees
now stand eight feet deep in sand and many stand in water. The plain of
Kalapana has sunk about six feet, and water four to five feet deep now covers
some twenty acres of what was once dry land [Brigham 1909: 112].
Reverend Coan also noted that "at Kealakomo the salt-works are destroyed and the
fountain on the shore sunk.
Apua, the last village in Puna, was swept clear and
sunk...the sea stands some six feet deep where the houses once stood" (Brigham 1909:
103).
None of the accounts specifically mention Kamoamoa or any of the other residential areas
within the project area. Nevertheless, given the nature and extent of the impacts at
Kealakomo, Kahue, and Apua, to the west and Kalapana and Kaimu to the east, it is likely
this series of earthquakes and the tsunami had an adverse impact on the DSA.
Rainfall in the DSA is between 190 cm (75 in) and 127 cm (50 in) per year (Armstrong
1983:63). Northeasterly trade winds in the 27 kph (17 mph) range predominate throughout
the year (Armstrong 1983:65). Based on observations during the summer of 1986 it was
apparent that the inland portions of the DSA received more rain than the coastal zone.
The cloud cover built up against, and slid west along, an unnamed slope or pali which is
ca. 3.7 km (2.3 miles) inland. The inland extent of the DSA is at the base of this pali.
The degree to which the inland portion of the DSA received more rainfall than the coastal
portion cannot be quantified, but on numerous occasions during the summer of 1986 it was
raining inland when it was still dry on the coast.
Based on the types and relative growth of vegetation, Newell (1968:25) noted an increasing
precipitation gradient from west to east along the coast. She stated:
13

There was an increase in rain fall toward plot 28 [located near Kamoamoa
Settlement], becoming particularly noticeable in plot 27... [located just outside
the eastern boundary of the park] with the appearance of denser more plentiful
shrubs and some bushy trees. This increase in rainfall appeared to be correlated
with an increase in number of species per plot in this sub-association, from 12
to 34 species.
Furthermore, the water table is higher in some places than others. The number of natural
water holes, an indication of a higher water table, increases from west to east within the
DSA.
The vegetation along the coast from Kamoamoa Settlement to the east boundary of the
park is characterized by Newell (1968:24) as "grasslands with scattered shrubs." The
dominant grass in the area is pili grass {Heteropogon contortus).
Along the rocky
shoreline hala {Pandanus odoratissimus) and milo (Thespesia populnea) are present (Stone
1959:8). Immediately inland the native shrubs include lama (Diospyros ferrea), alahe'c
(Canthium odoratum), and 'akia (Wikstroemis sandwicensis) (Stone 1959:9). Introduced
vegetation includes lantana, (Lantana camara), Christmas berry (Schinus terebinthij alius),
guava (Psidium guajava), and mango (Mangifera indica) (Stone 1959:8).
At about 0.5 km (0.3 mile) inland, 'ohia-lehua {Metrosideros coelina) are present.
According to Rajput (1968:38), 'ohia-lehua "produced more vigorous growth on a a (rough)
than on pahoehoe (smooth) lava which is probably related to the high moisture
accumulation and lower evaporation in the a'a lava." Furthermore, 'ohia-lehua growing on
pahoehoe tend to have grass growing underneath them. This would stunt the 'ohia-lehua,
"as grasses growing underneath the tree quickly absorbed most of the rain water before it
penetrated to the Metrosideros roots" (Rajput 1968:38-39).
Review of archaeological research in General Study Area (GSA)
A considerable amount of archaeological research has taken place in Puna District and
those portions of Ka'u District that are part of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, that is, in
the general study area (GSA). In the late 1800s Hitchcock (n.d.) recorded and mapped
Waha'ula heiau in Pulama ahupua'a. Working in conjunction with the Bishop Museum,
Brigham (1909) and Stokes (n.d.) both investigated Waha'ula heiau in the early 1900s.
Beckwith (n.d.) and Baker (1930) described Pu'uloa petroglyphs located in Panau Nui
ahupua'a. In early 1930s, Hudson (1932) conducted a reconnaissance survey of East Hawaii
Island, including the District of Puna.
Since these initial endeavors, most research has been the result of state and federal laws
which mandate that archaeological investigation take place before any commercial
development. In addition, a number of other reports have been produced by the National
Park Service and the Department of Land and Natural Resources in an effort to properly
manage the cultural resources under their jurisdiction. Only research results previously
presented in these reports are discussed in this section. The archaeological features
depicted on the base maps, that have not been previously reported, are not included in this
section.
At least 78 reports and manuscripts describe the recorded archaeological remains in the
GSA. Although these reports include a vast wealth of information, there are several
serious problems which severely reduce their usefulness. One problem is the reports follow
no standardized format.
There is no consensus on what constitutes a site, and no
14

consensus on how to record sites or features. One report might refer to a wall as a site,
whereas another report refers to a whole village as a site. To further complicate matters,
within one report both a single rock mound and a village are referred to as sites (i.e.
Bevacqua 1972).
Other researchers seem to invent almost an infinite number of site types. They classify
sites on the basis of feature combinations, i.e. sites can be: (a) platforms; (b) platforms and
enclosures; (c) platforms and walls; (d) platforms, walls, and enclosures; (e) platforms,
walls, enclosures, and petroglyphs, etc. This situation makes it very difficult to compare
the results of different reports. If all of the researchers would have avoided the term
"site", and instead tried to record all of the archaeological remains or features in a study
area, the data would be much more comparable.
An additional problem is many different types of maps are included in the reports. The
scale of the maps are not standardized, let alone the types of sites and features which are
depicted on them. Finally, many of the reports are mere listings of a portion of the
archaeological remains in the study area. There are very few cases where research
questions are asked, and answers hypothesized. The majority of the reports merely
document the archaeological remains, and tell the reader little about the life-styles of the
prehistoric inhabitants or the processes which structured their archaeological
manifestations.
Three of the 78 reports describe archaeological remains found throughout Puna District,
and a fourth report describes archaeological remains found in portions of Ka'u District
(Table 3). On a more specific geographical level, thirty-nine different ahupua'a are
discussed throughout the reports. The ahupua'a of Kahuku, Kapapala, Keauhou, and
Ka'ala'ala Makai referred to in Pietrusewsky (1976), Emory et al. (1959), Smart et al.
(1965), Cox (1976) and Ladd (1972b), are in the District of Ka'u, all others are in Puna
District.
Within Hawaii Volcanoes National Park most archaeological work has been
concentrated in the ahupua'a of Pulama and Kamoamoa. This is due to the presence of
Waha'ula heiau in Pulama and Moa heiau in Kamoamoa.
The 78 reports described ten different types of archaeological research (Table 4).
Forty-three of the projects included reconnaissance surveys, whereas nine projects involved
intensive surveys. The distinction between these two types of research, is however, not
clearly defined. It is probable that some researchers conducted investigations that they
considered intensive surveys, which other researchers might label "reconnaissance surveys."
Thirteen reports described the results of seven different excavation projects.
Generalized settlement pattern for the GSA
A general settlement pattern of the archaeological remains recorded in the GSA is obtained
by combining the results of these reports. A review of the projects indicates that there
are distinct clusterings of archaeological sites and features which are spatially separated
from other clusterings by areas where the site density is considerably lower. Many of the
clusterings along the coast include sites and features that were used for habitation. The
coastal areas of Kula, Pu'ala'a, Kaimu, Kalapana, Kupahua, Kapaahu, Poupou Kauka, Pulama,
Kamoamoa, Lae'apuki, Kealakomo, and Panau Nui fall into this category. Terms such as
platform, platform and enclosure, habitation platform, habitation structure, house site,
shelter, and shelter cave are used throughout the reports to describe sites located along
the coast.
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Table 3
AHUPUA'A OR DISTRICT

1

WHERE PROJECT WAS LOCATED

Author

Year

Ahupua'a or District

Allen
Anicas
Apple
Baker
Barrera
Barrera
Barrera
Barrera
Beckwith
Bevacqua

1979
1975
1973
1931
1971
1972
1974
1981
n.d.
1972

Bonk
Bonk
Bordner
Bordner
Bordner
Brigham
Ching
Cleghorn
Cleghorn
Cleghorn
Cleghorn & Cox
Cordy
Cordy & Sox
Cox, D.
Cox, D.
Cox, D.
Cox, D.
Cox, D. et al.
Cox, J. H.

1980a
1980b
1977a
1977b
1978
1909
1974
1976a
1976b
1980
1976
1977
1977
1974
1983a
1983b
1983c
1975
1959

Crozier
Dye
Ecotropics
Emory
Emory et al.

1971
1976
1981
1945
1959

Ewart
Hammett
Hansen

1974
1978
1968

District of Puna
Pulama
District of Ka'u
Panau Nui
Kupahua
Pu'ala'a
Kupahua
Kalapana
Panau Nui
Kikala, Keokea, Ke'eke'e, Kaueleau, Kauuea, Malama, Pu'ala'a,
Kapoho, Kula
Pohoiki, Keahialaka
Keahialaka
Kalapana, Kaimu
Keonepoko
Kalapana, Kaimu, Kupahua, Kahauale'a
Pulama
Kalapana, Kaimu
Kapapala (Ka'u)
Kapapala (Ka'u)
Kapapala (Ka'u)
Kapapala (Ka'u)
Kapaahu
Pohoiki
Kahauale'a, Panau Nui
Kula
Kula
Kula
Kapapala (Ka'u)
Pulama, Poupou, Kamoamoa, Lae'apuki, Panau Iki, Panau Nui
Kealakomo
Pu'ala'a
Ola'a
Kahauale'a
Kea'au
Poupou, Pulama, Kamoamoa, Lae'apuki, Panau Iki, Panau Nui,
Kealakomo, Kahue, Apua, Keauhou (Ka'u)
Kea'au, Waikahekahe, Maku'u, Keonepoko, Waiakahiula
Kea'au
District of Puna

All ahupua'a are in the District of Puna unless
otherwise stated.
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Table 3 (continued)
Author

Year

Ahupua'a or District

Hitchcock
Holmes
Holmes
Hommon
Hudson
Kaye
Kennedy
Keppler
Ladd
Ladd
ladd
Ladd
Ladd
Ladd
Ladd
Ladd
Ladd
Ladd
Loo
Olson
Orr
Palama
Palama
Pietrusewsky
Pietrusewsky
Pietrusewsky
Rosendahl, M.
Rosendahl, M.
Rosendahl, P.
Rosendahl, P.
Rosendahl, P.
Smart

n.d.
1982
1985
1982
1932
n.d.
1982
1983
1962
1963
1964
1967
1968
1969
1972a
1972b
1974
1981
1970
1984
1980
1976
1977
1976
1986
1987
1982
1983
1981a
1981b
1985
1965

Soehren
Somers
Somers
Steinbring
Stokes
Tilling
Yent
Yent
Yent

1981
1986a
1987
1982
n.d.
1974
1982
1983
1985

Pulama
Kahauale'a
Kaimu, Kalapana, Kupahua
Kahauale'a
District of Puna
Kamoamoa
Kahauale'a
Kea'au
Kamoamoa, Pulama
Kamoamoa
Kamoamoa
Pulama
Pulama
Kamoamoa, Pulama
Pulama
Ka'ala'ala Makai (Ka'u)
Kamoamoa
Kamoamoa, Lae'apuki
District of Puna
Kea'au
Kahuwai, Kanekiki
Kalapana
Kalapana, Kaimu
Kahuku, Ka'u
Kamoamoa
Kamoamoa
Kea'au
Kaimu
Kapoho
Kalapana
Kaimu, Kalapana, Kupahua
Kamoamoa, Lae'apuki, Panau Iki, Panau Nui, Kealakomo,
Kahue, Apua, Kapapala (Ka'u), Keauhou (Ka'u)
Kalapana
Kamoamoa
Kamoamoa
Panau Nui
District of Puna
Pulama
Halepua'a
Keonepoko
Kalapana
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Table 4
TYPE OF WORK

2

AND ORGANIZATION WHO SPONSORED PROJECT

Author

Year

Type
Work

Organization

Allen
Anicas
Apple
Baker
Barrera
Barrera
Barrera
Barrera
Beckwith
Bevacqua
Bonk
Bonk
Bordner
Bordner
Bordner
Brigham
Ching
Cleghorn
Cleghorn
Cleghorn
Cleghorn & Cox
Cordy
Cordy & Sox
Cox, D.
Cox, D.
Cox, D.
Cox, D.
Cox, D. et al.
Cox, J. H.
Crozier
Dye
Ecotropics
Emory
Emory et al.

1979
1975
1973
1931
1971
1972
1974
1981
n.d.
1972
1980a
1980b
1977a
1977b
1978
1909
1974
1976a
1976b
1980
1976
1977
1977
1974
1983a
1983b
1983c
1975
1959
1971
1976
1981
1945
1959

h
sd
h
sd
r
r
i,e
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
a
i,e
i,e
i,e
r
r
i
r
r
r
r
r
h,r
r
i
r
r

National Park Service
Personal
National Park Service
Personal
Hawaii Land Corporation, Hilo, Hawaii
Bishop Estate
Hawaii Land Corporation, Hilo, Hawaii
US Army Corps of Engineers
Personal
Sam O. Hirota, Inc.
Geothermal Exploration and Development Corporation
Geothermal Exploration and Development Corporation
Environmental Communications, Inc.
Federal Aviation Administration
Department of Transportation
Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum
Department of Parks and Recreation
National Park Service
Personal
Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum
National Park Service
Pacific Paradise Ocean Front Estates Ltd.
US Army Corps of Engineers
National Park Service
US Army Corps of Engineers
US Army Corps of Engineers
US Army Corps of Engineers
National Park Service
National Park Service
Bernice P. Bishop Estate
Joerger-Takemoto Historical Research
Mid-Pacific Geothermal, Inc.
Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum
National Park Service

2
Type of work abbreviations
a = analysis
b = burial
d = C-14 dating submission
e = excavation
h = historical research

l = intensive survey
r • reconnaissance survey
st • stabiIization
sd = site description
sy = synthesis
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Table 4 (continued)
Author

Year

Type
Work

Organization

Ewart
Hammett
Hansen
Hitchcock
Holmes
Holmes
Hommon
Hudson
Kaye
Kennedy
Keppeler
Eadd
Ladd
Ladd
Ladd
Ladd
Ladd
Ladd
Ladd
Ladd
Ladd
Loo
Olson
Orr
Palama
Palama
Pietrusewsky
Pietrusewsky
Pietrusewsky
Rosendahl, M.
Rosendahl, M.
Rosendahl, P.
Rosendahl, P.
Rosendahl, P.
Smart
Soehren
Somers
Somers
Steinbring
Stokes
Tilling
Yent
Yent
Yent

1974
1978
1968
n.d.
1982
1985
1982
1932
n.d.
1982
1983
1962
1963
1964
1967
1968
1969
1972a
1972b
1974
1981
1970
1984
1980
1976
1977
1976
1986
1987
1982
1983
1981a
1981b
1985
1965
1981
1986a
1987
1982
n.d.
1974
1982
1983
1985

r
r
r
i
h
h
r
r
h
h
sd
r,e
i,e
e,st
st
e,st
e,st
e,st
r
r
sy
h,sd
h,sd
sd
r
i,e
ba
ba
ba
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
e
e
a
r
d
r
r
r

Sam D. Hirota, Inc.
Hawaiian Paradise Park Corporation
Personal
Personal
James Campbell Estate
True/Mid Pacific Geothermal, Inc.
James Campbell Estate
Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum
National Park Service
Ecotropics
Personal
National Park Service
National Park Service
National Park Service
National Park Service
National Park Service
National Park Service
National Park Service
National Park Service
National Park Service
Personal
Department of Planning
Department of Land and Natural Resources
Personal
Park Engineering, Inc.
Park Engineering, Inc.
National Park Service
National Park Service
National Park Service
Okahara, Shigeoka and Associates, Inc.
Okahara, Shigeoka and Associates, Inc.
Thermal Power Company
Ed Stock
True/Mid-pacific Geothermal, Inc.
National Park Service
Hilo Engineering, Inc.
National Park Service
National Park Service
Personal
Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum
National Park Service
Department of Land and Natural Resources
Department of Land and Natural Resources
Department of Land and Natural Resources
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In addition to residential sites, a number of the clusterings include sites interpreted as
canoe sheds and landings, i.e. Kahuwai, Kalapana, Kaimu, Poupou Kauka and Kamoamoa.
Another element of the coastal site clusters is the presence of at least one heiau or
religious feature per settlement.
Coastal clusterings of sites in the ahupua'a of
Kamoamoa, Pulama, Poupou Kauka, Kapaahu, Kupahua, Kalapana, Kaimu, Keahialaka,
Kapoho, and Kahuwai all conform to this pattern. Within each ahupua'a other sites are
occasionally listed as possible heiau or shrines.
Agricultural sites and features, that is, sites termed "agricultural ahu", "mound", or
"agricultural area", also appear to be located on or very near the coast in some cases (i.e.
Kaimu and Kalapana). Not all coastal areas, however, contain agricultural features. Sites
mentioned by Bevacqua (1972) include a village and thirteen site complexes, but only one
mound.
Cordy (1977) described residential sites along the coastal area of Kapaahu
ahupua'a, but mentioned only three possible agricultural features ("mounds"). This general
cluster of sites does include a large number of high walled enclosures. It is possible this
clustering represents a historic occupation associated with goat or cattle ranching and thus
lacks agricultural features.
Emory et al. (1959) and Smart et al. (1965) recorded few agricultural sites during their
coastal reconnaissance surveys of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. This is not because
these features do not exist, rather it is probably because the researchers chose to ignore
the thousands of mounds present in the area. A later survey by Ladd (1974) identified a
large number of agricultural features in the Kamoamoa Settlement area and slightly inland.
Inland agricultural practices are not well documented in the GSA. One exception is
Bordner (1978) who surveyed a 30.5 m (100 ft) wide road corridor which ranged from 0.5
km (0.3 miles) to 1.5 km (0.9 mile) inland in the ahupua'a of Kupahua and Kalapana. Most
of the features he located were agricultural stone mounds or planting alignments. Very
few residential features were recorded in the area.
The literature searches by Holmes (1982) and Hommon (1982) focused on the upland portion
of Kahauale'a ahupua'a, an area approximately 4.8 km (3 miles) inland at an elevation of
450 m (1,475 ft) to 1,160 m (3,805 ft). They found several historical references to planting
dry land taro in cleared areas of 'ohia-lchua forest. The limited reconnaissance surveys in
the area, however, failed to find any archaeological evidence of these practices.
Several reports described inland lava tubes that might have been used for religious
practices (Olson 1984, Keppler 1983, Yent 1983, Cleghorn 1980, Cleghorn and Cox 1976).
These were generally large lava tubes with platforms and terraces in them. There are
extensive recorded oral traditions possibly associated with some of these sites.
In summary, there are spatially discrete residential groupings along the coast of Puna
District. These are made up of residential platforms and enclosures, features identified as
heiau and fishing shrines, and other specialized features such as canoe sheds. Some of the
coastal clusterings are surrounded by walls and include enclosures. These were probably
used during the historic period to control range animals. Agricultural practices are not
well documented in the GSA. There is some indication agricultural activity was taking
place along the coast, but it appears to be more concentrated about 1 km (0.6 mile) inland.
Very few inland residential features are recorded. This, however, is probably the result of
research being focused on the coast. Some inland lava tubes were used for religious
activities.
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Historical Background
There are few historical accounts of the southwest portion of the district of Puna.
1779 Lieutenant James King described that portion of Puna as follows:

In

On the SW extremity of Opoona [Puna] the hills arise abruptly from the Sea
side, leaving but a narrow border, & although the sides of the hills have a fine
Verdure, yet they do not seem cultivated, & when we sailed pretty near & along
this end of Opoona [Puna], we did not observe that it was equally Populous with
the Eastern Parts... [Beaglehole 1967:606]
Although King's impression that southwestern Puna was not as heavily populated as eastern
Puna was correct, one should not get the impression that southwest Puna was not
populated or cultivated. During his survey of the island of Hawaii in 1823, the Reverend
William Ellis stopped at the village of Kealakomo. He described that village as "populous,
though desolate-looking" (Ellis 1979:188). When he conducted Sunday morning services, 200
to 300 people gathered near his dwelling (Ellis 1979:188, 189).
After leaving Kealakomo, Ellis and his party continued along the coast toward Kapoho.
According to Ellis:
When we had passed Punau [Panau], Leapuki [Lae'apuki], and Kamomoa
[Kamoamoa], the country began to wear a more agreeable aspect. Groves of
coca-nuts ornamented the projecting points of land, clumps of kou-trees appeared
in various directions, and the habitations of the natives were also thickly
scattered over the coast [Ellis 1979: 190].
Ellis was apparently referring to the ahupua'a of Panau Nui, Lae'apuki, and Kamomoa and
not the villages or residential areas of the same name. When referring to villages along
the coast, e.g. Kealakomo, Kupahua, and Kalapana, he specifically called them villages. In
the above quote Ellis also noted "the habitations of the natives were also thickly scattered
over the coast" after he and his party "had passed" Panau, Lae'apuki, and Kamoamoa. He
did not mention or refer to any villages or even any areas of habitation in Panau Nui,
Lae'apuki, or Kamomoa. In fact the next village he discussed heading northeast along the
coast after leaving Kealakomo was Kupahua (Ellis 1979:191), which is well outside the
boundary of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park.
Ellis did visit Wahaula heiau (Ellis 1979:190), but conspicuously absent is any mention of
the residential complexes or villages of Ka'ili'ili, which is immediately to the west of
Wahaula, or Poupou Kauka, which is immediately east of Wahaula. From this analysis we
suggest that in 1823 there may have been no villages or residential complexes along the
coast of southwest Puna between Kealakomo and Kupahua.
This situation changed dramatically between 1823 and 1846 when Chester S. Lyman toured
this portion of the Puna coast. As Lyman noted "Ellis speaks of Kealakomo as very
'populous' in 1823. Its population] must have greatly diminished" (Lyman 1924:103).
Lyman described Kealakomo as a "little naked village" and noted that "there are but few
people in this region (Lyman 1924:103). The village of Kamoamoa was the one Lyman found
to be populated. He stopped at
the little village of Kamomoa [Kamoamoa] on the seashore for breakfast which
we made much to our gratification on bread and goat's milk a fine supply of
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which was furnished by the natives. At 9 AM went to a meeting in the native
meeting house or schoolhouse, it being used for both purposes. About 70 or 80
present [Lyman 1924: 101].
Lyman also noted that he saw no human habitation between Kamoamoa and Kealakomo
(Lyman 1924:103).
For the project area it is of interest to note that Ellis described Kealakomo but not
Kamoamoa. Lyman described them both, but Kealakomo was not nearly as populous as it
had been when Ellis visited it. Neither of them mentioned the villages or residential
complexes of Lae'apuki, Ka'ili'ili, or Poupou Kauka. Both of them visited Wahaula heiau,
however.
In addition to noting a shift in population, Lyman's account also indicates goats had been
introduced into southwest Puna before 1846. On two occasions he referred to the plentiful
supply of goat's milk he received in Kamoamoa (Lyman 1924:101, 104). Goats were still
present in Kamoamoa in 1862 and were also being herded in Panau Iki and Lae'apuki (Allen
1979:11-12). C. Pea had a herd of 200 goats in Panau Iki in 1889 and by 1899 his herd
had increased to 1,000. Cattle ranching operations were also being undertaken in the
project area in the 1880's. In 1889 Peu and Co. were running 1,000 head of cattle on
Kamoamoa (Allen 1979: 12).
In 1914 William Stone built a water tank, windmill, and house at Lae'apuki (Allen 1979: 15).
A windmill had been built at Kamomoa sometime prior to 1914 (Allen 1979: 25).
In addition to the above accounts, which pertain to the specific project area, there are
records and accounts of activities and events outside that area that could have had an
effect on the archaeological record within the project area. One such activity was pulu
harvesting.
Pulu is the soft downy material which covers the fiddleheads of hapu'u ferns (Cibotium
splendens). It was used for mattresses, pillows, and upholstery stuffing and was distributed
worldwide between 1851 and 1875. In addition, "...it was used by ancient Hawaiians for
stuffing the body cavity in embalming their dead, and for dressing wounds" (Bryan 1933:
24).
In 1860 three partners, who were pulu dealers, leased the entire ahupua'a of Panau for the
hapu'u on the land. Also that same year a gentleman named Heleluhe requested the lease
of Lae'apuki and Panau Iki for the purpose of harvesting pulu. At a site near Makaopuhi
Crater in Panau Nui ahupua'a and near the site of the present Keauhou Ranch headquarters
were two pulu picker camps maintained by Judge Kaina (Allen 1979:11). It was there that
pulu was hauled after collection, dried, bagged or bundled, and hauled by mule down the
pali to Keauhou Landing, where it was shipped off for export to foreign markets. Evidence
of the pulu picker camp located close to Makaopuhi Crater still exists (see Map 124-82022,
Pulu Factory, 8 sheets, 1980, on file at the Pacific Area Office, Honolulu).
Another activity reflected in the archaeological record is sweet potato production.
According to Handy and Handy (1972:127), sweet potato is more valuable than taro because
"it can be grown in much less favorable localities, both with respect to sun and soil; it
matures in three to six months (as against nine to eighteen months for taro); and it
requires much less labor in planting and care in cultivation."
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Numerous historic accounts refer to sweet potato growing in Puna. Ellis (1979:189-190)
described sweet potatoes as one of the staples of the inhabitants of Kealakomo. In
describing Puna, Wilkes (1845:188) said sweet potatoes were "seen to be growing literally
amoung heaps of stones and pieces of lava, with scarcely soil enough to cover them..."
While traveling from Kalapana to Kamoamoa, Lyman
passed a potato patch in the broken lava which exceeded anything I had seen.
Not a particle of soil was anywhere to be seen, and the holes dug amoung the
stones to receive the potatoes were some of them 6 feet in depth - - thus
securing a degree of moisture and shelter from the sun — though no more soil
than at the surface [Lyman 1924: 101].
In the 1880's Hillebrand (1981: xxii) reported "...the natives of Puna, Hawaii raise good
crops of sweet-potatoes in the hollows and cracks of bare lava by simply covering the
budding sprigs with decayed leaves and herbs." In 1932 Hudson (1932: 483) found "potato
patches, consisting of loose bits of lava piled in hillocks,...along the coast from Pulama to
Kamoamoa and a mile or more inland over the whole region..."
In addition to the direct evidence of sweet potato production, there is evidence of the
conflict between agricultural activities and cattle ranching.
The depredations of cattle upon cultivated fields were a primary cause for the
building of stone fences around kuleanas and cultivated areas; many of these old
fences still exist on the several islands; they were called pa-aina, and the same
name was applied to the area enclosed by such a fence [Kuykendall 1957:318,
note 76].
Unfortunately for researchers, very few Land Commission Awards were issued in the
District of Puna during the Great Mahele (1848-1854). Of the 19 awards issued, only three
were given to people who were not prominent chiefs. There are at least three possible
reasons for the majority of the population being excluded from the benefits of the Kuleana
Act (Linniken 1986, Allen 1979:7-8). It is possible the residents of Puna were unaware of
the changes that were taking place in the land tenure system or they failed to realize the
significance of owning land. A second reason for the lack of kuleana grants might be
Puna residents may not have had access to cash, which was necessary for surveying fees.
Many Puna residents were probably still engaged in a subsistence economy, which would
have prevented them from having the necessary capital. A final reason may be people
submitted their claims too late for consideration.
Despite the lack of detailed information concerning the number and status of people who
actually occupied Puna District around 1850, the Land Commission Awards do indicate the
area was inhabited. A number of people of the ali'i class considered the land valuable
enough to claim. This group of people undoubtedly had a number of other people who
worked under them in return for use rights on the land (Allen 1979).
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CHAPTER 2
ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

This research project used a system for defining the analytical units of study that was
derived from a scheme used by Weisler and Kirch during the Kawela, Moloka'i project
(1985, 1986). The feature is the basic unit of analysis. It is defined as any spatially
discrete non-portable cultural remain. Features can be architectural structures, modified
geomorphic formations, or midden. All features are made up of at least one, and possibly
many, components. Components are the individual parts of a feature. A simple feature
consists of one component, an example being an isolated pavement or wall. In contrast, a
multicomponent feature is made up of several components, for example, a contiguous series
of pavements and terraces with a slablined hearth and a surrounding wall. Some features
in turn are grouped into residential complexes.
Residential complexes are important analytical units for it is inferred they represent
prehistoric households or domestic units.
Drawing on a cross-cultural sample of
contemporary households, Netting et al. (1984) determined some of the functions households
fulfill. They recognized the household as a standard unit of analysis for ecological and
economic purposes. It is within the household that the "pooling and sharing of resources,
food processing, cooking, eating, and sheltering from the elements tend to take place"
(Netting et al. 1984:x/7). Households also tend to be the primary place where socialization
occurs. Age, sex, and kinship roles and obligations are all formed within the household.
Furthermore, households may serve as symbols of ethnic identity and historical continuity.
They "function within the cognitive structure that relates one person to the other members
of a community and one community to others with which it has contact" (Netting et al.
1984:xxx).
It is due to the fundamental nature of the household that the archaeological remains of
these dwellings can tell us so much. Flannery (1976:34) proposed that the archaeological
study of households will "greatly enrich our understanding of the similarities and
differences between regions, between villages within regions, and between households within
villages."
In addition, comparing the archaeological remains of noncontemporaneous
households will give an indication of social transformations through time.
Throughout Polynesia households are recognized in the archaeological record as groupings
of architectural features. McCoy (1976:16) proposed that Easter Island households contain
"a dwelling and often a constellation of subsistence-related features—an earth oven,
chicken house, and/or garden enclosure."
In Samoa, it was found that walkways represent the organizational structure of the village.
Within the village, household units were identified as "an area more than 75% enclosed by
walls and paths containing one large or two small stone platforms with one stone-free area
within the enclosure." (Jennings, Holmer, and Jackmond 1982:82). Using ethnohistorical
data and the basal areas of platforms as criteria, structures were functionally classified as
community houses, chief houses, dwellings, cook houses, or god houses. A previous study
found there was a significant (p < .01) clustering of platforms into household units
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(Jennings and Holmer 1980). Furthermore, there was a moderate correlation between the
size of the enclosed area which defined the household unit and the number of platforms in
the household unit.
In Hawaii, similar residential complexes are identified. Kirch and Kelly (1975) found that
the inland residential complexes of Halawa valley on Moloka'i were generally located on
low ridges. They usually consisted of a sleeping or general purpose house on one terrace
and a cook house located on a separate terrace nearby.
Weisler and Kirch (1985)
conducted extensive survey and excavation at Kawela, Moloka'i and found residential
complexes minimally contain a primary residence used for sleeping, several smaller ancillary
shelters used for cooking, storage, or manufacturing areas, and several minor horticultural
features. Similar groupings of structures were found at Lapakahi, Hawaii (Rosendahl 1972,
Tuggle and Griffin 1973), and in the Waimea-Kawaihae area, Hawaii (Clark and Kirch 1983,
Clark 1987).
In the DSA, clusters of residential components and features form residential complexes
(Figure 6). Residential components and features are defined as all platforms, terraces, and
pavements that are not classified on the basis of previous research or ethnohistorical data
as other functional types of features.
In addition, eight rectangular enclosures are
classified as residential features on the basis of the 1986 field research and Emory et al.'s
(1959) work.
The distribution of residential components and features was examined to determine if they
form any natural groupings into residential complexes. The two criteria considered are
what is the minimum number of residential components or features necessary to form a
residential complex, and what is the maximum distance between components and features
that are part of the same complex. A number of definitions for residential complexes were
tested to determine which one would produce the fewest number of complexes, and include
the largest number of residential components and features.
After evaluating several definitions, a residential complex was defined as three or more
residential components or features that are separated from other residential components or
features by 40 or more meters. Using this definition, 368 out of 486, or 76%, of all
residential components and features in the DSA are divided into 26 different complexes.
The remaining 24% of the residential components and features are either isolated or occur
in pairs. Furthermore, a boundary line is drawn around each residential complex, and then
all the other types of features within 10 m of the boundary are included in the complex.
A listing of the morphological and functional feature types in each complex is given in
Appendix A.
A problem with this definition of a complex is that it creates units that in some cases are
vastly different in size. In most parts of the DSA, small distinct residential complexes can
be discerned. In Kamoamoa Settlement, however, there are a great number of residential
features that are spatially quite close to each other.
In this instance, most of the
settlement is contained in one complex. Even when a smaller distance, such as 10 or 15 m,
is used as the criterion to distinguish groupings of residential features, no groupings are
apparent.
The residential features within Kamoamoa Settlement are so close to each other it is
impossible to distinguish smaller residential complex groupings. This problem is overcome
by using analyses that compare complexes with regards to the proportions of components or
feature types, or the dimensions of individual components or features, and not the absolute
number or frequency of components or features per complex.
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Complexes differ from one another in the total number of residential components and
features per complex, but in addition, they differ in the arrangement of these components
and features. One type of residential complex is characterized by individual residential
features that are spatially discrete from one another. A second type of residential complex
is manifested as one or two multicomponent features, which are made up of several
spatially contiguous residential components with connecting pens and surrounding
enclosures. In Chapter 5, it is hypothesized that these two types of complexes reflect
occupation during the prehistoric and historic periods, respectively.
The residential complexes in the DSA form natural groupings which are called settlements
or villages. The grouping of the 26 complexes into 8 settlements is given in Table 5. Areas
with low feature densities separate and define the boundaries between settlements.
Furthermore, some of the coastal settlements are defined by stone walls which undoubtedly
functioned to restrict range animals from entering them (Figure 7).

Table 5
GROUPING COMPLEXES INTO SETTLEMENTS
Complex
Group Number

Complex
Numbers

Settlement
Name

1

1 through 5

Kamoamoa Mauka
Settlement # 1

2

6 through 10

Kamoamoa Mauka
Settlement # 2

3

11 through 12

Lae'apuki

4

13 through 17

Kamoamoa Paliuli

5

18 through 19

Kamoamoa

6

20 through 21

Pulama

7

22 through 23

Ka'ili'ili

8

24 through 26

Poupou Kauka

At the eastern extent of the DSA, Poupou Kauka Settlement is bounded on its inland side
by a core-filled wall, and in places, a geologic fault crack which has lifted the shore area
above the hinterlands (see Figure 5). Amongst other features, the settlement is made up of
three residential complexes and five religious features. West of Poupou Kauka is Waha'ula
religious complex.
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Figure 6. Residential complexes in the Detailed Study Area
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Figure 7. Residential complexes and associated features
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West of the religious complex is Ka'ili'ili Settlement.
It consists of two residential
complexes and is bounded on the inland side by a core-filled wall. The residential features
in the complex are extremely large and intricate perhaps indicating, as discussed in Chapter
5, the relatively higher status of the past inhabitants, or alternatively, historic occupation.
Complexes 20 and 21 form a settlement that is not defined by the presence of walls and is
characterized by relatively simple features.
The low density of residential features
surrounding the complexes defines the settlement boundary or edge.
Kamoamoa is the largest settlement in the DSA. It consists of Complexes 18 and 19, but
the vast majority of the features in the settlement are contained in Complex 19. The high
density of walls and enclosures in the western portion of the settlement clearly indicate its
historic use. In contrast, the eastern side of the settlement contains smaller residential
features and lacks walls and enclosures, possibly indicating prehistoric occupation.
Lae'apuki and Kamoamoa Paliuli Settlement are the final coastal settlements in the DSA.
Lae'apuki Settlement, which consists of Complexes 11 and 12, contains numerous walls and
enclosures indicating historic use. At the base of Paliuli fault scarp, Complexes 13 through
17 form Kamoamoa Paliuli Settlement.
The inland residential complexes form two settlements. Kamoamoa Mauka Settlement # 1
consists of residential Complexes 1 through 5 and is the farthest inland. Kamoamoa Mauka
Settlement # 2 is made up of residential Complexes 6 through 10, and contains a large lava
tube which was the water source for the inland inhabitants. Both settlements contain very
different residential features than those on the coast. They tend to be smaller and
simpler.
These eight settlements comprise the areas with the highest residential feature densities in
the DSA. Some areas between settlements contain high densities of agricultural features,
whereas other areas are relatively barren.
In summary, the hierarchy of analytical units is components, features, complexes, and
settlements. The feature is the primary unit used in analysis, and a system for classifying
different types of features must be established. Thomas (1974) has proposed that in
objective studies the taxonomy of archaeological entities involves two steps. These must
be taken whether one is classifying ceramics, lithics, or, as in the current analysis,
architectural structures.
The first step involves sorting objects into homogeneous groupings which are "based
strictly upon morphological considerations within culturally meaningful contexts" (Thomas
1974:39). This requires defining specific attributes or characteristics which are used for
architectural classification. The primary attributes used in the current analysis include the
size and shape of a feature as well as its construction materials and technique.
The second step is to define functional, and when possible, temporally significant,
groupings. Spaulding (1954:392) proposed function in most instances must be inferred from
attributes that are not physical characteristics of the artifact or feature. In line with this
suggestion, Schlanger and Orcutt (1986) used associated assemblages of surface artifacts to
assign functional characteristics to architectural features in the Delores River Valley of
southwestern Colorado.
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Unfortunately, the paucity of portable artifacts in most Hawaiian sites makes this technique
virtually impossible. In addition, only a minimal amount of excavation has taken place in
the study area, necessitating criteria that are based solely on survey evidence. The
attributes used to assign features to a functional category include the feature's
geographical location, its association with other architectural features or midden areas,
and finally, against Spaulding's advice, the actual morphological characteristics of the
feature.
A relational computer data base was established to organize and manipulate the large
quantity of data represented on the base maps. The structure of the data base is a
derivative of the system used by Weisler and Kirch (1985, 1986) at Kawela, Moloka'i. A
record was established for each individual component or feature. The variables included in
each record are listed in Table 6. Currently, a total of 15,213 components and features,
and 210 portable artifacts, are included in the data base. The University of Hawaii at
Manoa IBM mainframe computer was used to run SPSS-X statistics, and a personal
computer was used to run Lotus 1-2-3 and dBase III for graphics and smaller data
management applications.
One advantage of implementing a data base system is it dictates that researchers be
explicit about the information they record. Because a minimum set of information is
recorded for each feature in a standardized manner, the attributes must be defined before
the research takes place. This does not imply studies which utilize computers are more
objective. As Richards and Ryan (1985:21) proposed, "The choice of which data to record,
how to measure it, and which manipulative techniques to employ, remain subjective
decisions."
Despite the subjective nature of defining the criteria, the necessity of
standardization when using computers makes it essential that feature attributes be clearly
defined.
Another obvious advantage of computer systems is their ability to manipulate large
quantities of data. It would be virtually impossible to calculate statistical tests which
include all 15,213 components and features recorded in the DSA without using a computer.
This allows for the discovery of patterns and relationships that otherwise might go
unnoticed. Furthermore, previously developed hypothesis may be supported or rejected
through the use of statistical analysis.
Although there are numerous advantages to utilizing computerized data bases, other factors
must be considered. Initially, time must be allocated to thoroughly master the general
principles of data base management as well as the specific software employed.
Furthermore, the researcher must be in a position to utilize a mainframe computer and the
attendant support services because current personal computers lack the capacity to handle
the necessary range of data efficiently. A final consideration is the vast amount of time
required to code and input data. This must be done in a consistent and precise manner, a
task which can be extremely boring and tedious.
Several systems for numbering features and components have been employed by past
research endeavors in the DSA. Smart (1965) assigned Bishop Museum site numbers. These
are distinct numbers prefixed by "HV" to designate Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. Smart
only assigned numbers to some sites in the DSA, that is, to non-standardized groupings of
features.
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Table 6
DATA BASE STRUCTURE
Variable name
1) complex number
2) quadrant number
3) feature number
4) "HV" number
5) morphological feature type
6) functional feature type
7) feature length
8) feature width
9) feature height, interior
10) feature height, exterior
11) area of component or feature
12) total area of residential components, only used for the main feature of a
multicomponent feature
13) multicomponent feature, (logical variable)
14) main feature of multicomponent feature (logical variable)
15) component of multicomponent feature (logical variable)
16) field checked during 1986 field season (logical variable)
17) destroyed by 1985 lava flow (logical variable)
18) zone of DSA
19) complex grouping variable # 1
20) complex grouping variable # 2

One objective of the current research project was to inventory all the cultural remains in
the DSA. To do this, individual components and features, and not sites, were assigned
discrete numbers. Each number contains three parts, an example being "K09-023-02." The
first three characters designate what base map the feature is on. "K09" means the feature
is on the ninth base map of the Kalapana series. The second three characters are the
actual discrete feature number. The final two characters are component numbers, and
designate whether or not it is a component of a multicomponent feature. In this example,
it is the second component of feature 23. Most features are single component and thus
the last two characters of their numbers are "00." Throughout the report, the numbers
assigned for this project are used. A listing of "HV" numbers and their corresponding
project numbers is given in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 3
FEATURE DESCRIPTIONS

There are 14,761 individual features, 452 additional components, and 210 portable artifacts,
recorded in the DSA. During the 1986 field season, 177 features, 90 components, and 6
artifacts were field checked. An additional 14,584 features, 362 components and 10
portable artifacts are depicted on the base maps and are catalogued. Ladd (1969) excavated
an additional 193 artifacts from four sites. Somers and Lane recorded an adz near Poupou
Kauka Settlement while monitoring a lava flow in April, 1987. Table 7 is a listing of the
artifacts recorded in the DSA.
The 15,213 components and features are classified into 73 morphological types (Table 8).
Table 9 is a listing of the morphological feature types that were field checked in 1986.
Most distinctions between categories are based on the size, shape, and construction
technique of the feature.
There are, however, a few categories with functional
connotations. In some of these cases, the categories are the names of previously used base
map symbols that are retained because the precise morphological characteristics of the
features are not clear. In other instances, such as trails, some burials, and hearths, it is
difficult to adequately describe the features without functional labels.
The 73 morphological component and feature types are grouped into 28 functional
categories. Appendix C is listing of which morphological feature types are classified as
specific functional feature types. The classification of morphological component and
feature types into functional categories is based on field observations, past archaeological
research, and historical accounts. The frequency of components and features in the
functional categories are given in Table 10. Table 11 is a listing of the functional feature
types field checked in 1986. In the discussion of feature types, detailed morphological
descriptions are given, followed by a discussion of the functions they served.

Residential components and features
This section describes the components and features contained in prehistoric and historic
residential settings.
A review of permanent versus extended use of residential features,
along with the implications of social status and a possible historic versus prehistoric
dichotomy, is presented in Chapter 5.
Platforms

Platforms are distinguished by having all four sides elevated and faced (Figure 8). Paved
platforms have a smooth and level surface. In contrast, stone filled platforms have an
interior fill of rock forming an irregularly level surface. The surface is usually made up of
pieces of pahoehoe and a'a 20 to 40 cm (7.9 to 15.7 in) in size, which are piled up to
form a rough surface. The sides of platforms are faced, and usually made out of stacked
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Table 7
ARTIFACTS RECORDED IN DSA
Artifact Type

Frequency

Artifacts recorded during 1986 field season
Pounder
Historic glass
Metal wick cover
Ax head

3
1
1
1
Subtotal

6

Artifacts depicted on base maps
Stone sinker
Oval depression stone
Stone, pecked grove
Hammer stone
Octopus lure
Adz

4
2
2
1
1
1
Subtotal

11

Artifacts recovered by Ladd (1969)
HV-239, burial in Kamoamoa Settlement
volcanic glass flake

1
Subtotal

HV-238, burial in Kamoamoa Settlement
historic glass beads
metal object
Subtotal
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1

3
7
10

Table 7 (continued)
Artifact Type

Frequency

HV-228, coastal lava tube shelter
bone
(fishhooks, fishhook blanks,
cut bone fragments,
shellfish pickers, buttons,
tattoo needle, awl, dog
tooth ornament)
stone
scoriaceous basalt saw
basalt adz
slate pencil
coral and shell
coral boring tool
coral file
historic glass bead
shell fishhook
sea urchin spine file

103

1
1
1
4
1
1
1
50

metal

wire fishhook
line weights
segment of wire
possible wire fishhook
possible bullet
unknown

3
3
4
1
1
4
Subtotal

179

HV-242, Moa heiau
bread loaf sinker

2

basalt whetstone

1
Subtotal
Total
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3
210

Table 8
FREQUENCIES OF MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURE TYPES IN DSA
FEATURE TYPE
Platform
Platform, paved
Platform, stone filled
Terrace
Terrace, paved
Terrace, stone filled
Pavement
Lava tube-bubble
Retaining wall
Circular feature, disturbed remains
Circular feature, rubble
Hearth
Hearth, slablined
Cupboard
Slablined pit
Midden, shell
Petroglyph
Papamu
Modified outcrop, grinding depression
Modified outcrop, bait cup
Modified outcrop, canoe mooring hole
Planter, natural
Planter, modified
"Shelter, walled"
Stone mound
Wall, stacked stone
Wall, core-filled
Wall, disturbed remains
Wall, rubble
Wall, single course
Wall, broken, stacked stone
Wall, broken, core-filled
Wall, broken, rubble
C-shape, stacked stone
C-shape, core-filled
C-shape, rubble
J-shape, stacked stone
L-shape, stacked stone
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#

%

347
4
20
6
40
5
96
202
18
81
120
6
20
2
11
6
33
18
2
28
15
1614
2630
991
7751
214
43
22
125
42
206
10
1
5
1
1
1
22

2.3
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
1.3
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
10.6
17.3
6.5
50.9
1.4
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
1.4
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0

Table 8 (continued)
FEATURE TYPE
L-shape, core-filled
L-shape, rubble
U-shape, stacked stone
U-shape, core-filled
U-shape, rubble
Enclosure, circular, stacked stone
Enclosure, circular, core-filled
Enclosure, rectangular, stacked stone
Enclosure, rectangular, core-filled
Enclosure, square, stacked stone
Enclosure, square, core-filled
Enclosure, outcrop, stacked stone
Enclosure, outcrop, core-filled
Enclosure, other shape, rubble
Enclosure, other shape, stacked stone
Enclosure, other shape, core-filled
Trail
Trail, paved
Trail, unknown
Trail, ala
Trail, stepping stone
Trail, curblined
Burial
Grave
Seep or spring
Well
Windmill remains
Water tanks
Tin roof remains
Stile or step
Bench mark
Rock filled crevice
Cairn
Depression
Faced depression
Total
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#

%

1
5
11
2
3
16
3
18
17
25
15
55
12
1
7
12
1
1
31
6
30
6
7
14
1
8
1
2
1
2
6
32
84
11
7
15,213

<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
100.0

Table 9
FREQUENCIES OF MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURE TYPES
FIELD CHECKED DURING 1986 FIELD SEASON
Feature Type

#

Platform
Platform, stone filled
Platform, paved
Terrace, stone filled
Terrace, paved
Pavement
Ahu, cairn
Wall, stacked stone
Wall, core-filled
Wall, disturbed remains
Wall, single course
Wall, broken, stacked stone
C-shape, stacked stone
C-shape, core-filled
L-shape, stacked stone
Circular feature, disturbed remains
Circular feature, rubble
Burial
Rock filled crevice
Cupboard
Depression
Enclosure, circular core-filled
Enclosure, rectangular, stacked stone
Enclosure, rectangular, core-filled
Enclosure, square, stacked stone
Enclosure, square, core-filled
Enclosure, outcrop, stacked stone
Enclosure, outcrop, core-filled
Enclosure, other shape, stacked stone
Hearth, slablined
Midden, shell
Mound, circular
Petroglyph
Papamu
Slablined pit
Planter, modified
Lava tube-bubble
"Walled shelter"
Trail
Trail, paved
Trail, ala
Trail, stepping stone
Step
Seep or spring
Total
39

%

5
1.8
20
7.4
4
1.5
5
1.8
39
14.3
43
15.8
3
1.1
8
2.9
3
1.1
1 <1.0
2 <1.0
3
1.1
1 <1.0
1 <1.0
1
1.0
6
2.2
22
8.1
1 <1.0
3
1.1
1 <1.0
3
1.1
2 <1.0
3
1.1
8
2.9
1 <1.0
6
2.2
7
2.6
1 <1.0
1 <1.0
10
3.7
3
1.1
3
1.1
2 <1.0
1 <1.0
4
1.5
1 <1.0
9
3.3
7
2.6
1 <1.0
1 <1.0
1 <1.0
17
6.3
1 <1.0
2 <1.0
267 100.0

Table 10
FREQUENCIES OF FUNCTIONAL FEATURE TYPES IN DSA
Feature Type

#

%

Residential
486
3.2
Religious
12 <1.0
Burial
47
<1.0
Agricultural stone mound
7751
50.8
Agricultural alignment, C, J, U, L shape
52 <1.0
Agricultural planter natural
1614
10.6
Agricultural planter modified
2630
17.3
Wall
660
4.3
Enclosure
167
1.1
Trail
74
<1.0
Ahu, cairn
84
<1.0
Canoe shed
2 <1.0
Tool manufacturing area
2 <1.0
Papamu
18 <1.0
Petroglyphs
33 <1.0
Marine resources
43 <1.0
Agricultural walled shelter
991
6.5
Water source
11 <1.0
Religious component
18 <1.0
Rock filled crevice
32 <1.0
Depression
16 <1.0
Lava tube
199
1.3
Circular feature, disturbed & rubble
200
1.3
Cupboard
2 <1.0
Hearth
26
<1.0
Midden, shell
6 <1.0
Slablined pit
11 <1.0
Misc.
26. <L0
Total 15,213 100.0
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Table 11
FREQUENCIES OF FUNCTIONAL FEATURE TYPES
FIELD CHECKED DURING 1986 FIELD SEASON
Feature type

#

Residential
Religious
Burial
Agricultural stone mound
Agricultural alignment, C, J, U, L shape
Agricultural planter modified
Agricultural walled shelter
Wall
Enclosure
Trail
Ahu, cairn
Lava tube
Papamu
Petroglyphs
Circular feature, disturbed & rubble
Water source
Religious component
Rock filled crevice
Cupboard
Depression
Hearth
Midden, shell
Slablined pit
Misc.
Total

%

90
33.1
5
1.8
23
8.5
3
1.1
3
1.1
1 <1.0
7
2.6
15
5.5
24
8.8
20
7.4
3
1.1
8
2.9
1 <1.0
2 <1.0
27
9.9
2 <1.0
9
3.7
3
1.1
1 <1.0
2 <1.0
10
3.7
3
1.1
4
1.1
I
<L0
267 100.0

pahoehoe slabs. Only two residential platforms were measured during the 1986 field season.
One platform had an area of 13.8 sq m (148.5 sq ft), and measured 5 m (16.4 ft) by 2.75 m
(9 ft). The other platform had an area of 42.2 sq m (454.3 sq ft), and measured 6.7 m (22
ft) by 6.3 m (20.7 ft).
In the DSA, there are 371 components and features classified as platforms. This is the
most frequent type of residential feature. There is a problem, however, in that many of
the features depicted as platforms on the base maps, are not platforms at all, as defined in
this report. Most of the features depicted as platforms that were field checked during the
1986 season were really terraces, pavements, or rubble piles. This indicates a large number
of platforms that were not field checked have also probably been wrongly classified. Most
of these features, however, would be functionally classified as residential features. Thus
the frequencies of different morphological feature types may be wrong, but the frequency
of residential features in relation to other functional feature types is probably correct.
In addition to features wrongly classified as platforms that were reclassified, there are 22
features that were originally not classified as platforms, that were field checked in 1986
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House Platform (Plan View)
Kamoamoa Mauka Phase 2
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park

Figure 8. Paved platform (K35-097-00)

r.

and found to be platforms. Six of these were depicted as small enclosures, 14 were shown
as stone mounds, and two were depicted as possible burials. A total of 29 features known
to be platforms were field checked. Three of these are functionally classified as religious
features, 20 are thought to be grave monuments, and six are functionally classified as
residential features. Only residential platforms are considered in this section.
Terraces
Within the DSA 40 paved terraces, five stone filled terraces, and six terraces of unknown
construction technique are recorded. Terraces are distinguished by having between one and
three sides raised and faced (Figure 9). The mean area of the 27 measured terraces is
15.59 sq m (167.8 sq ft) (s.d.= l0.71 sq m; 115.3 sq ft). The mean length of terraces is 4.76
m (51.2 ft) (s.d.= 1.80 m; 5.9 ft), and the mean width is 2.96 m (31.9 ft) (s.d.= 1.25 m; 4.1 ft).
The surface of paved terraces is smooth and relatively level. One method of constructing
this surface was to remove the larger chunks of lava and, possibly, crush the remaining
pieces into a uniform size that ranged between 5 to 10 cm (2 to 4 in) in size. Another
method was to bring in pieces of lava and lay them on top of the somewhat level
foundation. In contrast, stone filled terraces have irregularly level surfaces constructed in
a manner similar to stone filled platforms. In addition to terraces, 18 "retaining walls" are
depicted on the base maps. It is likely this is the label the pre-1986 fieldworkers gave to
some terraced features.
Pavements
There are 96 pavements recorded in the DSA. These features have a single course, or at
most a thin layer, of rocks laid over the substrate to create a smooth uniform surface
(Figure 10). They are not faced and only slightly, if at all, elevated above the surrounding
ground surface. The shape of the pavements in the DSA varies considerably. The mean
area of the 12 measured residential pavements is 19.48 sq m (209.7 sq ft) (s.d.=24.4 m; 80
ft). The mean feature length is 5.10 m (16.7 ft) (s.d.=3.40 m; 11.26 ft), and the mean
feature width is 3.09 m (10.1 ft) (s.d.= 1.83 m; 6 ft). The material of the paving is either
ili'ili stones, ala stones, da chunks, or pahoehoe slabs.
Many of the pavements in the DSA are located on da flows. They were constructed in a
manner similar to paved terraces and the foundations of trails, i.e. the larger da chunks
were removed and the remaining pieces may have been crushed into a uniform 5 to 10 cm
(2 to 4 in) diameter size. Other pavements consist of ili'ili, ala or pahoehoe slabs laid on
top of pahoehoe outcrops.
Disturbed and rubble features
In the DSA there are 81 components and features depicted as disturbed remains, and 120
components and features depicted as rubble areas. In most cases, these are shown as
small, 2 to 6 m (6.6 to 19.7 ft) in length, circular features. Twenty-eight of these features
were briefly inspected during the 1986 field season. Many are uneven, haphazard piles of
rock. Some had a small amount of facing along one edge. It is possible they are
unfinished, or highly disturbed platforms or terraces, or alternatively, they might be
clearing mounds.
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Figure 9. Paved terrace (K43-005-00)
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Figure 10. Pavement (W42-005-00), partially destroyed by April 1987 lava flow.

Functional classification of platforms, terraces, and pavements
The pavements, platforms and terraces in the DSA were used for a wide variety of
activities. David Malo (1951:28,122), a native Hawaiian writing in the .1830s to 1840s,
proposed that traditional Hawaiian households consisted of several spatially distinct
structures. Given the Hawaiian emphasis on purity, different activities took place in
separate structures.
A typical complex of features for a household might include a sleeping house (hale noa); a
men's house (mua) used by male family members for eating, praying, and as a place to
provide offerings to the gods; an eating house for women and children (hale 'aina');
cooking houses (hale kahumu) and earth ovens (imu); crop storage huts (hale papa'a); huts
for making mats (hale ulana) or tapa (hale kuku); a menstrual hut (hale pe'a) somewhat
removed from the main complex; and if it was a coastal complex, perhaps a canoe house
(halau) (Handy and Puku'i 1958:7-17; Malo 1951:122; Weisler and Kirch 1985:141; Clark
1987:201-202).
Clark (1987:202) reviewed additional ethnohistorical literature and concluded the model is
probably only applicable for the ali'i class. A commoners household might have contained
far fewer structures. This latter view, as discussed in Chapter 5, is not fully supported by
the archaeological remains in the DSA.
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With respect to this model of the Hawaiian household, the spatially discrete pavements,
paved terraces, and paved platforms in the DSA probably functioned as level, elevated
foundations for pole and thatch structures. When covered with mats, the smooth surfaces
of these features would have provided a comfortable living area. Similar features, "terrace
platforms", were found in Makaha Valley on O'ahu and were thought to be "prehistoric and
for permanent housing" (Green 1980:58). Alternatively, the features could have been the
foundations for open or roofed work areas.
Handy and Handy (1972:299) proposed that farmers would have maintained a hale papa'a or
storage shed near their plantation. It is possible the small simple paved areas or stone
filled terraces and platforms recorded throughout areas with high densities of stone mounds
were the foundations for these structures.
Stone filled features do not today have
sufficiently smoothed surfaces for people to have lived upon them, even with the use of
mats. Although the surface of stone filled platforms may have been disturbed by cattle,
they could represent the foundations for storage areas.
If the pavement, paved terrace, or paved platform is the main component of a
multicomponent feature, the whole feature might have been a residential feature. Some
paved area multicomponent features have associated components such as hearths, cupboards,
pits, other paved areas, or surrounding walls. Because of their relative complexity and
size, these features may have been a combination sleeping house, cooking house, storage
house, and work area. As proposed in Chapter 5, this architectural design may be a
historic phenomenon.
Most of the platforms, pavements, and terraces in the inland portion of the DSA are
situated on a'a flows. This trend is supported by Handy and Puku'i (1958:8) who claim "In
Ka'u and in some places in Puna, many of the dwellings were built on old lava beds, thus
reserving the good tillable soil for food growing." It is possible that "old lava beds" refers
to a'a flows and the "good tillable soil" refers to pahoehoe flows which generally do have
more soil development. The reason given by Handy and Puku'i for this trend is, however,
debatable.
The presence of a large number of stone mounds and depressions suggests agricultural
production in the DSA did not focus on planting in soil. It is possible that residential
features were built on a'a flows to take advantage of the shade provided by 'ohia-lehua
and other types of trees that are more prevalent on a'a flows than pahoehoe flows.
Furthermore, it would be much easier to build structures on a'a flows as the pieces of lava
are looser and more easily crushed. Finally, building houses on a'a flows might have
offered a degree of protection from fires that were set on the pahoehoe flows to promote
pill grass growth and soil development.
Enclosures
Other types of residential features in the DSA include rectangular and square shaped
enclosures.
Eight enclosures are classified as residential features. They consist of a
surrounding core-filled wall with an interior paved terrace (Figure 11). In some of the
enclosures there is a opening in one of the shorter sides of the rectangle which probably
functioned as an entrance. Other enclosures have no openings in their walls and thus
might have had a wooden stile structure built over the side of a wall to provide access.
Handy and Handy (1972:296) maintained the rafters of these houses rested directly on top
of the walls of the enclosures. They proposed this construction technique required less
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Figure 11. Enclosure (W42-029-00) 47

wood than a platform or paved terrace house, and thus was the style of house built in
treeless areas. Furthermore, because the sides of rectangular houses are rock and not
thatch they offered a degree of protection against grazing cattle or goats. Because of
this, and the association of historic artifacts, it is often assumed residential enclosures are
historic features (Clark 1987:127).
Handy and Handy (1972:295-296) noted rectangular enclosure houses in Ka'u and claimed it
was "a type much used along the southern coastal area of Hawaii." This type of residential
feature has also been recorded in the upland and coastal zones of Lapakahi (Rosendahl
1972:76-77), the lower valley of Makaha (Green 1980:50,59), and at John Young's homestead
at Kawaihae (Rosendahl and Carter 1987).
Not all rectangular and square shaped enclosures in the DSA are classified as residential
features. The larger enclosures, those over 15 m (49.2 ft) in length, were probably not
roofed and thus would not have functioned as residential areas. These features could have
served as boundary divisions around groupings of features or complexes. Furthermore, they
might have been used as animal corrals, or as a means to keep animals away from
residential features.
The smaller enclosures could have been either animal pens or
residential features.
One criterion for distinguishing between residential enclosures, agricultural enclosures, and
animal pens, is the number and type of associated components. Handy and Puku'i (1958:10)
and Handy and Handy (1970:293) proposed the hale noa (common or sleeping house) was
divided into two areas. Against the back wall there was a paved terrace which served as
the sleeping area. Between this paved terrace and the door was another lower paved area
which was used for daily activities. Garden enclosures and animal pens would probably not
have had internal terraces or paving components. Garden enclosures, however, might have
internal components such as planting mounds, which would be absent in residential features
(Rosendahl 1972).
The facing on the interior or exterior walls of enclosures may be another criterion for
establishing their function (Newman 1970:140). Animal pens would have neatly faced
interior walls to prevent animals from escaping. Alternatively, residential features or
garden enclosures would have neatly faced exterior surfaces to keep animals out.
Alignments and walled shelters
Several types of alignments were recorded in the DSA. These include: (a) 5 stacked stone,
1 core-filled, and 1 rubble C-shape alignments; (b) 22 stacked stone, 1 core-filled, and 5
rubble L-shape alignments; (c) 11 stacked stone, 2 core-filled, and 3 rubble U-shape
alignments; and (d) 1 stacked stone J-shape alignment. In addition, 991 "walled shelters"
are depicted on the base maps. Unfortunately, the accuracy of these figures is uncertain
because there are several problems with the identification and classification process.
One basic problem is the terms are not comparable. Under the procedure used here,
features are classified as morphological types, which do not in themselves have functional
significance. These morphological feature types are then assigned a functional category.
The pre-1986 researchers designated many features as "walled shelters", a term which does
have a functional connotation. In contrast, in the present report, features are assigned to
the nonfunctional feature type "alignment" solely on the data presented on the base maps.
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Furthermore, it is not clear what the morphological characteristics of each of these feature
types are, or how these characteristics differ from other feature types. During the 1986
field season it was noted that some walled shelters abut outcrops whereas others are free
standing on top of outcrops. In addition, size, shape, and construction technique are all
variables that differ widely from one walled shelter to the next.
It appears the pre-1986 researchers designated any small, curved, stacked stone structure as
a walled shelter. This is an ambiguous and incomplete definition at best. Because there is
no precise definition for walled shelters, it is difficult to distinguish them from other types
of stone alignments. The distinction between the different types of alignments is on the
basis of shape and construction technique. The distinction between walled shelters and the
different types of alignments appears to be based on the size of the feature. It seems
small features, in the 2 to 3 m (6.6 to 9.8 ft) length range, are depicted as walled shelters,
whereas larger features that may utilize a similar construction technique and are the same
general shape, are assigned to the "alignment" feature type. Further field checks of these
feature types would help clarify the actual morphological distinctions.
Once it is accepted that there are morphological distinctions between these feature types,
the problem becomes one of establishing their function. Rosendahl (1972:73) proposed some
C-shape alignments found at Lapakahi were residential features. This was based on the
presence of associated cupboards, slab lined hearths, and midden material such as mollusc
shell, mammal bone, and charcoal fragments. In the DSA, none of these components are
recorded in association with either walled shelters or alignments.
In contrast, Clark (1983:131) proposed some C-shapes in the right of way of the
Waimea-Kawaihae road corridor were agricultural planting features. The alignments would
provide protection from the trade winds and act as a soil catchment. Clark (1983:131) felt
the features were not overnight or temporary shelters because of their close proximity to
larger more substantial features that he classified as residential. A similar argument could
apply for the DSA, because there are platforms, paved terraces, and pavements quite close
to the walled shelters and alignments.
It thus seems likely many of the small "walled shelters" are not shelters at all, but are
agricultural features. The larger alignments on the other hand might have been part of a
residential complex. At Kawela, on Moloka'i, similar features with associated hearths were
classified as cooking houses (Weisler and Kirch 1985). Furthermore, it is possible some of
the features depicted as C or U shape alignments abutted outcrops not depicted on the
maps and acted as animal pens or garden enclosures.
Lava tubes and rock shelters
Malo (1951:118) stated "Caves, holes in the ground and overhanging cliffs were also used as
dwelling places by some folks." Within the DSA, 202 lava tubes and rock shelters are
recorded. Not all of these are modified and not all of those that are modified served as
residential features. There are, however, at least 3 lava tubes that were field checked
during the 1986 field season that are classified as residential features.
One of the most thoroughly documented features in the DSA is a small, partially collapsed,
volcanic lava bubble (K 14-08-00) that was completely excavated by Ladd in 1962 and 1963.
The shelter is located ca. 800 m (2,625 ft) west of Waha'ula heiau and ca. 45 m (148 ft)
from the shoreline. Ladd (1969:45) described the lava bubble as "an irregularly shaped
chamber approximately 16 m in length, a maximum of 5 m in width, and less than 2 m in
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height from floor to ceiling; the soil deposit is from 0 to 24 cm in depth." A charcoal
sample collected from the floor level produced a C-14 date of 625 ± 80 years B.P.
(calibrated 644 B.P., 591 B.P., 571 B.P., with a plus and minus range of 671-543 B.P.,
according to Stuiver and Pearson 1986). As calibrated according to Stuiver and Pearson
(1986) that is a range from A. D. 1279 to A. D. 1407.
There were five structural components contained in the lava shelter. Just inside the
southwest entrance a wall about 60 cm (23.6 in) high was constructed to serve as a
windbreak. There were also a number of rocks which formed steps leading down into the
chamber. Two hearths were present in the chamber, one of which is described as a
semicircle of four large stones with a concentration of ash about 14 cm (5.5 in) deep. The
final component was a heavy concentration of small stones in a compact circular pattern.
An informant told Ladd that small fish were cooked by placing them on the stones. Ladd
felt that because there is no Hawaiian name for this type of cooking, this component and
one of the hearths associated with it are probably historic (Ladd 1969:73).
One hundred seventy nine artifacts were recovered during the excavations.
listed in Table 7.

These are

Ladd (1969:72) concluded the site was used as "a shelter and limited campsite." The basis
for his statement is the relative lack of formal tools leading him to believe that it was not
a regular workshop or extended campsite, but rather was used by fisherman as an
"overnight shelter." This conclusion does not seem at all definite, for there appear to be a
considerable number of manufacturing tools. In addition, there was a papamu or konane
board located on an outcrop just outside of the shelter. Perhaps the shelter was not used
as a permanent habitation site, but it appears to be more than an overnight shelter. The
characteristics of the cave coincide with Clark's (1987:208) criteria for an extended use
domestic unit, a topic discussed in Chapter 5.
Because of the limited amount of modern material on the surface Ladd (1969) proposed the
shelter was used only intermittently during the late historic period. The metal hooks found
on the surface are presumably early historic as they are similar in outline to prehistoric
bone fishhooks. He concluded the main occupation of the site was during the prehistoric
and early historic period.
One of the most hospitable lava tubes utilized for habitation was feature K36-067-00. It is
located ca. 2.5 km (1.55 miles) inland in quad K36. It is actually a lava tube tunnel with a
main entrance ca. 5.2 m (17 ft) wide and 1.4 m (4.6 ft) high. The lava tube extends
backwards for ca. 5 or 6 m (16.4 or 19.7 ft) narrowing as it goes so that the back of the
tube is a 1.5 m (4.9 ft) opening. This opening would have provided excellent cross
ventilation. Just inside the drip line of the main entrance there are two separate pavings.
The larger paving is ca. 3.5 m by 1 m (11.5 by 3.3 ft) and the smaller paving is 2.5 m by
0.9 m (8.2 by 2.95 ft). These pavings, when covered with mats, would have provided a
smooth, level surface for sleeping or other domestic activities.
Another residential lava tube, feature W42-034-00 located 155 m (508.5 ft) from the coast,
was modified in a different manner from the those just described. This lava tube is part
of a group of features which includes a surrounding low stacked stone wall and a small 1.5
m (4.9 ft) wide faced depression. The unmodified opening of the lava tube is 2.05 m (6.7
ft) wide and ca. 1 m (3.3 ft) high. The tube extends backwards ca. 1.4 m (4.6 ft). The
interior of the tube is not paved but five 30 to 40 cm (11.8 to 15.7 in) ala were found in
it. A wall has been constructed across the main opening, reducing the entrance to a 50
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cm (19.7 in) wide opening. !n addition, walls are constructed up against the interior sides
of the tube. The stones used to construct these walls are ca. 30 to 50 cm (11.8 to 19 7 ;
in length.
It is possible, but unlikely, that the features functioned as
residential area. The surrounding wall is in places built on top
is quite low, probably insufficiently so for an animal pen. The
their association with religious activities in other contexts,
features from animal pens.

an animal pen and not a
of a pahoehoe outcrop and
presence of ala stones, and
further distinmmbe'; r>»

Hearths
A total of 26 hearths are recorded in the DSA. Four of these are located in a large lava
tube and are not associated with any residential features. Another four hearths are
depicted on the base maps as being isolated features. This is a somewhat suspicious
circumstance as another hearth depicted as a isolated feature on the base maps was located
during the 1986 field season and was in fact a component of an a'a pavement.
Furthermore, without considering the four hearths in the lava tube, all six hearths located
during the 1986 field season are components of features. All of these hearths are slablined
pits which were excavated into pavements or paved terraces. It seems probable that some
of the pre-1986 researchers did not recognize these somewhat subtle pavements and paved
terraces as being cultural features, and it is likely that the four isolated hearths are
components of pavements or paved terraces.
The hearths in the DSA are very standardized (Figure 12).
checked during the 1986 field season that were associated with
slablined. Fifteen of the 16 hearths depicted on the base maps
the 1986 field season are shown as slablined hearths. The only
the base maps is represented by the words "fire place."

All of the hearths field
residential features were
but not relocated during
other hearth depicted on

All of the hearths recorded in residential contexts during the 1986 field season were
rectangular in shape, their average dimensions being approximately 67 cm by 62 cm (26.4 in
by 24.4 in). They are usually made UD of four to six slabs, either pahoehoe or ala
depending on the location, which are aligned at right angles to each other to form a
rectangle. It is interesting to note this stylized shape is the same as some of the hearths
found in the inland section of the Waimea-Kawaihae road corridor (Clark 1983:261,265).
Slablined pits
There are at least 11 slablined pits in the DSA, four of which were examined during the
1986 field season. All of these are components of multicomponent features. The pits
recorded during the 1986 field season are divided into small and large slablined pits. These
two categories probably correspond to functional divisions.
The two small slablined pits are components of features located in Ka'ili'ili Settlement.
One of the pits is sunken into the main pavement of a large paved terrace that is
classified as a heiau. The pit is 42 cm (16.5 in) long, 27 cm (10.6 in) wide, and 30 cm
(11.8 in) deep. The second small slablined pit is associated with a series of pavements
which make up a residential complex.
It is ca. 6 m (19.7 ft) away from a very
standardized, rectangular shaped, slablined hearth.
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Figure 12. Slablined hearth (K39-024-00)

Although both of these features are depressions into pavements, and both are slablined,
they are clearly distinguishable. The slablined hearth is rectangular in shape, whereas the
pit is oval. Furthermore, the sides of the pit are not vertical but angle inward as they
descend. The function of both slablined pits is uncertain, but it is possible they were used
as offering pits (lua pau), as are found in heiau (Valeri 1985a: 236-237).
A large slablined pit recorded during the 1986 field season is a component of a paved
terrace in Complex 3 of Kamoamoa Mauka Settlement # 1 (Figure 13). It is made up of 10
large pahoehoe slabs which are set on edge to form a rectangle. Its overall dimensions are
ca. 1.85 m (6.1 ft) by 1.30 m (4.3 ft). It depth is indeterminate because its interior is full
of decomposed vegetation. The function of the feature is undetermined, but because of its
close proximity to a large number of stone mounds, and because it is associated with
residential features, it is possible that it was a sweet potato storage pit. Nakkim (1971)
recorded similar stone-lined pits near Kaluanui heiau in Hana, Maui, and suggested that
they were used for breadfruit and taro storage. An alternative is that the feature in the
DSA is a burial. Only excavation could settle the matter.
The final pit recorded in 1986 is a component of a multicomponent residential complex
located in Ka'ili'ili village. It is large and differs from the other slablined pits in that the
facing of the pit is more than one course high. These courses of rock give an interior
depth of ca. 55 cm (21.7 in). Overall dimensions are 1.6 m (5.2 ft) by 0.9 m (2.95 ft).
There is a considerable amount of opihi shell at the bottom of the pit. This midden,
however, was probably the result of recent fishermen and thus would not be associated
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Figure 13. Slablined pit (K42-103-02).

with the feature's original use. Again, one can only speculate about the function of the
feature. A storage bin is a possibility.
Feature K41-40-00 is located approximately 3.3 km (2 miles) inland and was not checked
during the 1986 field season. It is depicted as a platform with five associated slablined
pits. It is unclear if any of these pits are in fact slablined hearths. Again, because of
the platform's close proximity to a large number of agricultural features it is possible the
pits were used for sweet potato storage.
Cupboards
There are two cupboards recorded in the DSA, one of which was field checked during the
1986 field season. It is in Complex 3 of Kamoamoa Mauka Settlement # 1, approximately 3
m (9.8 ft) from a pavement. It was built by placing pahoehoe slabs on edge and putting a
large slab over the top. It is ca. 52 cm (20.5 in) wide, 29 cm (11.4 in) long, and 23 cm
(9.1 in) high.
Religious features
Using ethnohistorical and archaeological evidence Valeri (1985a) developed a hierarchical
typology of heiau. In the most general sense, a heiau is any place religious observances
occur, and thus in Valeri's functional model any place where sacrifices are offered
(1985a:173). Valeri (1985a: 173-179) identified five main functional types of heiau: hale mua,
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a men's house; pohaku o Kane, a shrine composed of an upright stone and altar associated
with a domestic temple or fishing temple; ko'a, a fishing heiau; hale o Lono, an agricultural
heiau; and luakini, heiau where human sacrifices took place. There was some architectural
variation within each of the main types which produced a range of morphological forms.
In addition there are other types of temples, for example heiau dedicated to the deities of
hula, surfing, and success in love (Valeri 1985a: 179).
Valeri (1985a: 183-185) also proposed that heiau may be classified into those associated with
war and those associated with growth or fertility. Luakini and ko'a heiau are correlated
with warfare and fishing respectively, and are associated with the god Ku. In contrast,
hale o Lono and the other heiau types are associated with growth and fertility and thus
the gods Lono and Kane. Valeri (1985a: 184) proposed the three deities Ku, Lono, and Kane
are hierarchically ranked, with Ku being the highest. Howard (n.d.), however, has
criticized Valeri, maintaining it was only during Kamehameha's reign when there was a
strong emphasis on warfare and conquest that Ku was the dominant deity. On other
islands in different historical contexts the focus might have been on other gods such as
Lono.
Given a hierarchy of deities, Valeri proposed the heiau associated with each of the gods
are ranked in a corresponding manner (1985a: 184). This hierarchy is also associated with
different social classes of people (1985a: 179-183).
According to the ethnohistorical
literature only the highest ranking person, the paramount chief or "king" could instigate
the construction of a luakini heiau (1985a: 185). Hale o Lono and ko'a were built and used
by the lesser nobility or ali'i. Commoners were only permitted to build hale mua or ko'a.
Although Valeri brings order to an extremely complex subject, he has been strongly
criticized for imposing such a rigid model on to the Hawaiian religious system (Howard
n.d.). It appears Valeri used the ethnohistorical data quite selectively to substantiate a set
of preconceived ideas. In reality, the Hawaiian religious system was probably not nearly so
rigid and clear cut as the model suggests. Howard (n.d.) pointed out that throughout
Polynesia, religious beliefs and practices are situationally patterned. They are constantly
reinterpreted, providing "a generative aspect that Valeri all but ignores" (Howard n.d.:6).
Furthermore, Valeri focused on the religious system of the Big Island of Hawaii and
assumed this same system was prevalent throughout the archipelago.
Despite these criticisms, it is of interest that the 12 heiau and one of the religious
components recorded in the DSA can be divided into a six level hierarchy which roughly
corresponds with Valeri's classification. The criteria used for inclusion into a category are
the overall size and internal complexity of a particular feature and pertinent
ethnohistorical data.
Within each category, additional ranking of members can be
discerned.
At the top of the hierarchy are two very large structures that are part of Waha'ula
religious complex. The total area of each is approximately 924 and 1709 sq m (9,946.2 and
18,396.1 sq ft), respectively.
Recorded oral traditions, ethnohistorical literature, and
archaeological research suggest they are both luakini heiau.
Four heiau occupy the next level of the hierarchy. They include Moa heiau located in
Kamoamoa, which has an area of 345 sq m (3,713.7 sq ft), a heiau in Ka'ili'ili which has an
area of 204 sq m (2,195.9 sq ft), and two heiau in Poupou Kauka which have areas of 122
and 215 sq m (1,313.2 and 2,314.3 sq ft). These heiau were probably public temples used
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by the local community in each area. It is probable they were at times dedicated to the
god Lono to insure agricultural fertility.
The next level of the hierarchy includes a smaller feature Hitchcock (n.d.) described as a
women's heiau {Hale o Papa). It has an area of ca. 70 sq m (753.5 sq ft).
The fourth level of the hierarchy includes four structures Emory et al. (1959) described as
ko'a or fishing shrines. They have areas of 52, 30.2, 30, and 18 sq m (559.7, 325.1, 322.9,
and 193.8 sq ft). It is conceivable that some of these structures functioned as mua or
men's houses, although Emory et al. labeled them ko'a.
Another religious feature is a possible field shrine, with an area of 8.3 sq m (89.3 sq ft),
located in the extreme inland portion of the DSA. A graph comparing the total area of
the religious features clearly shows these five groupings (Figure 14). Finally, a residential
feature in Ka'ili'ili Settlement contains an upright ala stone that is thought to have
religious significance and represent the sixth level of the hierarchy.

Figure 14. Total area of religious structures
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Luakini heiau: Waha'ula religious complex
Waha'ula religious complex is primarily made up of four multicomponent features that are
referred to in the literature as structures A (W29-012-00), B (W29-011-00), C (W29-014-00),
and D (W29-005-00). The entire complex is situated on an a'a lava flow that is older than
1500 years B.P. (Holcomb 1980) or A.D. 450. Several reports discuss the complex. Lyman
(n.d.) from his visit in 1847, Hitchcock (n.d.) from his visit before 1890, and Stokes (n.d.)
who camped there in 1900, provide general descriptions of the features. Emory et al.
(1959:28-31,71-77) provide a good description of the complex and a comprehensive review of
the oral traditions and early accounts. Ladd (1967, 1968, 1972) described the condition of
each of the features in addition to test excavations and stabilization of Structure C.
According to some oral traditions Waha'ula heiau was the first heiau built by Pa'ao, a
priest who came from Kahiki during the thirteenth century (Malo 1951:6-7; Kamakau 1866,
1867; Thrum 1907:48-54, 1923:46-52; and Fornander 1880:33-38 referenced in Emory et al.
1959:28). Kahiki may refer to Tahiti in the Society Islands, but a more general and
perhaps more accurate gloss would be "all that is distant in time and space" (Valeri
1985a:8) or the spiritual origin of Hawaiians (Sahlins 1985:209).
Pa'ao is credited with instilling a new religious system which sharpened the distinction
between chiefs and commoners. The newly introduced religious practices involved human
sacrifice. These ceremonies were conducted in luakini heiau which are characterized by
large enclosures around them. The interior of the enclosure was an extremely sacred
space, and no commoner, except those being sacrificed, could enter. In conjunction with
this new ideology, Pa'ao is said to have sent for, or brought back, a new ruler for Hawaii,
Pili-ka'aiea. Pili-ka'aiea is considered the ancestor of all the ruling ali'i down through
Kamehameha I and his descendants.
Ft is not entirely clear which of the two heiau in the complex is the original heiau thought
to have been built by Pa'ao. Ladd (1967) felt it was Structure C, whereas Emory et al.
(1959) gave the impression it was Structure A. Brief descriptions of each structure are
given, followed by a hypothetical chronology as proposed by Ladd (1967). The following
descriptions are based on Emory et al. (1959) and Ladd (1967).
Structure A is an enclosure approximately 41 m (134.5 ft) east-west and 23 m (75.5 ft)
north-south. The walls of the enclosure vary between 2.0 to 2.5 m (6.6 to 8.2 ft) wide at
the bottom and 1.4 to 1.8 m (4.6 to 5.9 ft) at the top, and are between 1.5 m (4.9 ft) and
2.1 m (6.9 ft) tall. Within the enclosure Emory et al. (1959) and Ladd (1967) identified
four components, or as they termed them, features. The size and orientation of these
components correspond well with the idealized layout of a luakini heiau given by Valeri
(1985a:235-243).
Abutting the west wall of the heiau enclosure is a terrace approximately 0.5 m (1.6 ft) high
with two circular indentations about 3.0 m (9.8 ft) across and 1.5 m (4.9 ft) deep. Citing
an article in The Hawaiian, Emory et al. (1959:74) felt the presiding deity was placed on
this terrace. Offerings of fruit, fowl, and other animals were placed on either side of the
deity. Ladd (1967:7) reported this terrace was the foundation for the lananuu mamao or
oracle tower, a structure used as a medium for the gods to speak to the high priest.
Unfortunately, Ladd gave no reference for this proposition, but his contention is supported
by Valeri's (1985a:238) review of the ethnohistorical data. According to Stokes (n.d.:593)
the depression in the northwest corner of the terrace might have been the lua pau, or
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bone pit.
tower.

Malo (1951:162), however, proposed that the lua pau is found inside the 'anu'u

Immediately to the east of this terrace there is an approximately 3.5 m (11.5 ft) by 3.5 m
(11.5 ft) square pavement of ala stones. Emory et al. (1959) felt this was the lele altar,
the place where human sacrifices were laid before being hung on the lele scaffolding. Near
the middle of the heiau there was a 9.0 m (29.5 ft) long, 4.0 m (13.1 ft) wide and 0.5 m
(1.6 ft) high platform that is thought to be the foundation for the Hale pahu or drum
house. Valeri (1985a) quoted Kamakau as saying this is where the priests or kahuna prayed
and conducted most of their rituals. The drums functioned to draw the attention of the
people and gods to the temple.
The final component identified in Structure A was a platform approximately 18 m (59 ft)
long, 4.8 m (15.7 ft) wide, and 0.5 m (1.6 ft) high located in the north-east corner of the
heiau about 0.5 m (1.6 ft) away from the north wall. It is believed to be the hale mana or
the main house of a heiau. This house was used to store paraphernalia, small images, and
as a resting place for the chiefs and priests involved in the ceremonies. Near the middle
of the platform there was an irregularly shaped slab of stone approximately 1.5 m (4.9 ft)
by 1.0 m (3.3 ft). According to Hitchcock (n.d.) this slab was used as an altar for
sacrifices during the divination rituals of the priests.
Structure B of the complex is a 12 m (39.4 ft) by 12 m (39.4 ft) enclosure located
approximately 8 m (26.2 ft) towards the coast (south) of Structure A. The walls of the
enclosure are 1.2 m (3.9 ft) wide and 1.5 m (4.9 ft) high. A 6.0 m (19.7 ft) long, 5.0 m
(16.4 ft) wide and 0.35 m (1.1 ft) high platform abuts the east wall of the enclosure.
Stokes' (n.d.) informants said it was a house used by the priests of the heiau.
Structure C is located approximately 32 m (105 ft) towards the coast (south) of Structure A
and 40 m (131.2 ft) inland (north) of the coastline. It is the largest of the structures in
the complex and evidence from the stabilization program suggests it was modified or
rededicated at least four times (Ladd 1972). The structure is composed of a large
courtyard with a 46.02 m (151 ft) long and 34.44 m (113 ft) wide enclosure around it. The
walls are quite massive, with a maximum interior height of 2.43 m (8 ft), basal width of 7.5
m (24.6 ft), and top width of 2.13 m (7 ft). The walls of the enclosure are not complete
and in 1967 they were stabilized and partially restored. Except for a short segment on the
northwest side, the inland (north) wall is nearly completely missing. The foundation stones
of this wall are still visible in places. It is possible the rocks from this wall were used to
construct structure A. The interior courtyard of the enclosure is made up of several ili'ili
pavements. Unfortunately, the exact size and location of these pavements has never been
accurately determined.
Structure D is the final feature usually considered part of Waha'ula religious complex. It
is a low enclosure approximately 10 m (32.8 ft) long, 7 m (23 ft) wide, with a maximum
wall width of 1.2 m (3.9 ft). Hitchcock (n.d.) felt this was probably a Hale o Papa, a heiau
where chiefly women could worship. Malo's (1951:162, 178) brief description of an
unspecified Hale o Papa seems to bolster this proposition.
From the descriptions it is unclear which if either of the two main heiau was the one built
by Pa'ao. It seems reasonable that if either one of the heiau were built by Pa'ao, it was
probably the one built first. A charcoal sample from Structure A yielded a C-14 date of
185 ± 150 B.P.. A charcoal sample from Structure C produced a date of 450 + 200 B.P..
The calibrated dates and ranges according to Stuiver and Pearson (1986) are cal A.D. 1754
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(A.D. 1620-1955) and cal A.D. 1443 (A.D. 1290-1650), respectively. Unfortunately, a
C12/C13 ratio was not run for these samples, and thus the different photosynthetic
pathways of wood were not considered. This could possibly result in the samples dating
somewhat later than they really were. These dates do not, however, conclusively resolve
the matter of which heiau might have been built by Pa'ao, for they could reflect later
occupation rather than the time of construction.
Another possible method for determining the chronology of the religious complex is through
recorded oral traditions. Emory et al. (1959:31) used recorded oral traditions to correlate
construction sequences to the rule of well known chiefs. Ladd (1972:42) criticized this
chronology for not distinguishing the different construction stages of the two main heiau
and proposed a slightly more detailed chronology (Table 12). Based on oral traditions, the
initial construction phase of the heiau was approximately A.D. 1275. The corrected
radiocarbon date from structure C appears to be slightly too late to be associated with this
initial construction phase. However, if the C12/C13 ratio had been run, the date would
have probably been well within the range specified by the oral traditions.
Vaieri (1985a:254) proposed "as a general rule, luakini are not built in the middle of
inhabited places (Thrum 1906,118), but they are nevertheless found near royal residences."
There are at least four other residential features in the immediate area of Waha'ula
complex which could possibly have been used by the alii.
They are distinguished by
having paved foundations with hearths in them. According to Stokes (n.d.) one house site
(W29-001-00) was a hale pe'a, or women's menstrual house. Other areas around the
complex are depicted as having only "heavy vegetation", which based on the 1986 field
work suggests these areas were not surveyed and very likely do contain some features.
Hale o Lono
At least four heiau in the DSA might have functioned as lono heiau. Privileged members
of the local community would have used these temples to appease their gods and ensure,
amongst other things, agricultural fertility.
The classification of the four structural
features as lono heiau should be considered tentative. One criterion for this classification
is the relative size of each of the four features. Their areas range between 345 and 122
sq m (3,713.7 and 1,313.2 sq ft). This is markedly smaller than the two luakini heiau, and
much larger than features classified as ko'a and the field shrine. Furthermore, the four
possible lono heiau lack a surrounding enclosure, a criterion often used to distinguish
luakini heiau. Finally, the location of each lono heiau in a settlement, in close proximity
to residential features, is in contrast to the two luakini heiau which appear spatially
isolated from large clusters of residential features.
Moa heiau (Figure 15), located in Kamoamoa Settlement, is the most thoroughly documented
of the possible lono heiau. Hudson (1932:489) visited the heiau in the early 1930's and
provides a brief description. Emory et al. (1959:83-84) described the main feature and
other features in the immediate area.
Ladd (1969:29-31) provides a description of
stabilization work conducted at the heiau.
Moa heiau is a low rectangular, flat topped platform measuring 24.6 m (80.7 ft) long by
14.02 m (46 ft) wide, and 1.5 m (4.9 ft) high. Its area is 345 sq m (1,131.9 sq ft). In
places, the heiau surface is paved with ala or water-worn blocks of lava. Presently, most
of the heiau surface is rough and uneven, probably the result of materials being taken to
build the many core-filled cattle walls in the area. On top of the heiau are the remains of
a house platform approximately 5.5 m (18 ft) long and 2.7 m (8.9 ft) wide. Residential
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Table 12
PROPOSED CHRONOLOGY OF WAHA'ULA RELIGIOUS COMPLEX
(taken from Ladd 1972)
Date

Description

Feature

ca. 1275

Built by Pa'ao, priest
from Tahiti

Structure C (stage one)

225-year gap to next known
historical reference

Structure C (stage two)

ca. 1500

Reconditioned by Imaikalani, chief of Ka'u
and Puna in 'Umi's time

Structure C (stage three)

ca. 1625

Functioned as a luakini
during reign of Keakealani-Wahine

Structure C (stage three B)

145-year gap to next known
historical reference

Structure A (could have been
constructed and dedicated
sometime during this 145year gap)

Reconditioned by Kalani'opu'u, King of Hawaii

Structure A

ca. 1770

47-year gap to next known
historical reference
ca. 1817

Functioned as a luakini
during reign of Kamehameha I; visited during
Makahiki period by
Liholiho (Kamehameha II)

Structure A
(last known use, reconditioned)

usage of the heiau could only occur after the breaking of the kapu in 1819. Only then
would it be ideologically possible to profane such a sacred area. Ladd (1969) identified
several components of the heiau which may be intrusive burials. Positive affirmation of
these proposals is, however, not given.
Another structure which might have functioned as a lono heiau was recorded in Ka'ili'ili
Settlement during the 1986 field season (Figure 16). It has an overall area of 204 sq m
(2,195.9 sq ft). The two main components of the feature are a 16.75 m (55 ft) long by 12.2
m (40 ft) wide terrace (W25-005-00), and a 4.6 m (15.1 ft) long by 3.75 m (12.3 ft) wide
platform (W25-005-01) located on the inland edge of the terrace. The vegetation covering
the main terrace is quite thick in places, so it was not possible to accurately discern the
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Figure 15. Moa heiau (K15-066-00)

Figure 16. Possible lono heiau (W25-005-00) in Ka'ili'ili
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boundaries of all the different pavements. It did, however, appear that the terrace was
differentially paved. In the south-west portion of the terrace a 42 cm (16.5 in) by 27 cm
(10.6 in) by 30 cm (11.8 in) slablined pit is present. The platform at the inland edge of
the terrace is smoothly paved with 5 to 10 cm (2 to 4 in) 7/77/7 stones. In the south-west
corner of the platform a 47 cm (18.5 in) by 27 cm (10.6 in) by 20 cm (7.9 in) ala is
present.
The final two features which might have functioned as lono heiau are W42-039-00 and
W42-039-07 located in Poupou Kauka Settlement. The two features are only 21 m (68.9 ft)
apart and are joined by a stacked stone wall with a maximum height of 1.0 m (3.3 ft) and
width of 1.8 m (5.9 ft). The wall abuts both heiau, indicating it was built after the heiau.
Located 95 m (311.7 ft) from the coast, feature W42-039-00 is the farther inland of the
two heiau and is less well preserved (Figure 17). It is approximately 17.20 m (56.4 ft)
long, 12.5 m (41 ft) wide, has a maximum height of 1.7 m (5.6 ft), and a total area of
approximately 215 sq m (2,314.3 sq ft). It was built using pao construction, a technique
also used in Alahaka heiau, 'Ale'ale'a heiau, and the Great Wall, all at Pu'uhonua o
Honaunau National Historical Park, Hawaii (Somers 1986b:6). The technique involves
creating chambers by setting slabs approximately 50 cm (19.7 in) apart and laying other
slabs over them. This enhances the visual size of the feature while minimizing the
quantity of construction materials actually used. A number of internal components make up
the feature.
The long stacked stone "cattle wall" which surrounds Poupou Kauka
Settlement abuts the heiau. This suggests the heiau was constructed first, and only later
was the wall built to restrict the movement of range animals.
Feature W42-039-07 is a platform with an area of 122 sq m (1,313.2 sq ft). It is 11.1 m
(36.4 ft) by 11 m (36 ft) (Figure 18). An approximately 1.8 m (5.9 ft) wide stacked stone
wall borders the south and west sides of the structure. The exterior face of the wall is
made up of large slabs, the largest of which is 1.02 m (3.3 ft) long, 1.15 m (3.8 ft) high,
and 0.2 m (.7 ft) wide. As depicted in Figure 18, the feature contains several components
including two 77/77/ pavements, a faced circular depression, and several stone alignments.
Ko'a and field shrine
Emory et al. (1959) described four features in the DSA as ko'a or "small shrines." A
number of the features, however, might be residential or men's houses.
Feature
W42-030-00 in Poupou Kauka was the only one of these structures field checked during the
1986 field season (Figure 19). It is a 5.5 m (18 ft) by 5.5 m (18 ft) and 1.6 m (5.2 ft) high
platform with an area of approximately 30 sq m (323 sq ft). The southern portion of the
feature is well paved whereas the northern or inland section is quite disturbed. This
disturbance is probably the result of using the materials from the feature to build the
stacked stone wall which surrounds Poupou Kauka Settlement. The wall, which is presumed
to have been built during historic times to restrict cattle and goat movement, is built up
to, and incorporates the platform. This leads to the conclusion that the feature was built
before the wall.
The documentation of the other three ko'a is at present quite minimal. Emory et al.
(1959:91) described a structure (K03-033-00) in Lae'apuki as "what appears to be a ko'a, or
small shrine, a square platform about four feet high." As depicted on the base maps it is
4.5 m (14.8 ft) by 4 m (13.1 ft). Another possible ko'a (W40-013-00) is close to a canoe
shed in the western section of Poupou Kauka. It is described as "a fisherman's shrine
(ko'a) or house site" with "large slab facings on the front and back surfaces" (Emory et al.
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Figure 17. Possible lotto heiau (W42-039-00) in Poupou Kauka
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Figure 18. Possible lono heiau (W42-039-07) in Poupou Kauka

Figure 19. Possible ko'a (W42-030-00) in Poupou Kauka

1959:70). About 40 m (131.2 ft) to the west of this feature is another "shrine, possibly a
ko'a or ho'oului'a" (W32-025-00). It is:
an almost square platform, about four feet high on the seaward side and eight or
nine feet high on the inland face.... The top is terraced in two tiers, and
possible a third, which is now indistinct. The top terrace is about twelve feet
square and one foot high [Emory et al. 1959:70].
Another feature inferred to have religious significance is a field shrine located
approximately 3.6 km (2.2 miles) inland (KM2-14-00). It is situated in a weathered
pahoehoe flow between several a'a flows which contain residential complexes. The closest
residential feature is approximately 60 m (196.9 ft) away. The field shrine is a 3.2 m (10.5
ft) by 2.6 m (8.5 ft) stone filled terrace. The presence of a 26 cm (10.2 in) by 21 cm (8.3
in) by 11 cm (4.3 in) ala stone in the northeast corner of the feature distinguishes it as a
possible religious feature. The position of the religious upright in the northeast corner of
the feature is similar to the pattern Weisler and Kirch (1985:142) documented for religious
components in residential features at Kawela, Moloka'i. The final component inferred to
have religious significance is an upright ala located on a pavement of a multicomponent
residential feature in Ka'ili'ili Settlement (Figure 20).
Burials
Seven burials have been exhumed in the DSA. Six of these were located in Kamoamoa
Settlement and the other was near the highway by Ka'ili'ili Settlement. Ladd (1969:37-45)
discussed the excavation of four of the burials at Kamoamoa and the burial at Ka'ili'ili.
Somers (1986a, 1987) and Pietrusewsky (1986, 1987), discussed two other burials uncovered
along the beach at Kamoamoa Settlement.
Three of the burials at Kamoamoa were contained in a single stone crypt (K15-105-00). At
the bottom of the crypt was an adult in a semi-extended position, and two small infant
bundle-burials near the head of the adult (Ladd 1969:41). Metal and glass artifacts found
in association with the remains indicate it was a historic burial.
A second stone crypt in Kamoamoa Settlement contained the remains of a badly decomposed
skeleton (K 15-131-00). Ladd (1969:37) concluded that the body was oriented with the head
towards the northeast, and was probably fully extended, face up. No artifacts were found
with the body, but Ladd felt the presence of a few dry guava skins possibly indicates it
was a historic burial. It should be noted, however, that the guava skins could have been
brought in at a later date by rats.
The final burial reported by Ladd (1969) was located near Ka'ili'ili Settlement (W21-04-00).
It was contained in a natural cavity, covered by a stone platform. The body was placed on
its back with its head oriented towards the southwest. It was flexed at the knees. No
artifacts were recovered, but again, the presence of guava skin might indicate a historic
context.
Another burial was excavated by Somers (1986a) and analyzed by Pietrusewsky (1986). It
was located along the beach front of Kamoamoa Settlement. The skull, atlas, axis, both
feet, the right half of the pelvis and the proximal end of the right femur were missing
from the skeleton. It is possible part of the skeleton was washed away by high surf, but
due to the position of the skeleton it is probable the skull, atlas and axis were not part of
the burial. This is a burial practice attested to by Malo (1951:98).
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Figure 20. Religious component in Ka'ili'ili (W25-004-02)

Pietrusewsky's (1986) analysis indicated the skeleton was that of a young (20 years) adult
male of Polynesian ancestry between 5'4" and 5'6" in height. In addition, the skeleton had
"extremely well developed costal-clavicular (or rhomboid fossa) sulci in both clavicles, a
trait which may be functionally linked to vigorous downward movement of the arm such as
in canoe paddling" (Pietrusewsky 1986:3). Somers (1986a:3-4) proposed this burial, being in
beach sand, is quite different than the stone crypt burials at Kamoamoa Settlement. It is
possible that in this instance these different burial practices may correlate to the
prehistoric and historic periods.
The final known burial in the DSA was exhumed by Somers (1987) in March, 1987, and
analyzed by Pietrusewsky (1987). It was lying on its back in a flexed position. The
remains were an infracranial skeleton missing the bones of the right arm, left tibia, and
first six cervical vertebrae. The person was a 30 to 40 year old Polynesian female who
was 5'6" tall. It is probable she had experienced childbirth. She suffered from vertebral
rheumatoid arthritis and had a fractured rib cage during her lifetime. The cause of death
could not be determined. According to Pietrusewsky (1987:6) "The absence of the skull and
portions of the infracranial skeleton are probably the result of postmortem disturbances,
either human or natural."
In addition to the seven known burials, there are 40 features suspected of being graves. A
grouping of twenty of these features are located in Poupou Kauka Settlement. They occupy
an area approximately 45 m (147.6 ft) by 35 m (114.8) which was loosely defined by heiau
W42-039-07 to the east, a 20 m (65.6 ft) long, 0.8 m (2.6 ft) wide, and 0.5 m (1.6 ft) high
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core-filled wall to the west, and the coastline to the south. The suspected graves were
stone filled platforms which averaged approximately 3.0 m (9.8 ft) by 2.5 m (8.2 ft). They
were usually six or seven courses of rock high, producing a maximum height of
approximately 1 m (3.3 ft). The other 20 possible burials include five stone filled
platforms, one stacked stone enclosure, and 14 features labeled "grave." All of these were
identified by the pre-1986 fieldworkers.
Agricultural features
Based on archaeological and ethnohistorical evidence, sweet potatoes were the staple
agricultural crop in the DSA. Handy and Handy (1972:127) gave three reasons for sweet
potatoes being more valuable than taro: "it can be grown in much less favorable localities,
both with respect to sun and soil; it matures in three to six months (as against nine to
eighteen months for taro); and it requires much less labor in planting and care in
cultivation."
Sweet potatoes are usually propagated through stem cuttings, a technique which vastly
increases its fecundity (Yen 1974:60). Depending upon the type of sweet potato, the
optimum environmental conditions for planting are when there are light showers and plenty
of sun (Handy and Handy 1972:128). In Ka'u, the district south of Puna, planting took
place just after the winter rainy season (Puku'i, quoted in Handy and Handy 1972:131).
Handy and Handy (1972:134-135) proposed several uses of sweet potatoes. They were
cooked and eaten as is and also mashed into a poi. During the historic period they were
fermented to make beer. The vines and foliage of the plant made excellent hog feed, and
the corm was used for bait when fishing.
Pits
In the DSA sweet potatoes were grown in pits, stone mounds, and alignments. The
production of sweet potatoes in pits is documented by Chester S. Lyman, an early traveler
who visited Kamoamoa Settlement in 1846. He stated (1924:101):
We passed
seen. Not
the stones
securing a
than at the

a potato patch in the broken lava which exceeded anything I had
a particle of soil was anywhere to be seen, and the holes dug among
to receive the potatoes were some of them 6 feet in depth - - thus
degree of moisture and shelter from the sun — though no more soil
surface.

The archaeological remains of this technique are generally found along the coast. The
pre-1986 field workers mapped 1,614 "natural planters" and 2,630 "modified planters." In
addition, several coastal areas of the base maps are simply labeled "many depressions."
Unfortunately, it is unclear whether the term "depression" should be equated with "natural
planter." Furthermore, the distinction between "natural planter" and "modified planter" is
unclear.
The term "natural planter" implies no cultural use or modification has taken place. But if
that is the case they are geological and not archaeological features. When the area was
briefly inspected in 1986 it appeared most of the features were in fact cultural. The
features are circular depressions in da lava flows, approximately 1 to 2 m (3.3 .to 6.6 ft)
wide and 0.5 to 1 m (1.6 to 3.3 ft) deep. They were constructed by removing pieces of da
and piling them up to make a border between features. According to Hillebrand (198l:xxii),
who wrote in the 1880s, "the natives of Puna, Hawaii raise good crops of sweet-potatoes in
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the hollows and cracks of bare lava by simply covering the budding sprigs with decayed
leaves and herbs."
Similar agricultural features are recorded at Ka'upulehu, 'Anaeho'omalu, and Waikoloa, all
of which are located on the leeward side of Hawaii Island (Carter 1986:17-18). These
features were, however, parts of pahoehoe flows. It is likely this is a reflection of local
environmental conditions. At Ka'upulehu, some of the cleared pahoehoe blocks were lying
on a 1801 lava flow, clearly indicating a historic use.
Stone mounds
The second type of sweet potato production utilized stone mounds. In 1845, Wilkes passed
through Puna and described sweet potatoes "growing literally among heaps of stones and
pieces of lava, with scarcely soil enough to cover them; yet they are, I am informed, the
finest on the island" (Wilkes 1845:188). Alfred Hudson, who carried out an archaeological
survey of east Hawaii in 1932, stated "...potato patches, consisting of loose bits of lava
piled in hillocks, are found along the coast from Pulama to Kamoamoa and a mile or more
inland over the whole region..." (Hudson 1932:483).
According to Handy and Handy (1972:131-132) pieces of lava were piled up to form a
mound, and rotting vegetation was placed on top to form soil and act as a mulch. The
slips of the sweet potatoes were then placed in the mulch and allowed to grow. After
heavy rains, the thick matured vines were turned back up and over the tops of the mounds
to dry the foliage and soil. This was done to prevent rot and mildew. In this manner the
mounds served the dual purpose of retaining moisture while at the same time permitting
excess water to drain away. Harvesting the potatoes entailed removing the larger ones and
leaving the smaller ones to mature. This allowed the harvest period to be spaced out over
several months.
The archaeological evidence of this technique are the 7,751 stone mounds recorded in the
DSA. They are quite varied in size and shape, ranging from approximately 30 cm (11.8 in)
to 1.5 m (4.9 ft) in diameter and 20 cm (7.9 in) to 80 cm (31.5 in) in height. The vast
majority of the mounds are in the inland section of the DSA. Almost all of them are on
pahoehoe flows, in between the da flows where the residential features are located. It is
possible some of these features are clearing mounds, and were not actually used for
planting. However, the lack of soil in most places would suggest that sweet potatoes were
grown in the mounds instead of around them. Similar features are recorded by Rosendahl
(1972:87-88) at Lapakahi, Hawai'i; Clark (1983:131, 297) and Welch (1983:176) in the
Waimea-Kawaihae road corridor, Hawai'i; and Schilt (1984:40) in Kona, Hawai'i.
Alignments
The final type of agricultural feature found in the DSA are 991 small, curved, stacked
stone alignments.
As stated in the discussion concerning residential features, these
features were labeled "walled shelters" by the pre-1986 fieldworkers. It is now felt most
of these were not used as shelters, but rather functioned as agricultural features. Clark
(1983:131) proposed that similar C-shape structures in the Waimea-Kawaihae area were
planting features.
He stated "The C-shapes would therefore provide not only a soil
catchment but also a protective wall against the most destructive winds. Plants, most
likely sweet potatoes and gourds, could be individually watered when needed." Rosendahl
(1972) recorded similar features in the uplands of Lapakahi. The density of these features
is highest in the uplands of the DSA.
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In summary, the agricultural features in the inland zone are generally stone mounds and
"walled shelter" planting alignments, which are concentrated on pahoehoe flows.
In
contrast, the coastal zone contains pit agricultural features which are concentrated on a'a
flows. It would be much easier to build pit features on the looser a'a flows then on the
more solid pahoehoe flows. It is possible the different agricultural techniques found in the
different zones are due to environmental variation within the DSA.
The pit features maximize the moisture level by keeping the plants out of the drying wind
and reducing the amount of direct sunlight. Alternatively, mound features are built to
regulate the amount of moisture to prevent rot. The distribution of the two kinds of
features in the wet and dry areas of the DSA correspond with the distribution of pit
features in the drier parts of the leeward side of Hawaii and the distribution of the mound
features in the relatively wetter areas. It seems the use of pits for agricultural production
might be an adaptation to dry environments.
Although similar agricultural techniques were utilized at Lapakahi, Kona, Waimea-Kawaihae,
and the DSA, significant differences between the four areas exist. The Lapakahi and
Waimea-Kawaihae field systems are defined by extensive boundary walls that are generally
perpendicular to the slope of the mountain. In contrast the boundary walls of the Kona
field system run parallel to the slope. The field boundaries of all three of these areas are
formalized and well defined. In contrast, the DSA lacks formal field boundaries.
Rosendahl (1972:80, 86) suggested several functions of boundary walls at Lapakahi. They
inhibited wind erosion and soil creep, acted as windbreaks for planting areas, and were the
result of clearing areas for planting. The windbreaks would protect the plants from
physical wind damage, reduce evapo-transpiration, and decrease soil drying and subsequent
wind erosion. It is possible the environmental conditions in the DSA are not as severe as
those at Lapakahi, and thus these functions could be provided by the smaller, less formal,
planting alignments.
Ranching features
In an effort to control goats and cattle, many walls were built in the DSA during the
1800s. Within the DSA there are at least 43 core-filled walls, 10 broken core-filled walls,
214 stacked stone walls, and 206 broken stacked stone walls. In addition 22 disturbed
walls, 125 rubble walls, and 42 stone alignments or single course walls are recorded.
Core-filled walls
The core-filled walls in the DSA are double-faced and usually quite wide and high (Figure
21). The rocks that make up the exterior facings are larger than the interior rubble fill.
This technique forms an extremely stable and strong wall. It also forms a wall which is
nearly vertical on both sides, a characteristic that would be useful in controlling range
animals.
Kelly (1983:1 12) quoted an informant who lived in the Kona area as saying a 3 foot (0.9 m)
high wall is needed to pen donkeys, a 4.5 foot (1.4 m) wall for cattle, and a 6 to 8 foot
(1.8 to 2.4 m) wall for goats and wild pigs. The well built core-filled walls in the DSA are
high enough to inhibit cattle, and in some cases such as the walls in Lae'apuki, they could
control the movement of goats. There is extensive historical documentation of goat and
cattle ranching in the DSA (Allen 1979). It is probable that most of the core-filled walls
found in the DSA are associated with ranching activities which took place during the
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Figure 21. Core-filled wall (W42-057-00)
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historic period.
Schilt (1984:44) made the same assumption for core-filled ahupua'a
boundary walls in Kona.
Stacked stone walls and stone alignments
Stacked stone walls are the second major type of wall found in the DSA. They are usually
lower but just as wide as core-filled walls. The added proportional width is necessitated
by the less stable construction technique of stacking rocks as opposed to interlocking them.
Short 3 to 5 m (9.8 to 16.4 ft) segments of stacked stone walls are sometimes found
interspersed throughout agricultural areas. In this context they probably functioned as
wind breaks for the associated planting mounds. It is also possible the walls were "linear
mounds" or planting alignments. Some stacked stone walls are components of residential
features. They usually border paved platforms or pavements. In this context they could
have acted as a side wall or wind break. Other stacked stone walls surround residential
features or complexes and could have acted as cattle barriers, especially when combined
with natural barriers such as cracks. In some cases, however, these walls are quite low
and have small vertical angles, and consequently would have offered only minimal
protection from grazing animals. It is suggested that instead they functioned as symbolic
demarcations of social space (cf. Weisler and Kirch 1985:154). Some of the stone
alignments might have had similar functions.
Rubble and disturbed walls
The final category of walls depicted on the base maps are rubble and disturbed alignments.
Unfortunately, it seems these terms were "catch all" classifications used by the pre-1986
field workers. This makes it difficult to tell what distinguishes these features from
stacked stone walls. In some cases it is obvious one mapper depicted rock alignments as
stacked stone or broken stacked stone walls whereas the person who mapped the
immediately adjacent area depicted them as rubble or disturbed remains.
It seems
reasonable to conclude that the rubble and disturbed alignments functioned in similar ways
to stacked stone walls.
It is possible that different types and quantities of walls may be correlated with different
time periods. Tuggle (1979) suggested
The nineteenth century became the century of the stone wall. Houses, yards,
fields, and roads were enclosed or lined with stacked stone walls, in response
to the great numbers of animals to be controlled, to new concepts of property,
and to the make-work needs for prisoners.
Although the general trend of historic wall building is probably correct, the actual building
technique of stacking stones suggested by Tuggle may be questioned. It is possible stacked
stone walls date from both the prehistoric and historic periods, whereas core-filled walls
first appear in historic times.
Marine resources
As might be expected, there is considerable archaeological evidence of marine exploitation
in the DSA. Two canoe sheds have been identified, one in Kamoamoa Settlement, the other
near Poupou Kauka Settlement. They are U-shape structures, located approximately 40 m
(131.2 ft) from the shoreline.
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At the ocean's edge in front of the Kamoamoa Settlement canoe shed there are eight
hand-bored holes in the rocks. There are seven similar holes near the ocean's edge in
front of the Poupou Kauka Settlement canoe shed. According to Holmes (1981:102) the
holes were used to secure a canoe ladder which served as a ramp for launching and landing
canoes.
On the edge of the cliff in Kamoamoa Settlement, quite close to the canoe ladder holes,
are 14 bait cups. They are ground cylindrical depressions, which vary in size from 10 to
20 cm (3.9 to 7.9 in) in diameter and 20 to 30 cm (7.9 to 11.8 in) in depth (Figure 22).
Fourteen similar depressions are located in front of Ka'ili'ili Settlement. It is inferred
they functioned to keep bait fresh while fishing from the cliffs.
Five artifacts associated with marine exploitation are depicted on the base maps. These
include four "stone sinkers", two of which were found near Kamoamoa Settlement and two
others found near Complex 13 in Kamoamoa Paliuli Settlement. An octopus lure was found
beside a platform in Kamoamoa Settlement.
Shell midden, consisting primarily of opihi, was observed amongst residential features in
both Ka'ili'ili and Kamoamoa Settlements.
Furthermore, opihi shells were noted in
association with a number of inland features. A cowry shell was found in association with
a paved terrace in Complex 2, approximately 3.6 km (2.2 miles) inland. In Complex 3,
about 3.5 km (2.2 miles) inland, over 20 large opihi shells were found in a lava tube.
Another opihi was found in association with an enclosure of Complex 8.
Water resources
Sources of fresh water in the DSA include natural water holes formed by cracks in the
lava, man made wells, and water drips in lava tubes (see Figure 7). Two natural water
holes near Poupou Kauka Settlement were examined during the 1986 field season. The
surrounding area had not been culturally modified, which is not surprising as access to the
water hole is naturally fairly simple. The actual pool of water at both of these holes is
ca. 2 m (6.6 ft) by 1 m (3.3 ft) and 40 cm (15.7 in) deep. A third water hole is inland of
Poupou Kauka Settlement, approximately 0.4 km (0.25 mile) from the coast.
There are six wells depicted on the base maps that appear to be man made. They are
depicted as small ca. 2 m (6.6 ft) in diameter core-filled circular enclosures around what
presumably was a historically drilled hole. There are two wells in Kamoamoa Settlement,
one in Kamoamoa Paliuli Settlement, one in Poupou Kauka Settlement, and two at
Lae'apuki. One of the wells at Kamoamoa Settlement, and the wells at Lae'apuki and
Kamoamoa Paliuli Settlement, have historic remains associated with them.
The third source of water was collecting water drips in lava tubes. In 1823 Ellis traveled
through Kealakomo, a village ca. 11 km (6.8 miles) to the west of the DSA, and wrote:
we were so favoured as to procure a calabash-full of fresh water from the caves
in the mountains, where it had filtered through the strata of lava, and was
received into vessels placed there for that purpose. It tasted bitter, from
standing long in the calabashes [Ellis 1979:189].
Cleghorn and Cox (1976:50) conducted an informal water-catchment experiment at Hilina
Pali cave site. The site is located ca. 26 km (16.2 miles) west of the DSA, and is situated
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Figure 22. Bait cup (W24-003-00)

ca. 2.1 km (1.3 miles) inland at an elevation of ca. 305 m (1,000 ft). Annual rainfall in the
area is ca. 100 cm (39.4 in) (Carlquist 1970:77 quoted in Cleghorn and Cox 1976:3,
Armstrong 1983:62). This is significantly lower than the annual rainfall of the DSA, which
is 127 cm (50 in) to 190 cm (75 in) a year (Armstrong 1983:62). During a five day period
from March 25 through 30, 1975, a mean of 235 ml (7.9 oz) of water per day was collected
from a single roof drip. The higher rainfall in the DSA would undoubtedly allow an even
larger quantity of water to be collected in this manner.
A large lava tube located approximately 2.1 km (1.3 miles) inland shows evidence of this
type of water collection. Ramp ways and trails were constructed to facilitate movement
through the lava tube. A large quantity of charcoal was spread throughout the lava tube.
In addition, several formal hearths were observed. These probably provided lighting for
easier travel through the tube. Water drips continuously throughout the tube. Underneath
some of the drips, rocks are arranged in small piles. These might have been used to hold
the gourds upright. In some places a brown mushy organic matter was observed which is
thought to be the remains of gourds. This large lava tube was probably the primary water
source for the inland settlement residents.
Trails
Within the DSA 74 different trails are depicted on the base maps and are classified as
curblined trails, stepping stone trails, and trails of unknown construction technique. In
addition to these types of trails there were undoubtedly plain or unmodified trails over
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pahoehoe outcrops which left little trace of their existence. Holmes (1982:4) suggested that
in Puna "trails held a special significance." He felt the rugged lava, the density of the
forest in places, and the scarcity and dangerous nature of canoe landing and launching
sites, forced the residents of Puna to develop a good trail system.
Apple (1965) proposed stepping stone trails were used prehistorically when travel was on
foot. These trails provided surer and smoother footing over rough pahoehoe areas and
jagged a'a flows. In contrast, curblined trails were constructed in the historic period to
accommodate travel by horse. It is possible that some of the historic curblined trails were
built over previously existing stepping stone or plain trails.
Curblined trails
Six of the 74 trails in the DSA are curblined. They are wider than most stepping stone
trails with an average width of ca. 2 m (6.6 ft). The curb of the trail is made up of
pieces of pahoehoe which usually range in size from 10 to 30 cm (3.9 to 11.8 in). The
curbing acted as a guide for horses or other pack animals and thus reduced the amount of
attention and direction required by the rider. Causeways were constructed for several
curblined trails. They are filled in crevices or faced terraces which connect outcrops or
depressions.
In the DSA, three curblined trails parallel the shoreline (east-west) (see Figure 7). The
farthest inland is the Kalapana trail. It crosses the DSA in sheet K26 and at its closest
point is ca. 1.08 km (0.7 mile) from the coastline. It is extremely straight and contains a
considerable number of causeways. Holmes (1982:4) felt this trail was the primary route
the early European travelers took from the Kalapana and Kaimu area up to the Kilauea
summit area.
The Kamoamoa mauka trail is located in sheets K21 and K24, and has a minimum distance
from the ocean of ca. 0.875 km (0.54 mile). It has a slight SW-NE orientation to it and
runs along the top of the first cliff from the shoreline, Paliuli. The trail intersects the
Kalapana trail to the east of the DSA. The area around this intersection is one of the last
places where easy access to the plateau above Paliuli is possible. To the west, the fault
scarp cliff face becomes much steeper. The Kamoamoa mauka trail undoubtedly led to
settlements near the edge of Paliuli to the west of the DSA.
The third trail that parallels the coast is the Mamalahoa trail. It is the closest trail to
the coast of the three east-west oriented trails, with a maximum distance from the coast
of 0.525 km (0.3 mile) and a minimum distance of 0.155 km (0.1 mile). It was the primary
coastal trail and extended around the inland edge of Kamoamoa Settlement.
Two other curblined trails in the DSA are a short 15 m (49.2 ft) stretch in Kamoamoa
Settlement and a 5 m (16.4 ft) section that lead to a well in the Kamoamoa Paliuli
Settlement zone. The final curblined trail was a 210 m (689 ft) section oriented maukamakai (north-south) which lead from Ka'ili'ili Settlement to the national park boundary. It
is likely this trail continues on and intersects either the Kalapana or Kamoamoa trail
further inland.
Stepping stone trails
Stepping stone trails are the second major type of trail in the DSA. There is variation
within this feature type but a few generalizations may be made. Stepping stone trails
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consist either of pahochoe slabs or water worn stones (ala) which are placed next to each
other to form a series of steps to walk across. This provided an easier way to cross
rough, jagged, and unstable da flows or pahoehoe rubble. Most stepping stone trails are
quite narrow and usually follow the local topography more closely than the curblined trails.
Many of the stepping stone trails in the uplands of the DSA are crudely made with
pahochoe slabs merely laid on top of da flows.
Constructing these trails entails a
minimum expenditure of energy to carry the slabs from one of the nearby pahoehoe
outcrops to the desired location on an da flow. Some stepping stone trails exhibit slightly
more energy expenditure in their construction. The larger da chunks of the substrate lava
flow were removed and the smaller pieces were smoothed out to form a foundation for the
steps to be laid on. In some cases the da chunks might have been crushed to obtain a
homogeneous rock size, although this could be the result of use. Once a foundation was
prepared the steps could be partially buried into the rubble for added stability.
There are 36 stepping stone trails depicted on the base maps, 30 of which utilized
pahochoe slabs as steps and the remaining six used ala stones with some pahoehoe slabs.
Most of the stepping stone trails are relatively short, between 5 and 20 m (16.4 to 65.6 ft)
in length, and lead from the edge of an da flow to residential features on the flow. Many
stepping stone trails are fragmentary, and may have been disturbed. The slabs from the
earlier trails might have been taken for the construction of later trails.
The most impressive stepping stone trail in the DSA is a 142 m (465.9 ft) long section
which crosses an eighteenth century da lava flow (Holcomb 1980) (Figure 23, 24, 25). It is
oriented mauka-makai about 1.53 km (0.95 mile) inland. The foundation of the trail is ca.
1.4 m (4.6 ft) wide and uses large ala and pahoehoe slabs as steps. The steps averaged ca.
0.4 to 0.5 m (1.3 to 1.6 ft) in length with some of them reaching a maximum size of ca. 1.0
m (3.3 ft). In places the trail is three stones wide. Included as steps in the trail are
three petroglyphs and one papamu. Two of the petroglyphs depict horse and rider motifs
(Figure 26).
There is no direct evidence of connecting trails in the immediate vicinity on either side of
the flow. There are, however, two ahu or cairns marking the makai (south) end of the
trail. One of these is ca. 2.5 m (8.2 ft) to the east of the trail's edge. It is faced on all
sides and is 2.0 m (6.6 ft) by 2.5 m (8.2 ft) and 0.90 m (2.95 ft) high. The second ahu is
ca. 3 m (9.8 ft) to the west of the trail's edge and measures 1.1 m (3.6 ft) by 1.3 m (4.3
ft) and 0.5 m (1.6 ft) high. These features clearly mark the end of the trail as it is
approached from the coast.
An interesting characteristic of the trail is it cuts across the toe of an da flow. At its
farthest point, the trail is only 61 m (200 ft) from the edge of the flow. It would have
been quite simple to walk around the flow rather than constructing a trail to go over the
flow. People heading inland were probably coming slightly from the SW and heading to the
NE and thus could not have avoided the flow altogether. This is based on the alignment
of Kamoamoa Settlement and Kamoamoa Mauka Settlements # 1 and # 2, the possible
destinations of the trail users.
The construction of this segment of trail suggests
Kamoamoa Settlement, the mauka settlements, and a plain trail connecting them, existed
before the lava flow occurred. The stepping stone trail may have been built to connect
the sections of plain trail which were cut off from each other by the lava flow. This
would mean Kamoamoa Settlement and the mauka settlements predate the eighteenth
century flow. Evidence that the trail was used, if not built historically, includes the horse
and rider petroglyphs. Furthermore, the extremely large ala stepping stones had to be
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Figure 23. Aerial view of stepping stone trail (K27-015-00)

Figure 24. Stepping stone trail (K27-015-00)
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Figure 25. Plan view of stepping stone trail (K27-015-00)

Figure 26. Petroglyph on stepping stone trail (K27-015-00)
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transported from the coast over 1.5 km (0.9 mile) inland.
without the aid of pack animals.

This would be difficult to do

Trails of unknown construction technique
In addition to curblined and stepping stone trails, 31 trails are depicted on the base maps
simply as "trail." The exact construction technique of these trails is unrecorded. Most of
them appear to cross a'a flows, and thus it is likely they are in fact stepping stone trails.
There are also 32 rock filled crevices depicted on the base maps. It is conceivable they
are causeways and thus are parts of trails. Alternatively, they could be graves.
Petroglyphs
There are 33 groupings of petroglyphs in the DSA. The largest grouping is on a pahoehoe
outcrop about 120 m (393.7 ft) from the shore near the ahupua'a boundary division of
Kamoamoa and Lae'apuki. Emory et al. (1959) illustrated most of the petroglyphs. Most of
the markings are single small holes which suggest they are "piko holes" similar to those at
Pu'uloa petroglyph field. Other petroglyphs in the DSA include historical block letters
(Figure 27) and the more traditional prehistoric human form (Cox and Stasack 1970) (Figure
28).

Figure 27. Historic block letter petroglyph (K31-55-00)
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Figure 28. Petroglyph (K.39-046-00)
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CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS

As expected, the characteristics ar.d distribution of features throughout the DSA are not
uniform. For instance, the density of particular feature types is much higher in some
areas of the DSA than in others. Furthermore, the size, shape and construction technique
of individual feature types varies between areas. Because of the large quantity of recorded
archaeological remains in the DSA it wouid be very difficult to discern precise patterns of
differential land usage without computer generated analyses.
In an innovative study, Weisier and Kirch (1985) used a computer data base to manage the
data produced from an intensive survey and excavation program at Kawela, Moloka'i. Their
data base included 499 architectural features. For each feature, 37 discrete and continuous
variables were recorded.
The variables included environmental data, architectural
attributes, metrical data, and the presence or absence of associated surface cultural
material. By defining the variables prior to the field work, the researchers collected
standardized information for each of the features. The researchers, however, did not
exploit their data base to its full potential. They conducted no statistical comparisons, and
thus stopped short of providing a compelling statistical argument for differential land
usage.
The current research builds on Weisier and Kirch's (1985) work not only by establishing a
similar, larger, data base, but more importantly, by conducting statistical tests which
demonstrate differential land usage. Because the DSA is large, and over 15,000 components
and features are recorded in it, the lack of such statistics would allow only broad
generalizations to be offered.
These generalizations would be based on implicit
assumptions.
In such instances, it is easy to selectively interpret the data to fit
preconceived notions. Alternatively, computer assisted statistical manipulations enable the
elucidation of specific patterns. These patterns are generated from the data and thus are
not as vulnerable to unrecognized biases. Statistical analyses also allow the testing of
specific hypotheses. Once patterns in the archaeological record are recognized, the natural
and cultural processes that formed the patterns must be identified. The elucidation of
patterns in the archaeological record is the subject of this chapter, whereas the processes
which formed these patterns are discussed in the following chapter.
To establish the extent of differential land usage in the DSA, nine statistical tests are
employed (Table 13).
These tests compare the distribution and characteristics of
components and features along two basic spatial dimensions. On the one hand, components
and features are grouped into residential complexes. These complexes are in turn grouped
together in a number of different ways. Statistical tests are used to show significant
differences between the components and features of various groupings of residential
complexes.
The second dimension used for comparisons is to divide the DSA into 3 separate zones.
Each zone is made up of groupings of the 200 m (656.2 ft) by 400 m (1,312.3 ft) quadrants.
In a manner similar to the statistical comparison of components and features in complex
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Table 13
STATISTICAL TESTS USED IN ANALYSIS
Name of

Description of What the Statistic is Used For

Statistic
1) chi-square

compare relative proportions of feature types between zones

2) chi-square

compare relative proportions of feature types between
complex groupings

3) t test

compare mean densities of feature types between zones

4) t test

compare mean total
or single-component
compare mean total
or single-component
compare mean ratio

5) t test
6) t test

area of features, and area of components
features, between zones
area of features, and area of components
features, between complex groupings
values of components to features (RCF)

between zones
7) t test

compare mean RCF values between complex groupings

8) t test

compare mean values of historical index #1 (HI 1) and
historical index # 2 (HI2) between zones
compare mean HI1 and HI2 values between complex groupings

9) t test

groupings, the components and features in quadrants are grouped into the three zones and
then statistically compared. These tests show how particular areas and complex groupings
within the DSA differ from one another. Before reviewing the results of the statistical
tests, residential complexes and their groupings are defined. This is followed by a brief
discussion of how the three zones are defined. Subsequently, the results of the statistical
tests are reviewed to show how features within the complex groupings and zones differ.
The 0.05 level of significance is used throughout the analysis.
Residential complex groupings
As defined in Chapter 2, residential components and features include all platforms,
pavements, terraces, or house enclosures that are not classified on the basis of previous
research or ethnohistorical data as other functional types of features.
Residential
components and features usually occur together in groups, and thus form residential
complexes. A residential complex is defined as three or more residential components or
features that are separated from other residential features by more than 40 m (131.2 ft)
Using this definition, 76% of all residential components and features are included in one or
another of the 26 residential complexes.
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Residential complexes are in turn grouped together. One way of grouping complexes is to
separate the 26 complexes into 8 different settlements or complex clusters (see Figure 7
and Table 5). A second way of grouping complexes is to simply divide them into coastal
and inland complexes. In this system, Complexes 1 through 10 form an inland complex
cluster, and Complexes 1 1 through 26 form a coastal complex cluster. These two ways of
grouping complexes are employed to show statistical differences between the components
and features in individual groups.
Zone definitions
As an alternative method for grouping features, the DSA is divided into three zones
(Figure 29). The first zone is the coastal zone. It includes all the coastal quadrants, that
is quadrants Kl through K23 and quadrants Wl through W44. On the west end of the DSA,
the inland or northern boundary of this zone is defined by the base of Paliuli. The zone
has a maximum elevation of approximately 30 m (100 ft), and at its farthest point extends
1.2 km (0.75 mile) inland. The second or intermediate zone includes quadrants K24 through
K.28 and quadrants K31 and K32. It begins near the top of Paliuli and extends inland from
1.0 km (0.6 mile) to 2.4 km (1.5 mile). The elevation in the intermediate zone ranges from
approximately 30 to 61 m (100 to 200 ft). The third zone is the inland zone. It includes
quadrants K35, K36, K39 through K44, and KM1 and KM2. It extends from 2.4 to 3.7 km
(i.5 to 2.3 miles) inland, and ranges in elevation from 62 m (200 ft) to 153 m (500 ft).
Quadrants K29, K30, K33, K.34, K.37, and K38 are excluded from the analysis for several
reasons. First, only a small portion of each of those quadrants was surveyed. Second,
when they are compared to adjacent quadrants they look quite different.
Very few
features are depicted on the maps in question. Furthermore, a brief inspection during the
1986 field season concluded that many more features, particularly stone mounds, are
actually present then are depicted on the maps. It is felt that the pre-1986 field workers
did not adequately survey these quadrants, and thus the conservative strategy would be to
omit them from the statistical analysis.
Statistical tests
An initial indication that differential land usage occurred in the three zones is obtained by
comparing the proportions of feature types in each zone. The features in the DSA are
divided into 29 different functional types, and total frequencies of feature types for each
zone are calculated. The proportions of the three zones are compared using the chi-square
statistic.
The results indicate that the three zones are characterized by different
proportions of features.
Because a number of feature types are not represented in one or other of the zones a
chi-square test was run using a limited set of feature types (Table 14). The feature types
used for this comparison are those common to all three zones. They include residential
features, lava tubes and bubbles, walls, enclosures, and trails. The results of the test are
quite similar, there being a significant difference between the feature type proportions of
the three zones. The percentage of residential features in the coastal zone, and in the
inland zone, is quite high when compared to the percentages of other types of features in
each zone.
The coastal zone and the intermediate zone contain a relatively large
percentage of walls, whereas the percentage of walls in the inland zone is relatively small.
There is a high percentage of trails in the inland zone, whereas the coastal and
intermediate zones have a relatively low percentage.
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The same test was run on groupings of complexes. When the frequencies of the 29
functional feature types are compared between coastal and inland complex groupings the
results indicate the two complex groupings have significantly different proportions of
features. A similar result is obtained when the frequencies of the limited set of feature
types are compared for coastal and inland complex groupings (Table 15). The proportions
of features in coastal complexes is different from those in inland complexes. The biggest
difference in proportions is the coastal complexes contain a higher percentage of walls
than the inland complexes. The proportions of features in coastal complexes is, however,
quite similar to the proportions of features in the coastal zone. The main difference
between these two types of groupings is in the percentage of residential features. This is
to be expected because the definition of residential complexes ensures they contain a large
number of residential features.

Table 14
CHI-SQUARE FOR LIMITED SET OF FUNCTIONAL
FEATURE TYPES FOR ZONES
Residential
Feature

Lava
Tube

Wall

Enclosure

Trail

Total

Coastal
Zone

388
30%

138
11%

601
46%

151
12%

29
2%

1307
100%

Intermediate
Zone

7
15%

14
30%

22
47%

2
4%

2
4%

47
100%

Inland
Zone

86
40%

34
16%

37
17%

14
7%

43
20%

214
100%

chi-sauare
195.00

degrees of freedom
8

significance
< 0.001

Table 15
CHI-SQUARE FOR LIMITED SET OF FUNCTIONAL FEATURE
TYPES FOR COASTAL AND INLAND COMPLEX GROUPINGS
Residential
Feature

Lava
Tube

Wall

Enclosure Trail

Total

Coastal
Complexes

293
44%

30
5%

244
37%

83
13%

9
1%

659
100%

Inland
Complexes

75
58%

11
9%

19
14%

10
8%

14
11%

129
100%

chi-square
59.08

degrees of freedom
4
84

significance
< 0.001

Figure 29. Three zones of Detailed Study Area
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If the 26 complexes are divided into the eight groupings specified in Table 6, and then the
feature frequencies are compared, a significant difference between the proportions of
features is noted. Again, if the limited set of feature types is used for comparison, the
eight complex groupings are characterized by different proportions of features (Table 16).
The primary difference in feature proportions is that coastal residential complexes contain
relatively more walls than inland residential complexes. In summary, these tests indicate
that the proportions of feature types within different zones and complex groupings are not
the same.

Table 16
CHI-SQUARE FOR LIMITED SET OF FUNCTIONAL FEATURE
TYPES FOR COMPLEX GROUPINGS
Residential
Feature

Lava
Tube

Wall

Kamoamoa Mauka
Settlement #1

45
62%

6
8%

10
14%

Kamoamoa Mauka
Settlement # 2

30
54%

5
9%

Lae'apuki
Settlement

15
50%

Kamoamoa Paliuli
Settlement

Trail

Total

4
5%

8
11%

73
100%

9
16%

6
11%

6
11%

56
100%

1
3%

4
13%

10
33%

0
0%

30
100%

16
47%

0
0%

15
44%

2
6%

1
3%

34
100%

Kamoamoa
Settlement

218
43%

29
6%

192
38%

59
12%

8
16%

506
100%

Pulama
Settlement

9
50%

0
0%

9
50%

0
0%

0
0%

18
100%

Ka'ili'ili
Settlement

24
60%

0
0%

7
18%

9
22%

0
0%

40
100%

Poupou Kauka
Settlement

11
35%

0
0%

17
55%

3
10%

0
0%

31
100%

chi-sauare
103.66

degrees of freedom
28

Enclosure

significance
< 0.001

As a way of discerning which types of features quantitatively differ amoung the three
zones the mean density of specific feature types are compared. The density is calculated
by dividing the total frequency of a feature type per quadrant by the area of the quadrant
and multiplying by 10,000. This mathematical manipulation is necessary to standardize
absolute frequency counts of feature types because many of the quadrants are different
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sizes. The mean density of individual feature types are calculated for each zone and are
then compared using a t-test statistic. A listing of the results that are significantly
different is given in Table 17.
The results indicate that the density of some functional feature types in the coastal zone
are quite different from those in the intermediate zone. The coastal zone has a much
higher density of residential features than the intermediate zone. Furthermore the density
of hearths, usually found in the context of a residential component, is higher along the
coast. Additional support for extensive habitation along the coast includes the significantly
higher density of water sources and artifacts. The density of religious features and
components is higher along the coast. Furthermore, the density of walls and enclosures is
higher along the coast. These last features probably reflect the control of goat and cattle
movement within coastal residential areas. The distribution of features representing
different agricultural practices varies between the two zones. The density of natural and
modified depression planters is higher in the coastal zone than in the intermediate zone.
In contrast, the density of stone mounds and planting alignments is significantly higher in
the intermediate zone. In brief, when the two zones are compared, it is apparent that
habitation and some types of agricultural practices were focused along the coast whereas
the intermediate zone was utilized for other types of agricultural practices and perhaps the
free range of animals.
The differences in feature type densities between the coastal and inland zone are not as
extensive as those between the coastal and intermediate zones. Significantly, there is no
difference in the density of residential features between the coastal and inland zones.
Both zones were used for residential purposes. The inland zone has a higher density of
trails in it than the coastal zone. This is probably because most of the inland residential
features are situated on a'a flows which are much harder to walk across, whereas the
coastal residential features are on pahoehoe flows. The coastal zone has a higher density
of C, J, L, and U shape alignments. As discussed in Chapter 3, most of these features
were probably used for agricultural purposes, but some could be residential features. With
respect to agricultural features, natural and modified planters have a higher density along
the coast, whereas the density of planting alignments is higher inland. There is no
significant difference in the density of stone mounds. In summary, both the coastal and
inland zones were used as residential areas, and the agricultural practices between the
areas differed.
The primary differences in feature type densities between the intermediate and inland zone
concern features and components that are associated with habitation. The comparison of
the coastal and intermediate zone showed the intermediate zone has a significantly lower
residential feature density. This pattern is confirmed when the intermediate zone is
compared to the inland zone. The inland zone has a much higher density of residential
features.
Furthermore, hearths, shell midden, and trails, all components and features
associated with habitation, have a significantly higher density in the inland zone when
compared with the intermediate zone.
Although there is no significant difference in the mean density of residential features and
components in the coastal and inland zone, there are differences In the size and complexity
of residential features between the two zones. There are two measurements used to
compare the size of components and features. The first is the total area of a residential
feature. This is the sum of the areas of all its residential components, that is, components
that are either platforms, pavements, terraces, or residential enclosures. The second
measurement is the area of individual residential components, or, if the feature is a
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Table 17
DENSITIES OF FUNCTIONAL FEATURE TYPES THAT ARE
SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT BETWEEN ZONES
Functional
Feature TvDe
Residential
Hearth
Circular, feature, rubble
Religious
Religious component
Burial
Wall
Enclosure
Agricultural, planter natural
Agricultural, planter modified
Agricultural, stone mound
Agricultural, alignment
("walled shelter")
Water resource
Canoe shed
Artifact
Rock filled crevice
Miscellaneous
Functional
Feature TvDe

Coastal Zone
Density

Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Intermediate
Intermediate

1.47
0.21
0.90
0.24
0.49
0.80
1.80
0.69
6.16
6.91
13.17
1.83

0.23
0.00
0.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.59
0.14
0.00
0.88
34.24
5.14

0.26
0.15
0.24
0.52
0.32

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal

Inland Zone
Density

Highest
Zone

0.80
0.15
0.38

0.00
0.00
0.17

Coastal
Coastal
Coastal

6.16
6.92
1.83

0.00
0.00
4.92

Coastal
Coastal
Inland

0.33
0.26
0.38
0.62
0.73

0.73
0.00
0.17
0.13
0.00

Inland
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal
Coastal

Intermediate
Zone Density

Highest
Zone

Coastal Zone
Density

Burial
Canoe shed
Agricultural, alignment
(C,J,U-shaped)
Agricultural, planter natural
Agricultural, planter modified
Agricultural, alignment
("walled shelter")
Trail
Water resource
Midden, shell
Ahu, cairn
Papamu
Functional
Feature Type

Intermediate Highest
Zone Density Zone

Inland Zone
Density

Residential feature
Hearth
Midden, shell
Trail

1.63
0.28
0.17
0.73
89

0.23
0.00
0.00
0.17

Inland
Inland
Inland
Inland

single-component feature, the area of the individual feature. The total area and individual
area values for residential components and features are given in appendix D. The means of
both of these measurements are calculated for the coastal and inland zones. A t-test was
conducted on paired means to determine if they showed significant differences.
The results of this test are summarized in Table 18. They show that the mean total area
of residential features along the coast is significantly larger than the mean total area of
inland features.
Furthermore, the mean area of individual components or individual
single-component features located in the coastal zone is larger than the mean area of those
inland. Coastal residential features are thus larger in overall size, and are made up of
components that are larger in size, than inland features. Furthermore, the coefficient of
variance (standard deviation/mean) is very small for coastal features compared to inland
features. This suggests a greater degree of standardization in organizational layout of
residential components and features along the coast.

Table 18
T-TEST MEAN TOTAL AREA OF MAIN RESIDENTIAL FEATURE,
AND AREA OF SINGLE-COMPONENT FEATURE
OR COMPONENT AREA,BETWEEN ZONES
Total area of feature (sq. meters)
number
of cases

mean

standard
deviation

coef.
of var.

sig.
dif.
yes

Coastal zone

7

85.76

35.13

0.41

Inland zone

38

21.93

18.62

0.85

Area of individual component or single-component feature (sq. meters)
coef.
of var.

sig.
dif.

28.56

0.98

yes

14.78

0.91

number
of cases

mean

standard
deviation

Coastal zone

22

29.08

Inland zone

53

16.27

The mean of the same two measurements can be compared between groupings of complexes
(Tables 19 and 20). The mean total area of residential features contained in coastal
residential complexes (#'s 11-26) is significantly larger then the mean of residential
features in inland complexes. However, in contrast to the findings for zone groupings,
there is no significant difference in the mean area of individual residential components and
individual single-component features, contained in coastal and inland complexes. If
the same comparisons are made for smaller, more exclusive, groupings of complexes the
same results are obtained. In this case, the mean for Kamoamoa Mauka Settlement #1 is
compared to the mean for Ka'ili'ili Settlement. In both of these tests, the lack of a
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Table 19
T-TEST MEAN TOTAL AREA OF MAIN RESIDENTIAL FEATURE, AND AREA OF SINGLECOMPONENT FEATURE OR COMPONENT AREA, BETWEEN COMPLEX GROUPINGS
Total area of feature (SQ. meters)
mean

standard
deviation

sig.
dif.

5

88.96

34.68

yes

36

22.66

18.84

number
of cases
Complexes 11-26 (coastal)
Complexes 1-10 (inland)

Area of individual component or single-component feature (sq. meters)
standard
deviation

sig.

24.82

23.22

no

16.56

14.97

number
of cases

mean

Complexes 11-26 (coastal)

18

Complexes 1-10 (inland)

51

dif.

Table 20
T-TEST MEAN TOTAL AREA OF MAIN RESIDENTIAL FEATURE, AND AREA OF SINGLECOMPONENT FEATURE OR COMPONENT AREA, BETWEEN KA'ILITLI SETTLEMENT
(COMPLEXES 22-23) AND KAMOAMOA MAUKA SETTLEMENT # 1 (COMPLEXES 1-5)
Total area of feature (SQ. meters)
number
of cases

mean

standard
deviation

sig.
dif.
yes

Ka'ili'ili Settlement

4

101.45

23.74

Kamoamoa Mauka
Settlement # 1

25

20.49

18.71

Area of individual component or single-component feature (sq. meters)
number
of cases

mean

standard
deviation

sig.
dif.
no

Ka'ili'ili Settlement

16

25.36

23.72

Kamoamoa Mauka
Settlement # 1

31

16.52

13.47
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significant difference concerning the area of components is due to the large standard
deviation.
One characteristic of residential features that can be measured is the number of residential
components contained in a feature. All residential features contain at least one residential
component. A measure of this characteristic is the ratio of the total number of residential
components divided by the total number of residential features (RCF). When the ratio
equals one, each feature is made up of only one component. The larger the ratio, the
more components make up a feature. This ratio may be computed for individual features,
complexes or quadrants. If RCF values are computed for complexes, it indicates not only
how many components make up a feature, but also the relative degree to which features
within a complex are spatially discrete from one another. If a complex has a large RCF it
has few spatially discrete features, and a larger number of components that are spatially
contiguous and make up a few multicomponent features. If a complex has a smaller RCF
value, that is closer to one, the residential features of the complex consist of single
residential components that are spatially separate from one another.
When the mean RCF of the inland zone is compared to the mean for the coastal zone, no
significant difference is noted (Table 21). Similarly, when the mean RCF for all inland
complexes is compared to the mean for all coastal complexes, there is no significant
difference (Table 22). There is, however, a significant difference between the mean RCF
of Kamoamoa Mauka Settlement # 1 and the mean RCF of Ka'ili'ili Settlement (Table 23).
These results indicate that selected areas of the inland zone when compared to selected
areas of the coastal zone have features that are simpler in composition and tend to be
more spatially discrete.
In an effort to establish a degree of temporal control, two historical indices are calculated.
These indices provide an indication of whether or not an area was used historically. A
historical index is the frequency of historic features or components divided by the total
number of features and components. These indices are similar to RCF ratios in that they
may be calculated for both quadrants and complexes. The first historical index (HIl) is
more inclusive or broad ranging than the second (HI2). For HIl, historical features are
defined as walls, enclosures, curblined trails, historic graves, pieces of glass, tin roof
remains, water tanks, windmill remains, and historic wells. The second index (HI2) is the
same except that walls and enclosures are limited to those built using core-filled
construction technique.
One method of delineating areas of prehistoric versus historic use is by using a t-test to
compare mean historic indices between zones. The results of these tests are given in
Tables 24, 25, 26. The coastal zone has a significantly higher mean HIl and HI2 than
either the intermediate or the inland zone. In contrast, the mean values of HIl and HI2 of
the intermediate and inland zone are not significantly different. These results imply that
the coastal zone was utilized historically to a greater extent than either the intermediate
or inland zone.
Comparing historical indices between complex groupings substantiates these results. The
mean HIl and HI2 of coastal complexes is significantly higher then the mean for inland
complexes (Table 27). If smaller groupings of complexes are compared, similar results are
obtained. Ka'ili'ili Settlement has significantly higher mean HIl and HI2 indices then
Kamoamoa Mauka Settlement # 1 (Table 28), and also Kamoamoa Mauka Settlement # 2
(Table 29). Again, the conclusion is that the ratio of historical features to all features is
higher for coastal complexes than inland complexes.
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Table 21
T-TEST MEAN RCF FOR COASTAL AND INLAND ZONES
number

mean

of cases

standard

sig.

deviation

dif.

Coastal zone

36

1.16

0.32

Inland zone

8

1.29

0.40

no

Table 22
T-TEST MEAN RCF FOR INLAND AND COASTAL COMPLEX GROUPINGS
number

mean

of cases

standard

sig.

deviation

dif.

Coastal complexes (11-26)

16

1.43

0.79

Inland complexes (1-10)

10

1.48

0.73

no

Table 23
T-TEST MEAN RCF FOR KA'ILITLI SETTLEMENT (COMPLEXES 22-23)
AND KAMOAMOA MAUK.A SETTLEMENT # 1 (COMPLEXES 1-5)
number
of cases

mean

standard
deviation

sig.
dif.
yes

Ka'ili'ili Settlement

2

2.14

0.20

Kamoamoa Mauka
Settlement #1

5

1.11

0.17
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Table 24
T-TEST MEAN HISTORICAL INDICES FOR COASTAL AND INTERMEDIATE ZONES
Historical index 1
number

mean

of cases
Coastal zone
Intermediate zone

standard

sig.

deviation

dif.
yes

61

103.42

129.10

7

18.74

12.44

Historical index 2

Coastal zone
Intermediate zone

number
of cases
61
7

mean

standard
deviation
19.44
50.33
2.80

sig.
dif.
yes

7.41

Table 25
T-TEST MEAN HISTORICAL INDICES FOR COASTAL AND INLAND ZONES
Historical index 1
number

mean

of cases

standard

sig.

deviation

dif.
yes

Coastal zone

61

103.42

129.10

Inland zone

8

37.93

61.50

Historical index 2
number

mean

of cases

standard

sig.

deviation

dif.
yes

Coastal zone

61

19.44

50.33

Inland zone

8

1.17

2.65
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Table 26
T-TEST MEAN HISTORICAL INDICES FOR INLAND AND INTERMEDIATE ZONES
Historical index 1
number

mean

of cases

standard

sig.

deviation

dif.

Inland zone

8

37.93

61.50

no

Intermediate zone

7

18.74

12.44

mean

standard

sig.

deviation

dif.

Historical index 2
number
of cases
Inland zone

8

1.17

2.65

Intermediate zone

7

2.80

7.41

no

Table 27
T-TEST MEAN HISTORICAL INDICES FOR INLAND (1-10)
AND COASTAL (11-26) COMPLEX GROUPINGS
Historical index 1
number

mean

of cases

standard

sig.

deviation

dif.
yes

Coastal complexes

16

423.59

175.90

Inland complexes

10

187.79

144.13

number

mean

Historical index 2

of cases

standard

sig.

deviation

dif.
yes

Coastal complexes

16

105.73

126.09

Inland complexes

10

18.83

145.86
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Table 28
T-TEST MEAN HISTORICAL INDICES FOR
KAMOAMOA MAUKA SETTLEMENT # 1 (COMPLEXES 1-5) AND
KATLITLI SETTLEMENT (COMPLEXES 22-23)
Historical index 1
number
of cases

mean

standard
deviation

sig.
dif.

Ka'ili'ili Settlement

10

372.86

16.62

yes

Kamoamoa Mauka
Settlement #1

5

163.20

153.77

Historical index 2
number
of cases

mean

standard
deviation

sig.
dif.
yes

Ka'ili'ili Settlement

2

201.92

67.99

Kamoamoa Mauka
Settlement #1

5

00.00

00.00

Table 29
T-TEST MEAN HISTORICAL INDICES FOR
KATLITLI SETTLEMENT (COMPLEXES 22-23) AND
KAMOAMOA MAUKA SETTLEMENT # 2 (COMPLEXES 6-10)
Historical index 1
number

mean

of cases

standard

sig.

deviation

dif.
yes

Ka'ili'ili Settlement

10

372.86

16.62

Kamoamoa Mauka

5

212.38

146.91

Settlement #2
Historical index 2
number

mean

of cases
Ka'ili'ili Settlement

2

Kamoamoa Mauka
Settlement #2

5 96

standard

sig.

deviation

dif.

201.92

67.99

37.66

62.01

yes

In summary, these statistical tests show there are significant differences in the mean
density of several feature types between the three zones. When the coastal zone is
compared to the intermediate zone, the coastal zone has a higher mean density of natural
and modified planters whereas the intermediate zone has a higher mean density of stone
mounds and planting alignments. The coastal zone has far more residential features than
the intermediate zone. In addition, the coastal zone has a much higher mean density of
walls and enclosures which reflects the practice of controlling range animals, a historical
enterprise. The principal difference between the coastal and inland zone is the higher
density of natural and modified planters along the coast, and the higher density of planting
alignments inland. The main difference between the intermediate zone and inland zone is
the inland zone has a much higher density of residentially oriented features and
components.
Residential features in the inland zone are relatively small and simple, i.e. they have a
small total area and usually consist of only one or two components. The residential
components of inland features have small areas when compared to components of features
along the coast. Furthermore, individual residential features in some inland complexes are
spatially discrete from one another. In contrast, residential features in the coastal zone
tend to be quite large and contain a number of components. In a sense, features in the
inland zone may be considered analogous to components in the coastal zone. In the inland
zone, groups of spatially discrete features are clustered together to form households or
complexes, whereas in the coastal zone components are combined to form a large feature
that may be a complex or household all by itself. Despite significant differences in the
size and composition of residential features in the three zones, the mean density of
residential features and components is not significantly different between the coastal and
inland zones.
On the basis of the historical indices, the coastal zone was utilized
historically far more extensively than either the intermediate or inland zones.
The statistical tests have defined robust patterns of differential land usage within the DSA.
Defining these patterns of variability is, however, only the first step. They must be
interpreted in terms of the natural and cultural processes which formed them. This is the
subject of the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

Although the computer analysis indicates differential land usage took place in the DSA, the
behavioral correlates of the archaeological record are not entirely clear. There are at
least three social phenomena or processes which may have affected the archaeological
record. These processes are by no means mutually exclusive. In all probability, the
archaeological remains in DSA reflect the outcome of all three processes. These three
processes are reviewed, and then a model of the settlement pattern in the DSA is proposed.
Social stratification
During the prehistoric period, Hawaiian society was highly stratified (Hommon 1976, Cordy
1981, Kirch 1985). This stratification is possibly reflected by the differential density of
various types of residential features. In this case, all of the features in the DSA are
assumed to be contemporaneous. One criterion often used to distinguish commoner and
elite or ali'i households is the total area of a sleeping house. The basic assumption as
proposed by Cordy (1981:81) is the "labor expenditure involved in permanent housing
construction positively covaries with the social rank of the household's highest ranking
member."
Although the proposed correlation between a person's relative social rank and the size of
their house might be valid for the prehistoric Hawaiian case, Cordy offered no causal
explanation for this relationship. It appears he felt that in all societies, leaders should
have larger dwellings. This is clearly not always the case. If a society is only slightly
hierarchical and its members are heavily dependent upon one another, its leaders might
choose not to emphasize these social distinctions. In contrast, when leaders can and want
to represent symbolically their domination over the people, building large and intricate
residences is one means of expression. Miller and Tilley (1984:149) proposed material
culture is not a direct reflection of society, but rather is actively manipulated to obtain
the desired results.
There are several additional problems with Cordy's total area criterion. No attention is
given to different construction techniques and materials. Local environmental conditions
can vary tremendously between areas, affecting the amount of energy required to build a
large house foundation. On da lava flows it is relatively simple to build large house
foundations, whereas on unweathered pahoehoe flows it requires considerable time and
energy.
Furthermore, it is often difficult to distinguish sleeping houses from other
structures, which would greatly affect any comparisons of overall residential feature area.
In criticizing Cordy's (1982) discussion of a large elite residential center at Lelu in the
Caroline Islands, Graves (1986:483) pointed out "family or household size or the composition
and relative integrity of one's kin group can affect the amount of labor devoted to building
activity."
Furthermore, Graves (1986:483) proposed "household wealth or access to
resources is occasionally unrelated to status position in nonindustrial societies, and
extensive wealth can be used to support construction work." Graves' final criticism was
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variation in architectural features can reflect symbolic relationships other than status
between groups.
A final fault with Cordy's criterion is it is temporally flat; it assumes or tries to establish
that all features are contemporaneous. It does not take into account changes in world
view which would affect the decision on what is an "appropriate" size and style of house.
Furthermore, Hommon (1986:59) pointed out that Cordy does not consider an alternative
explanation that "variation in site size is the reuse or continued use and enlargement of
sites during the post-contact period."
To bolster his argument, Cordy (1981) proposed a second criterion based on the number of
discrete features within a complex. He reviewed ethnohistorical literature and concluded
that at contact a "commoner's household consisted of a sleeping house and possibly a work
plaza and canoe house" and "single-house households would seem to be commoners'" (Cordy
1981:74-75). An inference is commoners paid little attention to the spatial discreteness of
architectural features as a means of avoiding pollution. In contrast, ali'i households
consisted of several structures, each of which had a different function. According to
Cordy (1981:74), a "chief's household would be distinguished by sites of five or more
houses, including a men's house."
Weisler and Kirch (1985) criticized Cordy's total area model as far too simplistic and felt
status differences are reflected by sets of attributes. These include:
(1) the number of structural features in a residential complex; (2) the nature of
the ritual feature, whether a formal structure separate from the primary
residence,or a simple upright stone within the residence; (3) the presence of
burial platforms; (4) high frequencies of pig and dog bone, both status foods
according to the ethnohistoric record; (5) high density and range of formal
artifacts (e.g. adzes, gaming stones, stone lamps, gourd stoppers, bone picks,
tattoo needles); (6) presence of non-local lithic materials; (7) density of shellfish
and other faunal remains; and (8) topographic setting [Weisler and Kirch
1985:148].
Although these attributes were convincingly used to correlate status with different
complexes of features at Kawela, Moloka'i, the criteria are not easily applicable to the data
from the DSA. The primary difference between the two study areas is the lack of
excavation in the DSA. At Kawela, 442.5 sq m (4,763.2 sq ft) were excavated. The
cultural surface material in the DSA is just not extensive enough to use Weisler and
Kirch's criteria numbered four through seven. Criterion three could possibly be used, but
in most cases it would be pure speculation as to whether a stone mound or platform
contains a burial. Criterion two is only marginally applicable because only one religious
component was located in any of the residential features. Because the DSA lacks gulches,
ridges, and other geographical features created by erosion, the topographic setting of
complexes, criterion eight, does not vary all that much. There is of course some variation
with respect to the relative orientation of features and their location on the sides or tops
of flows, but this is difficult to quantify. This leaves the first criterion, the number of
features within a residential complex, and the total area of residential features, as the
criteria for establishing the status of a complex. In addition, it is possible the association
of residential features with agricultural features suggests the occupants were engaged in
the commoner activity of agricultural production. This last situation, however, could
alternatively be explained as the presence of a chieFs houses overlooking agricultural land
in an effort to manage or control these resources.
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As shown by t-tests, the mean total area of residential features along the coast is
significantly larger than inland residential features. The ratio of residential components to
residential features indicates the features along the coast tend to be more elaborate,
containing many more components. Furthermore, although only one coastal residential
feature had a religious component in it, the coastal residential features are closer to the
major heiau in the DSA. These criteria would suggest the high status ali'i occupied the
residential features along the coast, whereas the commoners lived inland and worked the
agricultural fields.
However, a contradiction is apparent when the number of features in a complex is
considered. Excluding the coastal settlement of Kamoamoa which contains an exceptionally
large number of features, the inland complexes generally contain just as many, if not
slightly more, individual residential features than do the coastal complexes. These features
are simpler, but there are more of them per complex. According to the number of features
in a household criterion, this means the high status ali'i lived inland and the commoners
lived along the coast. However, it seems more likely the inland complexes were inhabited
by several low status households, each of which utilized one or two of the features.
Alternatively, either the criterion could be wrong or the archaeological remains are the
result of processes which occurred during two different time periods.
The latter
explanation is discussed in a later section of this chapter.
Permanent and seasonal use of residential features
An alternative cultural process that could have affected the distribution of archaeological
remains is the seasonal shifting of residence to tend agricultural crops. In this case, the
large, intricate residential features along the coast were permanent residences, and the
smaller inland features were temporary field shelters used for short periods during busy
agricultural times. An early historic traveler, Jules Remy, noted this pattern on Moloka'i
in 1854. He wrote "(we) then entered a plain covered here and there with potatoes and
sugar cane, with huts which served as temporary shelters for the workers of the soil
during their agricultural efforts..." (Remy 1975:30). The structures would provide shelter
during the harvest, and during clearing and planting activities conducted just prior to and
after the beginning of the rainy season (Rosendahl 1972:507). This interpretation of the
archaeological remains assumes the inland and coastal features are contemporaneous.
Kirch (1983:14) offered the following criteria for the archaeological recognition of a
shifting residence pattern.
(a) large multi-structured residence unit at the coast, and smaller, less
permanent structures inland or vice-versa; (b) multiple use of structures at one
or another of the environmental zones, as exemplified in multiple hearths,
continued rebuilding and refurbishing of inland sites, possible occurrences of
fishing gear at inland sites, and a minimum of marine fauna from these sites.
These criteria were used by several researchers during the Waimea-Kawaihae road corridor
project to identify C-shape features as temporary shelters (Clark 1983:132, Welch 1983:177,
Reeve 1983:234). Green (1980:54-55) and his co-workers excavated nine C-shape features in
the lower valley of Makaha, O'ahu, and concluded on the basis of multiple hearths and
occupation lenses that they were temporary field shelters. He felt "their use would have
been seasonal, and greatest during the wet season and shortly there after" (1980:57).
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Rosendahl (1972:507) recorded numerous C-shape features in the uplands of Lapakahi and
concluded:
Residential units in the upland agricultural zone were generally occupied for
extended periods of time, according to a pattern of shifting residence. This
pattern was basically seasonal in nature, and was characterized by recurrent
sequences of occupation, structural modifications and repairs, firepit construction,
and eventual abandonment, with reoccupation commencing again after some time
interval.
Clark (1987:193-214) expanded upon these ideas and proposed a hierarchy of four types of
permanent and extended use structures. At the bottom of the hierarchy are single-use
shelters. These features were used for overnight shelter or for short-term protection from
the wind or rain. Morphologically, they were "little more than low windbreaks of stacked
stone in linear, C-shape, Box-C, arc, U-shape, L-shape, enclosure, or irregular forms"
(Clark 1987:195). The second type of habitation structure was recurrent-use shelters. They
served the same function as single-use shelters except they were repeatedly occupied for
periods of a few hours to a few days. They were the same form as single-use shelters, but
slightly larger.
Clark (1987:197-200) specified several criteria for distinguishing single-use shelters from
recurrent-use shelters. Recurrent-use shelters should have a small amount of cultural
deposit which should include a limited range of artifact types and species in the midden.
In contrast, single-use shelters are "most likely to lack cultural deposit, but a few
fragments of shell or volcanic glass flakes may be present" (1986:199). The most diagnostic
characteristic of recurrent-use shelters is the presence of multiple hearths at different
horizontal and vertical locations throughout the feature. Single-use shelters should contain
no, or at most, one hearth.
Without excavation, the distinction between single-use and recurrent-use shelters is based
on the feature's geographic context, other feature associations, and the size of the
structure. Recurrent-use shelters are located "on comparatively non-productive land in the
midst of or adjacent to agricultural features—especially in proximity to mound clusters"
(Clark 1987:200). Recurrent-use shelters are also located at the junctures of trails. In
contrast, single-use shelters "tend to lack associations with often exploited resource areas"
(Clark 1987:200). Recurrent-use shelters also tend to be slightly larger than single-use
shelters. Clark (1987:196) recognized that "Potential confusion lies in distinguishing
shelters from small planting features." In the DSA this is particularly germane, as there
are 991 small stacked stone alignments that according to Clark's definitions would be
single-use or recurrent-use shelters.
The third level of the hierarchy are extended domestic units. Clark (1987:201) defined the
domestic unit as "a sleeping house together with any other structures or activity areas
associated with domestic occupation." Extended domestic units are usually substantially
built three sided structures such as C-shapes, L-shapes, Box-C-shapes, U-shapes and
enclosures. Clark (1987:208) suggested they could also possibly be terraces or platforms,
although he stated "I know of no clear case of a terrace or platform, for example,
indicating extended rather than permanent occupation" (Clark 1987:210). Extended domestic
units were occupied for longer periods than shelters, usually for many weeks or more
commonly for a season. They are predominantly found in agricultural areas or along the
coast.
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According to Clark (1987:207), the differentiation of large recurrent-use shelters and small
extended domestic units is at times difficult to make. Recurrent-use shelters "should lack
evidence of formal residential occupation such as developed house-floors, formal fireplaces
with thick ash deposits, diverse midden, a varied artifact assemblage, etc." (Clark 1987:207).
These, along with a larger size, are all characteristics of extended domestic units.
The final type of habitation feature is the permanent domestic unit. They generallyconsisted of "terraces, platforms, quadrangular enclosures, 3-walled structures (quadrangular
in shape but with one side open), pavings, and, less frequently, C-shapes, L-shapes, and
caves" (Clark 1987:206). Terraces and platforms were well-made with neat stone facings.
Walled structures had thick walls, that sometimes included cupboard spaces, and were often
faced on both the interior and exterior surfaces.
Permanent domestic units were
established wherever people could secure a year-round living. They can be found "along
the coast, up valleys, and in leeward agricultural zones, but seldom, if ever, over poorly
watered plains, on barren lava beds, in wet forests deep in the interior, and on the upper
elevations of mountains" (Clark 1987:206-207).
Clark (1987:207) recognized the status of the occupant and length of site occupation can
blur the distinction between extended domestic units and permanent domestic units. He
felt, however, that excavation is the most productive means for distinguishing the two
types of features. Permanent domestic units should lack evidence of multiple abandonment
phases characteristic of extended domestic use. Hearths in permanent domestic units
should be "few in number and formal in construction" (Clark 1987:207). Without excavation,
the form and size of the feature, along with other feature associations, becomes the basis
for the distinction between extended domestic units and permanent domestic units.
The model proposed by Clark is commendable for its clarity in specifying the distinguishing
criteria of alternative feature types. It is also noteworthy for proposing such a wide range
of feature characteristics to make the distinctions. There is a problem, however, in that
far too many criteria for a particular feature type overlap with those for other feature
types. The distinction between extended domestic units and permanent domestic units
seems particularly blurred. It should be noted that this is not necessarily the fault of
Clark, rather might be due to the nature of the archaeological record. It may simply be
impossible to state definitive criteria for particular types of habitation features.
The criteria are even more questionable when applied across wide geographical areas. The
distinctions noted for the Waimea-Kawaihae area are not necessarily applicable to features
in the DSA. The conceptual framework developed by Clark is very useful, but specific
manifestations of the criteria differ between areas. One solution might be not to place too
much emphasis on any one particular criterion, but rather to consider how the features
match up to a majority of the criteria and alternative manifestations of these criteria.
In the uplands of the DSA there are hundreds of C-shape features which according to
Clark's (1987) criteria could be functionally classified as single-use or recurrent-use
shelters. However, as previously noted, it is likely that these are not temporary shelters,
but agricultural features. In none of the C-shape features were any hearths or midden
observed. Furthermore, their close proximity to the more formal platforms, terraces, and
pavements would preclude the necessity of so many shelters.
The residential features in the inland of the DSA are in many respects similar to the
extended and permanent domestic units in the uplands of Waimea-Kawaihae as described by
Clark (1987). It is, however, not clear whether the DSA residential features should be
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classified as extended or permanent residential features. They are well made platforms,
terraces, and pavements, many of which have internal components, such as multiple tiered
terraces or slablined hearths. The features are clustered into groups on da flows with an
extensive trail system interconnecting them. As indicated by the t-test statistic, the
overall size of the features is smaller than the residential features along the coast. The
three artifacts found in association with the inland complexes were pounders or fragments
of pounders, which at least suggest extended use.
Without excavation and a more detailed study of the inland residential features it is only
possible to speculate about the length of time residential features were occupied. The
formalized and intricate nature of the features implies they were used as more than just
temporary, daytime, shelters. People were occupying the features at least on an extended
basis. Because they are terraces, pavings and platforms, Clark (1987:208) would suggest
they are permanent domestic units. This distinction, however, seems far too simplistic and
thus it is possible they were in fact only extended domestic units. It is likely they were
occupied for longer periods than some of the temporary upland features found in Lapakahi
or Makaha. This might be attributed to their location at the base of the pali, which would
provide easy access to forest resources.
Furthermore, because the DSA is near the
windward side of an island, seasonal variation in precipitation levels would be less extreme.
The growing period in the DSA would be longer, which would permit agricultural activity
and inland residence to be conducted year round instead of only during the wet season.
Ideological transformations
A third process that has affected the archaeological remains in the DSA is the impact of
Western society on prehistoric Hawaiian culture. Western contact drastically altered the
native Hawaiian ideology, sociocultural organization, and economy.
These societal
transformations, in turn, changed the way the Hawaiian people organized the space of their
settlements. Huffman (1986:89) documented similar settlement pattern shifts in Southern
Africa and noted "the internal arrangement of a settlement reflects sociocultural
organization because space is a cultural variable: its use is the result of a worldview." The
past occupants of the area actively used material culture to symbolize their beliefs and
ideology which is seen in the archaeological remains of the DSA (cf. Spriggs 1984, Miller
and Tilley 1984, Hodder 1982).
Late prehistoric Hawaiian society is often labeled a theocratic feudal society (Valeri
1985b:84). The social system was legitimated through several material and ideological
means. From a material perspective, the ali'i controlled the use rights of the land and
ocean, and had the power to redistribute agricultural land at will (Malo 1951:53). In
addition, they had enough power to occasionally offer a person to the gods as a human
sacrifice. Ideologically, the system was maintained by promoting the belief that the ali'i or
elite were genealogically closer to the gods than were the commoners (Valeri 1985b). This
close genealogical connection made the ali'i kapu or divine and endowed them with mana.
Mana is an efficacious power; it instills the ability to be successful (Valeri 1985a:97, Shore
1985:32-34).
Genealogical ties provide people with a potential to acquire mana, but their praxis
determines the extent to which mana was actually acquired (Shore 1985:31, Levin 1968:403).
Mana is increased by being successful in endeavors, and by maintaining one's purity. If a
person was successful he had mana, which in turn brought more mana and more success in
the future. Because one way to enhance mana was through accomplishment, the system
was inherently competitive. Competition was played out through increasing one's resources.
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This included warfare where the prize was the capture of productive units, which included
both people and the land they occupied (Earle 1978). Another way to enhance resources
was the further exploitation of the currently controlled work force. Finally, affinal
allegiances were used to increase one's influence over resources.
A person's mana was also dependent upon his purity which was maintained through
adherence to the kapu system. According to Levin (1968:412), the kapu system specified
those things that were considered sacred as opposed to those things that were common or
profane.
Davenport (1969:9) proposed "the kapu embraced the prescriptive rules of
avoidance and etiquette relating to sacred objects and structures, to members of the
inferior class, and between men and women." To maintain or enhance mana, pollution from
profane objects and situations had to be avoided.
With western contact the traditional Hawaiian ideology, partially based on mana and the
kapu system, which legitimized the social system was severely altered. The inter-cultural
confrontation of Western and Hawaiian societies created and exposed political, economic,
and religious contradictions inherent in the kapu system (Sahlins 1981, Davenport 1968,
Levin 1968, Harfst 1972). The kapu system was abandoned in 1819, and the power of the
ali'i was no longer directly dependent upon their links to the gods and their ability to
enhance their mana.
Levin (1968:425) proposed "this had the effect not only of
secularizing the Hawaiian polity but also of making succession completely hereditary
wherein kinship rules of primogeniture operated." The ideological base for power shifted
from the sacred to the more profane notions of strict heredity and brute force.
The historic de-emphasis of mana, and thus purity, may have affected the archaeological
remains in the DSA. The change in ideology reduced the necessity of having spatially
discrete features within a household.
Different activity areas still existed within
households but they were no longer spatially segregated, rather they were components of
one contiguous feature. Without the ideological impetus to maintain purity, residential
components could be spatially close to each other, or contiguous, so that surrounding walls
could be built to protect the whole household from range animals.
This shift is exemplified by a comparison of Ka'ili'ili Settlement with the inland
settlements. Ideally, it would be better to compare prehistoric and historic settlements
within the same environmental zone. Unfortunately, it appears most of the coastal
prehistoric residential features have been impacted by historic occupation. It is thus
necessary to compare an inland area which is assumed to be prehistoric, with a coastal
area which is thought to be historic.
For statistical purposes, one grouping is Kamoamoa Mauka Settlement #1 comprised of
inland Complexes 1 through 5, and a second grouping is Ka'ili'ili Settlement made up of
Complexes 22 and 23. The majority of Ka'ili'ili Settlement is shown in Figure 30, and
inland Complexes 3, 4, and a portion of 5, are shown in Figure 31. No dates for
occupation of either grouping have been established. Ka'ili'ili Settlement does, however,
have significantly higher historic indices values than Kamoamoa Mauka Settlement # 1 (see
Chapter 4 for the exact values). The assumption is the archaeological remains in Ka'ili'ili
were occupied historically, whereas those in the inland complexes were utilized
prehistorically.
Ka'ili'ili Settlement has a significantly larger RCF value than the inland settlement. This
indicates the residential features in Ka'ili'ili contain relatively more residential components
than the residential features in the inland settlement. The larger RCF value of Ka'ili'ili
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Figure 30. Ka'ili'ili Settlement
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Figure 31. Complexes 3,4, and part of 5 in Kamoamoa Mauka Settlement # 1
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Settlement also indicates the complexes contain few spatially discrete features, and a large
number of components that are spatially contiguous forming several multicomponent
features. Conversely, the low RCF value of Kamoamoa Mauka Settlement # 1 indicates the
residential features of the complexes usually consist of single residential components that
are spatially separate from one another.
If Ka'ili'ili Settlement represents a historic
settlement and the Kamoamoa Mauka Settlement # 1 represents a prehistoric settlement,
the discrete residential features of prehistoric settlements are analogous to the spatially
contiguous residential components of historic settlements. The lack of spatial discreteness
of activity areas in historic settlements is the result of the de-emphasis of the
sacred/profane, pure/impure dichotomies and he institution of a new set of rules to guide
the structure of space.
In addition to the proposed historic change in residential feature morphology, it is likely
there was a historic shift in subsistence practices. Prehistorically, subsistence activities
revolved around marine and agricultural exploitation. The bait cups, canoe launching ramp
lashing holes, canoe sheds, stone mounds, agricultural alignments, and natural and modified
planters are the archaeological manifestations of these practices.
These practices
undoubtedly continued into the historic period. However, during the historic period goat
and cattle ranching supplemented the more traditional subsistence practices.
The
archaeological evidence of ranching activity are the numerous walls and enclosures.
Additional evidence includes historical records which document ranching activity in the DSA
(Allen 1979). The residential settlements in the coastal zone have a high density of walls
and enclosures which reflect the control of goat and cattle movement within these areas.
Model of the DSA settlement pattern
The archaeological remains in the DSA are the result of at least these three processes.
With these processes in mind, a model for the DSA settlement pattern is proposed. Clark
(1987:613-619) has identified three alternative settlement systems for the island of Hawaii.
They are the Dual Zone System found throughout most of leeward Hawaii and central Ka'u,
the Merging Zone System found in extreme northern Kohala and in central Kona, and the
Single Zone system found in southern Kohala, northern Kona, possibly southern Kona,
northwest Ka'u, and northeast Ka'u.
The settlement pattern of the DSA is similar to, but not the same, as the Dual Zone
system described by Clark (1987:613):
In this pattern there were two zones of permanent settlement, one at the coast
(the Coastal Zone) and one inland (the Kula Zone), separated by a strip,
sometimes many kilometers wide, lacking permanent occupation (the Intermediate
Zone).
Because of this separation, both the shifting residence and the
settlement zone exchange models provided alternatives for behavior from
colonization onward.
In coincidence with the Dual Zone System, the DSA contains three zones, two of which
were extensively used for habitation. The density of residential features throughout the
DSA is shown in Figure 32. The two zones utilized for habitation are the coastal zone
which contains 16 residential complexes grouped into six settlements, and the inland zone
which contains 10 complexes grouped into two settlements (see Figure 7 and Table 5). The
intermediate zone between the coastal and inland zone has extremely low residential
feature densities, and contains no residential complexes or settlements.
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Before considering the range of interactions that occurred between the inhabitants of the
two zones, a characterization or model for each of the three zones is given. It is probable
that most of the visible archaeological remains in the coastal zone are the result of
historic occupation, which has covered the prehistoric occupation component. Of the six
coastal settlements, five, including Poupou Kauka, Ka'ili'ili, Kamoamoa Paliuli, and portions
of Kamoamoa, are enclosed by walls. These were undoubtedly used during the historic
period to control range animals.
There are two interesting exceptions to the trend of enclosing coastal features. The first
is the east side of Kamoamoa Settlement (see Figure 7). The features in this area are not
surrounded by any walls or enclosures. The residential features tend to be smaller and
more spatially discrete than those found in other coastal settlements.
The primary
religious feature in the settlement, Moa heiau, is also outside of any enclosures. It is
possible the east side of Kamoamoa Settlement was occupied during the prehistoric era, and
the west side was built and occupied during historic times. Waha'ula religious complex is
another group of features which lack surrounding walls. Based on this, and ethnohistorical
accounts, it is likely the main use of the religious features was during the prehistoric
period.
An additional source of information concerning periods of coastal occupation is a
comparison of Ellis' description of the area with Lyman's. Ellis (1979) traveled through the
area in 1823, and Lyman (1924) passed through in 1846. In 1823, Ellis described Kealakomo
village, located ca. 10 km (6.2 miles) west of the DSA,
as "populous, though
desolate-looking" (Ellis 1979:188-189). During his visit, between 200 and 300 people
attended a church service. The next village described by Ellis (1979:191) is Kupahua,
located ca. 4.5 km (2.8 miles) east of the DSA. He mentions the ahupua'a of the DSA, that
is Lae'apuki and Kamoamoa, but he does not refer to them as villages. He gives no
indication the areas were inhabited. Ellis (1979:190) mentions Waha'ula heiau, but not the
residential complexes around the religious complex. A plausible suggestion is by the time
Ellis passed through the area the local population had been decimated, and the area was
not densely inhabited.
Lyman visited the area in 1846 and stated "Ellis speaks of Kealakomo as very 'populous' in
1823. Its pop[ulatio]n must have greatly diminished." (Lyman 1924:103). Lyman described
Kealakomo as a "little naked village" and noted "There are but few people in this region"
(Lyman 1924:103).
Further along the coast, Lyman stopped at "the little village of
Komomoa [Kamoamoa] on the seashore for breakfast which we made much to our
gratification on bread and goat's milk, a fine supply of which was furnished by the
natives." (1924:101). It is possible the population of Kamoamoa had substantially increased
from 1823 to 1846, and furthermore that there was a shift in subsistence practices to goat
herding. Lyman does not, however, mention Lae'apuki, Ka'ili'ili or Poupou Kauka.
The possible 1846 population concentration at Kamoamoa Settlement is probably indicative
of demographic trends in the DSA. Historical records document the development of
settlements in the DSA during the second half of the nineteenth century and early
twentieth century (Allen 1979). In 1862, goat herders were still present in Kamoamoa, and
had occupied Lae'apuki (Allen 1979:11-12). Furthermore, by the late 1880s over a 1000
head of cattle were grazing in Kamoamoa (Allen 1979:12). In 1914 William Stone built a
house, water tank, and windmill at Lae'apuki (Allen 1979:15), and another windmill had
already been built at Kamoamoa Settlement (Allen 1979:25). The archaeological remains and
historical documents clearly suggest there was extensive utilization of the coastal zone
during the historic period.
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This historic occupation probably covered or destroyed many of the prehistoric features in
the coastal zone. Any model of the settlement pattern in the coastal zone will thus be
biased towards the utilization of space during the historic period. The coastal zone
contains six residential settlements and one religious complex.
The settlements are
separated by areas of low feature density, and are usually bounded by surrounding walls or
geologic fault cracks.
Within each settlement, the residential features are clustered into complexes. In the main
part of Kamoamoa Settlement, however, the residential features are so close together it is
impossible to distinguish complexes. Residential complexes contain groups of pavements,
terraces, platforms, and house enclosures which were used for residential purposes. Three
settlements contain at least one lono heiau. A fourth settlement, Lae'apuki, contains a
feature Emory et al. (1959) described as a ko'a or small shrine. Other elements of coastal
settlements include natural water sources and man made wells, features related to marine
exploitation such as canoe sheds, launching ramp holes, and bait cups, and walls and
enclosures reflective of animal husbandry.
Agricultural features include natural and
modified planters. In the Waha'ula heiau area, these are quite close to the coast line. In
between the two walls which enclose the west half of Kamoamoa Settlement and Kamoamoa
Paliuli Settlement, there is a moderately high density of agricultural stone mounds. The
walls could have functioned to keep range animals away from the residences and
agricultural features.
The intermediate zone of the DSA is characterized by a lack of residential features and a
high density of agricultural stone mounds and alignments. During the historic period, the
intermediate zone was probably used as open range for goats and cattle. In addition, the
area could have provided pili grass for thatching. In contrast to this model, Clark found
the intermediate zone in the Waimea-Kawaihae area was relatively void of agricultural
features. He felt it was used to gather wild resources, to collect water in the lava tubes,
and perhaps for a limited amount of seasonal farming in small alluvium deposits.
The inland zone of the DSA contains two main settlements, each of which is made up of
five residential complexes. The residential features in the complexes are usually small,
spatially discrete, paved terraces or pavements located on a'a flows.
Because these
features are spatially discrete, are found in association with stepping stone trails, and lack
surrounding walls, it is hypothesized they were used during the prehistoric period. There
are, however, several residential features in the inland zone which were undoubtedly
occupied during the historic period. These consist of a series of contiguous terraces and
pavements surrounded by an enclosure (see Figure 8). In between the a'a flows there are
pahoehoe flows which contain a high density of agricultural stone mounds and alignments.
The density of alignments was significantly higher in the inland zone then the density
found along the coast. The density of stone mounds is not, however, significantly different
between the coastal and inland zone. Only one small religious feature is recorded in the
inland zone. The larger heiau are elements of the coastal zone settlements. The primary
water source for the inland residents was from water drips in the extensive lava tube
systems.
The three zones of the DSA roughly coincide with those specified in Clark's Dual Zone
model.
Clark's model includes several dimensions.
The first is spatial, in that it
distinguishes different geographical areas. The second is behavioral, in that the model
proposes the behaviors of the inhabitants that occupied each zone. Finally, a temporal
dimension is added, for it proposes behavioral shifts through time. Clark combines all
three dimensions, and offers a general model of the lifestyle of Dual Zone area occupants.
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During the early stages of settlement in leeward Hawaii a pattern of shifting residence
predominated (Clark 1987:598). Through time, however, occupation in both zones became
increasingly permanent, and a need to exchange for non-local resources was created. This
exchange was not, however, based on the 'ohana model as proposed by Handy and Puku'i
(1958).
The 'ohana model links a corporate, conical, descent group (an 'ohana) with a strip of land
(an 77/) within an ahupua'a. Members of the 'ohana are part of a formal land-holding
decent group. Some members live inland, exploiting the agricultural and forest resources,
whereas others live at the coast and utilize the marine resources. The members of an
'ohana exchange resources to make up for local deficiencies. Based on ethnohistorical
research, Sahlins (1973:11-15) criticized the model by pointing out that since commoners
had shallow genealogies, they could not use generational kin ties to form distinct,
corporate, land-holding units. Sahlins concluded 77/ were not associated with formal
'ohana, and that land rights were more political in issuance (cf Clark 1987:49-50,592-593,
Linnekin 1983). Despite these criticisms, it seems likely land was constantly redistributed
to the ali'i only in name, and commoner families did in fact maintain links to the same
piece of land through time.
Clark (1987:597) rejected the 'ohana model, and proposed the mechanism for exchange
between permanent residents in different environmental zones was a bilateral kin network.
He viewed this as a more flexible system, which in addition, did not include commoner
corporate kin groups owning use rights to land. Although settlement zone exchange
increased through time, an increasingly smaller proportion of the population still continued
the shifting residence pattern.
The behaviors of the DSA occupants through time might correspond to those documented by
Clark in leeward Hawaii. Initial occupation in the DSA was coastal in orientation, with
seasonal movement to the uplands to tend agricultural crops. The small, spatially discrete,
inland residential features were used by the commoners for extended periods. Some of the
larger, coastal residential features were possibly occupied by the members of the ali'i class.
It is conceivable that at some point, people occupied the inland zone on a permanent
year-round basis. The permanent occupants of the two environmental zones probably
exchanged resources. After Western contact, habitation was focused along the coast with a
few homesteads in the uplands. Historic residential features are made up of several
spatially contiguous components. During the historic period goat and cattle ranching was
the primary subsistence strategy.
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CHAPTER 6
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SUMMARY

Throughout the past 14 years intensive archaeological surveys in Hawaii Volcanoes National
Park have compiled a wealth of information. The paucity of subsurface cultural remains
makes this type of archaeological research extremely cost effective. However, as this
project demonstrates, it is not enough to merely depict the cultural resources on a set of
base maps. The features must be classified in a standardized manner, and the maps must
be accurately drawn and then carefully analyzed if we are to ascertain the lifestyles of
past occupants.
Unfortunately, the cultural resources of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park are extremely
vulnerable to volcanic activity. The destruction of 315 known features in the DSA by a
1985 da lava flow and over 600 known features by a pahoehoe flow as of November 18,
1987, is direct evidence of the dangers. It can only be estimated how many hundreds or
thousands of other features have already been obliterated. Because of this threat, the need
for further archaeological work is great. Although additional survey is necessary, future
excavation is essential to clarify feature functions and establish a chronology.
During the current research project, the implementation of a computer data base to
generate statistics has been extremely useful. In an innovative study, Weisler and Kirch
(1985) used a computer to manage the large quantity of data from an intensive survey and
excavation program at Kawela, Moloka'i. This is commendable, for using a computer
dictates that researchers be explicit about their methodology and the information they wish
to gather. Weisler and Kirch, however, stopped short of employing their data base to
provide a compelling statistical argument for differential land usage. The current project
is one of the first Hawaiian settlement pattern analyses to utilize a computer data base for
statistically suggesting differential land usage. Without a computer, it would be virtually
impossible to discern subtle patterning amongst the 15,213 components and features, and
210 portable artifacts found in the 467 ha (1,154 ac) of the DSA.
The archaeological remains depicted on a set of base maps comprise the foundation of the
data base. This information was supplemented by six weeks of field work during June and
July of 1986. The cultural resources of the DSA are catalogued as components and
features, and then divided into morphological and functional classifications. Using a
computer data base, an inventory of the archaeological resources is created.
This
inventory, however, is only the first step in deciphering the past. Statistical analyses of
the archaeological remains suggest three social processes might have occurred. These are
social stratification, the seasonal movement of people to different environmental zones, and
ideological transformations through time.
By considering the distribution of archaeological remains in conjunction with these three
social processes, a hypothetical model of the DSA settlement pattern is proposed. The
three zones of the DSA are the coastal zone, the intermediate zone, and the inland zone.
Habitation was focused in the coastal and inland zones, whereas certain types of
agricultural production were centered in the coastal zone, and other types were utilized in
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the intermediate and inland zones. In the coastal zone, 16 residential complexes are
grouped into six settlements. The features of Waha'ula heiau form an additional religious
complex along the coast. The 10 residential complexes in the inland zone form two
distinct settlements.
The residential components and features in the inland settlements are quite different from
those in the coastal settlements. The coastal residential features are larger in size and
contain multiple residential components.
In contrast, the inland residential features are
usually smaller, single-component features that are spatially discrete from one another.
These differences are the result of the three social processes. Other archaeological
features found in association with inland settlements include agricultural stone mounds and
alignments, stepping stone trails, and drinking water catchments in lava tubes. In addition
to residential features, settlements along the coast usually include a high density of walls
and enclosures, natural and man-made wells, depression or pit agricultural features, and a
variety of religious features ranging from luakini and lono heiau to ko'a shrines.
This model characterizes prehistoric and historic land use in the DSA.
Previous
archaeological research in the area did not consider the systemic relationships of
archaeological features dispersed over the landscape. The focus was on recording individual
sites, and not on considering how their spatial distribution is indicative of past lifestyles.
The model of the DSA settlement pattern is based on large coastal and inland transects.
Because of this, it is possible to hypothesize about the relationship of archaeological
features in different environmental and cultural settings. These relationships, which were
affected by the three social processes, provide insights into the beliefs and behaviors of
the prehistoric and historic inhabitants.
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CHAPTER 7
MANAGEMENT AND INTERPRETIVE SUMMARY

Intermittent intensive archaeological surveys have been ongoing in the Puna-Ka'u Historic
District of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park since 1974. To date 467 ha (1,154 ac) have
been intensively surveyed (see Figure 1) and 15,213 components and features have been
identified. There are almost 13,000 agricultural features, such as stone mounds, planters,
and walled shelters; almost 500 residential features, such as platforms, terraces, pavements
and walled enclosures; about 200 lava tubes and rock shelters; over 600 walls; 11 religious
features; and numerous other features and components, such as trails, hearths, slablined
pits, burials, wells, and canoe sheds. Of the 11 religious features, two have been identified
as luakini heiau [Waha'ula Structures A (HV-276) and C (HV-278)]; four as lono heiau [Moa
heiau (HV-242) in Kamoamoa, a platform (HV-291 and 292) in Ka'ili'ili, and two platforms
(HV-250 and 251) in Poupou Kauka]; four as ko'a of fishing shrines [HV-253, 271, and 273
in Poupou Kauka, and HV-332 in Lae'apuki]; and one as a field shrine in Kamoamoa Mauka
Settlement # 1 .
Human occupation in the project area dates from at least ca. A.D. 1300 to the early
twentieth century. Of the almost 500 residential features, 76% have been grouped into 26
residential complexes (see Figure 7). The remaining 24% of the residential features are
either isolated or are in pairs. Sixteen of the residential complexes are along the coast or
are between the coast and Paliuli. Ten of the complexes are well inland from Kamoamoa
with a gap of about 1,500 m (4,921 ft) between the closest coastal and inland complexes.
Numerous resources were being exploited by the Hawaiians, both prehistorically and
historically. The large number of agricultural features recorded in the study area clearly
indicate the importance of sweet potato growing to the inhabitants of the area. The
inhabitants along the coast were also taking advantage of the excellent fishing that was
available in the area. Canoe sheds and canoe ramp mooring holes have been recorded in
Poupou Kauka and Kamoamoa. The lave bubble along the coast that was excavated in 1962
and 1963 contained a predominance of artifacts relating to fishing activities (Ladd 1969:49).
In addition, in 1823, Ellis noted that "dried salt fish, particularly albacores and bonitos,"
pot and sweet potatoes constituted "nearly the entire support of the inhabitants" of this
area (Ellis 1979:190).
A third resource that was being exploited was salt. Ellis recorded the presence of salted
fish and Lyman (1924) and Coan (in Emory et al. 1959) recorded the making of salt at
Kealakomo. Hudson (1932) recorded features related to salt production at Ka'ili'ili and
Smart (1965) did likewise at Kaena Point and between Lae'apuki and Kaena Point.
In historic times goat and cattle herding were added to the local economy. Goats were
introduced sometime between 1823 and 1846 and cattle were present at least as early as
the 1880's. The introduction of these animals and the animal husbandry practices that
accompanied them brought about drastic changes in the coastal settlements in the project
area. Substantial walls were built to keep cattle out of residential and agricultural areas.
Of the 16 residential complexes along the coast, 13 are totally or partially enclosed by
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walls or a combination of walls and cracks or cliffs. In addition, immediately to the west
of the largest residential complex, Kamoamoa, is a large area that is enclosed by two long
walls that run from the coast to Paliuli. Thousands of agricultural features are located
within that enclosure.
Interestingly, none of the inland residential complexes are enclosed by walls, although one
platform within Complex #10 is surrounded by a wall (see Figure 8). That platform is more
elaborate than any of the other inland residential features and is probably historic. One
possible explanation for this difference between the coastal and inland residential complexes
is that the inland portion of the study area was abandoned, at least for residential
purposes, prior to the introduction of cattle and goats into the area.
Such abandonment did not happen at all inland residential complexes in the Puna-Ka'u
Historic District, however. Panau Iki and Panau Nui, for example, which are inland
complexes to the west of the project area, both exhibit walled enclosures, animal pens and
house sites that may have been associated with goat herding (Emory et al. 1959:92-95).
Whether or not the Kamoamoa mauka residential complexes were occupied in historic times,
the study did reaffirm the coastal-inland residential pattern that had been recorded
previously in other areas of the historic district.
Ellis recorded this pattern at
Kealakmomo in 1823 (Ellis 1979:189). The inland area referred to was probably KealakomoWaena. A similar pattern was present at Lae'apuki and Panau Iki (see Emory et al. 1959).
The Kamoamoa coastal and inland residential complexes were apparently connected by a
well built trail, a portion of which crosses an 18th century lava flow between the two
areas (see Figures 23, 24, 25, and 26).
In addition to the other resources that may have been exploited, the presence of a source
of water, even if it was brackish water, was an important factor in the settlement patterns
of the project area. Of the 16 residential complexes along the coast and below Paliuli,
eight have a source of water in the immediate vicinity of the complex and four have more
than one source of water associated with them. Two of the complexes without a source of
water, those at Ka'ili'ili (Nos. 22 and 23), may have had another reason for being located
where they are. Ka'ili'ili is the only place along this portion of the Puna coast where
Will are found. 'Ili'ili are small, water-worn stones used for paving heiau and house
floors.
Water was also an important factor in the placement of the inland residential complexes.
There is a gap of over 1,500 m (4,921 ft) between the farthest inland coastal residential
complex and the farthest coastal inland complex. Immediately to the east of that inland
complex (Complex #10) is the only source of fresh water that was recorded in the project
area (see Figure 7). That source of water is a large lava tube that has many active water
drips in it. Abundant evidence of human modification and use of the lava tube for
collecting water is present.
Another pattern that was recorded in the inland portion of the project area is the
association between residential features and a'a flows. Most of the residential features in
the inland area are located on a'a flows. This not only applies to residential complexes
but also to isolated residential features and residential features that occur in pairs. Some
possible reasons for this are more shade from larger trees on a'a, more readily available
building material, some protection from fires, and better drainage than on pahochoe.
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The occupational history of the project area is far from clear. Although there was a ca.
A.D. 1300 date from a cave shelter along the coast, none of the residential features in any
of the complexes have had excavations conducted in them. Consequently, none of them
have been dated. The only other prehistoric dates from the project area come from
Waha'ula Structure A (HV-276) and Structure C (HV-278). A cal AD/BC age and range of
A.D. 1443 (A.D. 1290-1650) for structure C and A.D. 1754 (A.D. 1620-1955) for Structure A
resulted from samples taken during test excavations in 1967 (Ladd 1987:76). Recorded oral
traditions associate Pa'ao and a date of A.D. 1275 with the construction of Waha'ula.
Based on his work in 1967 Ladd (1972:42-43) concluded Structure C had been constructed in
four stages and revised the chronology as proposed by Emory et al. (1959:31) as follows:
Date

Description

Feature

ca. 1275

Built by Pa'ao, priest
from Tahiti

Structure C (Stage One)

225-year gap to next
known historical reference

Structure C (Stage Two)

Reconditioned by Imaikalani, chief of Ka'u
and Puna in 'Umi's time

Structure C (Stage Three)

ca. 1500

ca. 1625

ca. 1770

125-year gap to next
known historical reference

Structure C (Stage Three B)

Functioned as a luakini
during reign of Keakealani-Wahine

Structure C (Stage Four)

145-year gap to next known
historical reference

Structure A (could have been
constructed and dedicated
sometime during this 145year gap)

Reconditioned by Kalani'opu'u, King of Hawai'i

Structure A

47-year gap to next known
historical reference
ca. 1817

Functioned as a luakini
during reign of Kamehameha I; visited during
Makahiki period by Liholiho (Kamehameha II)

Structure A (last known
use, reconditioned)

The A.D. 1443 and A.d. 1754 calibrated radiocarbon dates are consistent with this
chronology.
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Since Waha'ula was a luakini heiau and was a major religious structure, it is reasonable to
conclude that a resident population existed in the area to supply the support needed to
keep the heiau and its practitioners functioning. This population could be reflected in
some of the archaeological features present in Ka'ili'ili and Poupou Kauka.
The same can be said, to a lesser degree, for the other religious structures recorded in the
project area. In 1819 the traditional religious system and its kapu were abandoned and the
religious structures associated with them suddenly lost their importance. In addition to
Waha'ula heiau, there were four other heiau (Moa heiau (HV-242), HV-291-292, HV-250, and
HV-251) in the project area. These must have been utilized prehistorically (prior to 1819)
and had resident populations associated with them. They were probably lono heiau, which
is consistent with the agricultural features that are evident in the area.
The prehistoric occupation appears to have ended some time prior to Ellis' visit in 1823.
He mentioned no villages in the project area. By 1846, when Lyman passed through the
area, a resident population had been re-established at Kamoamoa. By 1862 Lae'apuki may
have been occupied, but the water tank, windmill, and one of the houses there date from
1914. There is no mention of Ka'ili'ili or Poupou Kauka in the historical record, but the
presence of cattle walls around the residential areas clearly indicates they were occupied
during the cattle era. The fact that two of the religious features (HV-251 and HV-253) in
Poupou Kauka abut the cattle wall and had stones taken from them to build the wall,
further documents that after 1819 these structures lost their importance.
Although the studies that resulted in this report began in response to applications for
Hawaiian homesteads in the area, the current and ongoing threat to the archaeological
resources of the Puna-Ka'u Historic District is lava flows. From 1969 to 1975 Mauna Ulu
lava flows buried about 300 known archaeological features in an area that had never been
intensively surveyed or mapped. Over 200 of those features were in Kealakomo. In 1985
lava flows from Pu'u O'o came into the park and buried over 300 archaeological features
that had been recorded in 1974 (see Figure 2). In July, 1986, a lava flow from an unnamed
vent that has been in continuous eruption since then came into an unsurveyed area of the
historic district (see Figure 3). As of November 18, 1987, lava flows from that unnamed
vent have buried over 600 recorded archaeological features in the eastern end of the
historic district. Figure 4 only shows the extent of those flows through October 14, 1987,
because it became an impossible task to keep that map up to date due to the continually
changing status of the lava flows.
The effects of lava on the archaeological resources are graphically illustrated by Figures 10
and 33. The illustration is even more dramatic when Figure 33 is compared with Figure 21.
Both photographs were taken from more or less the same spot. Figure 21 was taken before
the April, 1987, lava flow and Figure 33 was taken after it. In addition, as of November
18, 1987, the features illustrated in Figures 10, 11, and 18 have been completely buried by
lava; the one in Figure 17 has been mostly covered with lava; and the one in Figure 19
has been completely surrounded and partially covered by lava.
The number of unrecorded features that have been destroyed by lava will never be known.
Unless increased efforts are made to systematically record the remaining archaeological
features in the historic district, they will continue to be destroyed at an alarming rate
without any record of their existence having been made. If that happens our ability to
understand and interpret the prehistory and history of the park will be forever impaired.
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Figure 33. Core-filled wall (W42-039-07) after April 1987 lava flow
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GLOSSARY OF HAWAIIAN TERMS
Taken from Pukui and Elbert (1986) unless otherwise noted
a'a

Lava with a rough surface.

ahu

Heap, pile, collection, mound, mass; alter, shrine, cairn.

alahe'e

A large native shrub or small tree {Canthium odoralum) with shiny
leaves and small, fragrant, white flowers.

'akia

Endemic shrubs and tree (Wikstromia sandwicensis) with small leaves,
tiny yellowish flowers, and yellow to red, small, ovoid one-seeded
fruits.

ali'i

Chief, chiefess, officer, ruler.

ahupua'a

A land division usually extending from the uplands to the sea.

'ala

Dense waterworn volcanic stone.

hala

The pandanus or screw pine {Pandanus odoratissimus).

halau

Long house, as for canoes or hula instruction; meeting house.

hale 'aina

Eating house for women.

hale kahumu

Cookhouse.

hale kuku

House for beating tapa.

hale o Lono

House where prayers to Lono were offered, as for rain and good.
crops.

hale mana

Largest house in a luakini temple.

hale mua

Domestic temple, men's house [Valeri 1985a:173].

hale noa

House without taboo, where the family mingled and slept.

hale pahu

Drum house.

hale papa'a

Storehouse.

hale pe'a

Menstrual house.

hale ulana

House for making mats.

hapu'u

An endemic tree fern (Cibotium splendens), common in many forests,
of Hawai'i.

heiau

Pre-Christian place of worship, shrine.
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hula

To dance the hula.

Hi

Land

section,

next

in

importance

to ahupua'a

and

usually a

subdivision of an ahupua'a.
'ili'ili

Pebbles, small stones.

imu

Underground oven.

kahuna

Priest, sorcerer, magician, wizard, minister, expert in any profession
(whether male or female).
Taboo, prohibition; special privilege or exemption from ordinary taboo;
sacredness, prohibited, forbidden; sacred, holy, consecrated; no
trespassing, keep out.

kapu

ko'a

Shrine, often consisting of circular piles of coral or stone, built
along the shore or by ponds, or streams, used in ceremonies as to
make fish multiply.

konane

Ancient game resembling checkers.

kuleana

Small piece of property.

lama

All endemic kinds of ebony (Diospyros ferrea).

lananu'u mamao

Oracle tower.

lele

Sacrificial alter or stand.

luakini

Large heiau where ruling chiefs prayed and human sacrifices were
offered.

lua pau

Refuse pit in the luakini temple.

makai

Towards the sea.

mana

Supernatural or divine power, mana, miraculous power.

mauka

Inland, upland, towards the mountain.

milo

A tree to 14 m high (Thespesia populnea), found on coasts of the
eastern tropics.

mua

Men's eating house.

'ohana

Family, relative, kin group; related.

'ohia lehua

The flower of the 'ohia tree (Metrosideros coelina); also the tree

opihi

Several species of limpet (Cellana spp.), regularly gathered along
rocky coastlines for food (Kirch 1985:322).

itself.
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pa-aina

[T]he name was applied to the area enclosed by such a fence
[Kuykendall 1957:318, note 76].

pahoehoe

Smooth, unbroken type of lava.

pali

Cliff, precipice.

papamu

Stone on which the checkerlike game, konane, was played.

pao

Cave, pit, cavern; arch of a bridge (when applied to construction
techniques refers to open work or arched places).

piko

Navel, navel string, umbilical cord.

pili

A grass (Heteropogon contortus) known in many warm regions,
formerly used for thatching houses in Hawai'i.
Stone monuments that were places of refuge (pu'uhonua) where
families made offerings, such as pig, red fish, kava, and tapa, to
atone for wrong-doing.
A soft, glossy, yellow wool on the base of tree-fern leaf stalks
(Cibotium splendens).

pohaku o Kane
pulu
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APPENDIX A
LISTING OF MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL COMPONENT AND FEATURE
TYPES IN EACH RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX 3
COMPLEX 1
Morphological feature type

#

%

L-shape, stacked stone
Enclosure, outcrop, stacked stone
Midden, shell
Terrace, paved
Trail, stepping stone
Total

1
1
1
8
I
12

8.3
8.3
8.3
66.7
e\3
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%

Residential
Enclosure
Agricultural alignment, C,J,U,L shape
Trail
Midden, shell
Total

8
1
1
1
I
12

66.7
8.3
8.3
8.3
83
100.0

Morphological feature type

#

%

Enclosure, outcrop, stacked stone
Pavement
Terrace, paved

2
3
2

28.6
42.9
28.6

7

100.0

Functional feature type

#

%

Residential
Enclosure

5
2
7

71.4
28.6
100.0

COMPLEX 2

Total

Total

Percentages have been rounded to the nearest tenth. Consequently the totals do
not always add up to 100.OX, even though they are shown as 100.OX.
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
COMPLEX 3
Morphological feature type

#

Wall, stacked stone
Wall, single course
Pounder
Cupboard
Enclosure, other shape, stacked stone
Hearth, slablined
Midden, shell
Mound, circular
Pavement
Slablined pit
Lava tube
Terrace, stone filled
Terrace, paved
Trail, stepping stone
Total

1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
3
1
13
2
34

2.9
2.9
8.8
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
11.8
2.9
8.8
2.9
38.2
5^9
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%

Residential
Lava tube
Wall
Enclosure
Agricultural stone mound
Artifact
Trail
Cupboard
Hearth
Midden, shell
Slablined pit

18
3
2
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
I
34

Total
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%

52.9
8.8
5.9
2.9
2.9
8.8
5.9
2.9
2.9
2.9
23
100.0

APPENDIX A (Continued)
COMPLEX 4
Morphological feature type
Wall, stacked stone
U-shape, stacked stone
Circular feature, disturbed remains
Depression
..earth
Platform
Lava tube
Trail, unknown
Total
Functional feature type

#

%.

8
1
2
1
I
7
1
i
22

36.4
4.5
9.1
4.5
4.5
31.8
4.5
4^5.
100.0

#

%

7
1
8
1
2
1
1
I
22

31.8
4.5
36.4
4.5
9.1
4.5
4.5
4,5.
100.0

Morphological feature type

#

%.

Circular feature, disturbed remains
Depression
Slab-lined pit
Platform
Lava tube
Trail, unknown
Trail, stepping stone
Total

2
1
2
7
2
3
I
18

11.1
5.6
11.1
38.9
11.1
16.7
5.6
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%

Residential
Lava tube
Circular feature, disturbed & rubble
Trail
Depression
Slablined pit
Total

7
2
2
4
1
2
18

38.9
11.1
11.1
22.2
5.6
11.1
100.0

Residential
Lava tube
Wall
Agricultural alignment, C,J,U,L shape
Circular feature, disturbed & rubble
Trail
Depression
Hearth
Total
COMPLEX 5
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
COMPLEX 6
Morphological feature type

#

%,

Wall, broken, stacked stone
Enclosure, rectangular, stacked stone
Hearth, slab-lined
Pavement
Terrace, paved
Trail, stepping stone
Total

1
1
3
6
4
2
17

5.9
5.9
17.6
35.3
23.5
11.8
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%.

Residential
Wall
Enc.wSure
Trail
Hearth

10
1
1
2
3.
17

Total

58.8
5.9
5.9
11.8
17.6
100.0

COMPLEX 7
Morphological feature type

#

%

Wall, stacked stone
Circular feature, disturbed remains
Circular feature, rubble
Platform
Lava tube
"Walled shelter"
Terrace, stone filled
Terrace, paved
Trail, stepping stone
Total

6
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
16

37.5
6.3
6.3
6.3
12.5
12.5
6.3
6.3
6J5
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%

Residential
Lava tube
Wall
Circular feature, disturbed & rubble
Agricultural walled shelter
Trail
Total

3
2
6
2
2
I
16

18.8
12.5
37.5
12.5
12.5
6J
100.0
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
COMPLEX 8
Morphological feature type

#

%.

Wall, stacked stone
Historic glass
Enclosure, rectangular, stacked stone
Enclosure, square, stacked stone
Enclosure, square, core-filled
Hearth, slab-lined
Midden, shell
Pavement
Lava tube
Terrace, paved
Total

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
2
14

7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
21.4
14.3
14.3
100.0

Functional feature type

#

Residential
Lava tube
Wall
Enclosure
Artifact
Hearth
Midden, shell

5
2
1
3
1
1
1
14

35.7
14.3
7.1
21.4
7.1
7.1
7.1
100.0

Morphological feature type

#

%

Wall, broken, stacked stone
Circular feature, disturbed remains
Enclosure, outcrop, stacked stone
Pavement
Lava tube
Trail, paved
Trail, stepping stone
Total

1
3
1
2
2
1
I
11

Functional feature type

#

&

Residential
Lava tube
Wall
Enclosure
Circular feature, disturbed & rubble
Trail
Total

3
1
1
1
3
2
11

27.3
9.1
9.1
9.1
27.3
18.2
100.0

Total

%

COMPLEX 9
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9.1
27.3
9.1
18.2
18.2
9.1
9J_
100.0

APPENDIX A (Continued)
COMPLEX 10
Morphological feature type

#

9i>

1
1
2
5
1
7
2
1
1
21

4.8
4.8
9.5
23.8
4.8
33.3
9.5
4.8
4J5
100.0

#

%

1
9
1
7
1
2
21

4.8
42.9
4.8
33.3
4.8
9,5
100.0

Morphological feature type

#

%

Wall, stacked stone
Wall, core-filled
U-shape, core-filled
Enclosure, square, stacked stone
Enclosure, outcrop, stacked stone
Hearth
Hearth, slablined
Platform
Total

2
1
1
2
2
1
1
9
19

10.5
5.3
5.3
10.5
10.5
5.3
5.3
47\4
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%

Residential
Wall
Enclosure
Agricultural alignment, C,J,U,L shape
Hearth
Total

9
3
4
1
2
19

Ahu, cairn
Enclosure, rectangular, core-filled
Hearth, slablined
Pavement
Platform
"Walled shelter"
Terrace, stone filled
Terrace, paved
Trail, stepping stone
Total
Functional feature type
Ahu, cairn
Residential
Enclosure
Agricultural walled shelter
Trail
Hearth
Total
COMPLEX 11
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47.4
15.8
21.1
5.3
KL5
100.0

APPENDIX A (Continued)
COMPLEX 12
Morphological feature type

#

%

Wall, core-filled
Circular feature, rubble
Enclosure, square, core-filled
Enclosure, outcrop, stacked stone
Enclosure, outcrop, core-filled
Hearth, slablined
Platform
Lava tube
Tin roof remains
Total

1
1
1
2
3
1
6
1
i
17

5.9
5.9
5.9
11.8
17.6
5.9
35.3
5.9
£J)
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%.

Residential
Lava tube
Wall
Enclosure
Circular feature, disturbed & rubble
Hearth
Misc.
Total

6
1
1
6
1
1
1
17

35.3
5.9
5.9
35.3
5.9
5.9
1,9
100.0

Morphological feature type
Wall, stacked stone
Wall, core-filled
Wall, disturbed remains
Wall, single course
Circular feature, disturbed remains
Stone sinker
Oval depress. Stone
Enclosure, rectangular, core-filled
Enclosure, outcrop, stacked stone
Grave
Platform
Total

#
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3.
14

%
14.3
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
2L3_
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%

Burial
Residential
Wall
Enclosure
Circular feature, disturbed & rubble
Artifact
Total

1
3
5
2
1
2
14

7.1
21.5
35.7
14.3
7.1
L4J.
100.0

COMPLEX 13
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
COMPLEX 14
Morphological feature type

#

%

Wall, stacked stone
L-shape, stacked stone
Platform
"Walled shelter"

5
2
4
I
12

41.7
16.7
33.3
83
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%

Residential
Wall
Agricultural alignment, C,J,U,L shape
Agricultural walled shelter
Total

4
5
2
I
12

33.3
41.7
16.7
8.3
100.0

Morphological feature type

#

%

Wall, disturbed remains
Wall, broken, stacked stone
Circular feature, disturbed remains
Platform
"Walled shelter"
Total

2
1
1
3
I
8

25.0
12.5
12.5
37.5
12.5
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%

Residential
Wall
Circular feature, disturbed & rubble
Agricultural walled shelter
Total

3
3
1
1
8

37.5
37.5
12.5
12.5
100.0

Total

COMPLEX 15
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
COMPLEX 16
Morphological feature type

#

Wall, stacked stone
Platform
"Walled shelter"
Trail, unknown

1
3
1
i
6

Total

%
16.7
50.0
16.7
16.7
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%

Residential
Wall
Agricultural walled shelter
Trail

3
1
1
i
6

50.0
16.7
16.7
\6J_
100.0

Morphological feature type

#

%

Wall, rubble
Platform
"Walled shelter"

1
4
I
6

16.7
66.7
16.7
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%

Residential
Wall
Agricultural walled shelter

4
1
I
6

66.7
6.7
16.7
100.0

Morphological feature type

#

%

Wall, rubble
Enclosure, other shape, rubble
Platform
Lava tube
"Walled shelter"
Total

1
1
4
1
J.
8

12.5
12.5
50.0
12.5
12,5
100.0

Total

#
4
1
1
1
i
8

%
50.0
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
100.0

Total
COMPLEX 17

Total

Total
COMPLEX 18

Functional feature type
Residential
Lava tube
Wall
Enclosure
Agricultural walled shelter
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
COMPLEX 19
Morphological feature type
Ahu, cairn
Wall, stacked stone
Wall, core-filled
Wall, disturbed remains
Wall, rubble
Wall, single course
Wall, broken, stacked stone
Wall, broken, core-filled
L-shape, stacked stone
L-shape, core-filled
L-shape, rubble
U-shape, stacked stone
U-shape, core-filled
U-shape, rubble
Circular feature, disturbed remains
Circular feature, rubble
Stone sinker
Stone, pecked grove
Hammer stone
Bench mark
Rock filled crevice
Cupboard
Depression
Faced depression
Enclosure, circular stacked stone
Enclosure, rectangular, stacked stone
Enclosure, rectangular, core-filled
Enclosure, square, stacked stone
Enclosure, square, core-filled
Enclosure, outcrop, stacked stone
Enclosure, outcrop, core-filled
Enclosure, other shape, stacked stone
Enclosure, other shape, core-filled
Grave
Hearth, slablined
Midden, shell
Grinding depression
Bait cup
Canoe mooring hole
Pavement
Petroglyph
Papamu
Platform
Retaining wall
Lava tube
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#

%

2
57
19
1
51
20
36
7
1
1
1
2
1
1
14
2
1
2
1
1
24
1
1
6
1
4
4
8
5
15
5
5
11
3
7
3
2
14
8
47
7
8
167
7
28

0.3
8.4
2.8
0.1
7.5
2.9
5.3
1.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
2.1
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
3.5
0.1
0.1
0.9
0.1
0.6
0.6
1.2
0.7
2.2
0.7
0.7
1.6
0.4
1.0
0.4
0.3
2.1
1.2
6.9
1.0
1.2
24.6
1.0
4.1

APPENDIX A (Continued)
COMPLEX 19 (continued)
Morphological feature type
"Walled shelter"
Terrace
Trail, unknown
Trail, ala
Trail, stepping stone
Trail, curblined
Step
Well
Total
Functional feature type
Ahu, cairn
Burial
Canoe shed
Residential
Lava tube
Religious
Tool manufacturing area
Wall
Enclosure
Papamu
Petroglyphs
Agricultural alignment, C,J,U,L shape
Circular feature, disturbed & rubble
Artifact
Marine resources
Agricultural walled shelter
Trail
Water source
Religious component
Rock filled crevice
Cupboard
Depression
Hearth
Midden, shell
Misc.
Total
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#
49
6
2
5
1
1
1
2
679

%
7.2
0.9
0.3
0.7
0.1
0.1
0.1
(hi
100.0

#

%

2
7
1
214
28
1
2
191
58
8
7
7
16
4
22
49
8
1
3
24
1
6
7
3
9
679

0.3
1.0
0.1
31.5
4.1
0.1
0.3
28.1
8.5
1.2
1.0
1.0
2.4
0.6
3.2
7.2
1.2
0.1
0.4
3.5
0.1
0.9
1.0
0.4
LI
100.0

APPENDIX A (Continued)
COMPLEX 20
Morphological feature type

#

%

Wall, stacked stone
Wall, broken, stacked stone
Platform
"Walled shelter"

1
1
4
I
7

14.3
14.3
57.1
143
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%

Residential
Wall
Agricultural walled shelter

4
2
J.
7

57.1
28.6
14.3
100.0

Morphological feature type

#

%

Wall, stacked stone
Platform

7
£

58.3
4L7

12

100.0

Functional feature type

#

%.

Residential
Wall

5
7
12

41.7
583
100.0

Total

Total
COMPLEX 21

Total

Total
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
COMPLEX 22
Morphological feature type
Wall, stacked stone
Wall, single course
C-shape, core-filled
Enclosure, circular core-filled
Enclosure, rectangular, stacked stone
Enclosure, rectangular, core-filled
Enclosure, square, core-filled
Enclosure, other shape, core-filled
Hearth, slablined
Pavement
Slablined pit
Platform
Terrace, paved
Step
Total
Functional feature type
Burial
Residential
Religious
Wall
Enclosure
Agricultural alignment, C,J,U,L shape
Religious component
Hearth
Slablined pit
Misc.
Total
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#

2fe

2
1
1
1
1
5
2
1
1
11
2
6
1
1
36

5.6
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
13.9
5.6
2.8
2.8
30.6
5.6
16.7
2.8
2J$
100.0

#

%

1
16
1
3
9
1
2
1
1
I
36

2.8
44.4
2.8
8.3
25.0
2.8
5.6
2.8
2.8
2A
100.0

APPENDIX A (Continued)
COMPLEX 23
Morphological feature type

#

Wall, stacked stone
Wall, broken, core-filled
Enclosure, rectangular, core-filled
Pavement
Slablined pit
Platform
Total

3
1
1
4
1
1
13

23.1
7.7
7.7
30.8
7.7
23.1
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%

Residential
Wall
Slablined pit

8
4
1
13

61.5
30.8
7.7
100.0

Morphological feature type

#

%

Wall, stacked stone
Wall, core-filled
Wall, rubble
Wall, broken, stacked stone
Enclosure, rectangular, core-filled
Enclosure, square, core-filled
Platform
Retaining wall
Terrace, paved
Total

2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
14

14.3
7.1
14.3
14.3
7.1
14.3
14.3
7.1
ZJL
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%.

Residential
Wall
Enclosure
Misc.

5
7
1
1
14

35.7
50.0
7.1
7JL
100.0

Total

%.

COMPLEX 24

Total
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
COMPLEX 25
Morphological feature type

#

%

Wall, stacked stone
Wall, core-filled
Wall, broken, stacked stone
Enclosure, circular stacked stone
Enclosure, rectangular, stacked stone
Platform
Retaining wall
Total

3
1
3
1
2
2
i
13

23.1
7.7
23.1
7.7
15.4
15.4
7.7
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%.

Residential
Wall
Enclosure

3
7
2

23.1
53.8
15.4

Misc.

I

LI

13

100.0

Morphological feature type

#

%

Wall, stacked stone
Wall, broken, stacked stone
L-shape, stacked stone
Grave
Platform

1
2
1
3
2
10

10.0
20.0
10.0
30.0
30J)
100.0

Functional feature type

#

%

Burial
Residential
Wall
Agricultural alignment, C,J,U,L shape
Total

3
3
3
i
10

30.0
30.0
30.0
10.0
100.0

Total
COMPLEX 26

Total
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APPENDIX B
HV AND PROJECT NUMBERS
HV Feature or
HV Feature or
HV Feature or
HV Feature or
HV Feature or
# component # # component # # component # # component # # component #
228
229
238
239
242
242
242
242
250
250
250
250
250
250
251
251
251
251
252
252
252
253
254
255
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
261
261
265
265
266
267
268
268
269
270
271
272
272

W14-008-00
W21-004-00
K15-105-00
K15-131-00
K15-066-00
K15-066-01
K15-066-02
K15-066-03
W42-039-07
W42-039-08
W42-039-09
W42-039-10
W42-039-11
W42-039-12
W42-039-00
W42-039-01
W42-039-02
W42-039-03
W42-029-00
W42-029-01
W42-029-02
W42-030-00
W42-028-00
W39-016-00
W39-016-01
W39-050-00
W39-059-00
W39-060-00
W40-023-00
W40-019-00
W40-014-00
W40-014-01
W40-014-02
W40-007-00
W40-007-01
W40-008-00
W32-017-00
W32-014-00
W32-014-01
W32-016-00
W32-024-00
W40-013-00
W32-025-00
W32-025-01

273
274
274
274
276
276
276
276
276
277
277
278
278
279
280
280
281
281
282
283
284
284
285
286
287
287
287
287
287
287
287
287
288
289
289
290
290
290
290
290
290
290
290
290

W32-026-00
W32-004-00
W32-004-01
W32-004-02
W28-012-00
W28-012-01
W28-012-02
W28-012-03
W28-012-04
W29-011-00
W29-011-01
W29-014-00
W29-014-01
W29-005-00
W29-003-00
W29-003-01
W29-001-00
W29-001-01
W29-010-00
W29-007-00
W29-004-00
W29-004-01
W25-015-00
W25-014-00
W25-011-00
W25-011-01
W25-011-02
W25-011-03
W25-011-04
W25-011-05
W25-011-06
W25-011-07
W25-006-00
W25-009-00
W25-009-01
W24-003-00
W24-004-00
W24-005-00
W24-006-00
W24-007-00
W24-008-00
W24-009-00
W24-010-00
W24-011-00

290
290
290
290
290
291
291
292
293
293
293
293
293
293
293
293
293
293
293
293
294
294
294
294
294
294
294
294
294
294
294
295
296
300
300
300
301
302
303
307
307
307
308
309

W24-012-00
W24-013-00
W24-014-00
W24-015-00
W24-016-00
W25-005-00
W25-005-02
W25-005-01
W25-004-00
W25-004-01
W25-004-02
W25-004-03
W25-004-04
W25-004-05
W25-004-06
W25-004-07
W25-004-08
W25-004-09
W25-004-10
W25-004-11
W25-003-00
W25-003-01
W25-003-02
W25-003-03
W25-003-04
W25-003-05
W25-003-06
W25-003-07
W25-003-08
W25-003-09
W25-003-10
W24-001-00
W21-003-00
K08-074-00
K08-076-00
K08-077-00
K08-057-00
K08-069-00
K08-059-00
K08-042-00
K08-048-00
K08-048-01
K08-052-00
K08-089-00
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309
311
311
314
315
316
316
316
316
316
316
316
316
316
316
316
316
316
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
319
319
319
319
319
319

K08-090-00
K08-038-00
K08-038-01
K08-039-00
K15-118-00
W04-114-00
W04-114-01
W04-114-02
W04-114-03
W04-114-04
W04-114-05
W04-114-06
W04-114-07
W04-114-08
W04-114-09
W04-114-10
W04-114-11
W04-114-12
W03-002-00
W03-002-01
W03-002-02
W03-002-03
W03-002-04
W03-002-05
W03-002-06
W03-002-07
W03-002-08
W03-002-09
W03-002-10
W03-002-11
W03-002-12
W03-002-13
W03-002-14
W03-002-15
W03-002-16
W03-002-17
W03-002-18
W03-002-19
W03-020-00
W03-020-01
W03-020-02
W03-020-03
W03-020-04
W03-020-05

319
319
322
323
323
324
324
325
325
326
326
327
328
330
330
330
331
332

W03-020-06
W03-020-07
K15-029-00
K01-001-00
K06-029-00
K04-020-00
K04-020-01
K03-013-00
K03-013-01
K03-026-00
K03-026-01
K02-002-00
K03-020-00
K03-002-00
K03-002-01
K03-002-02
K03-004-00
K03-033-00

APPENDIX C
THE FREQUENCY OF MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURE TYPES
IN FUNCTIONAL FEATURE TYPES 4
Functional feature type: residential
Morphological feature type

#

%

2
4
2
90
335
3
6
4
40
486

0.4
0.8
0.4
18.7
69.5
0.2
1.2
0.8
7.9
100.0

#

%

199

100.0

199

100.0

Morphological feature type

#

%

Enclosure, rectangular, stacked stone
Enclosure, rectangular, core-filled
Platform
Platform, paved
Terrace, stone filled
Terrace, paved
Total

1
3
4
3
1
I
13

7.7
23.1
30.8
23.1
7.7
7.7
100.0

Enclosure, rectangular, stacked stone
Enclosure, rectangular, core-filled
Enclosure, square, core-filled
Pavement
Platform
Lava tube
Terrace
Terrace, stone filled
Terrace, paved
Total
Functional feature type: lava tube
Morphological feature type
Lava tube
Total
Functional feature type: religious

Percentages have been rounded to the nearest tenth. Consequently the totals do
not always add up to 100.OX, even though they are shown as 100.OX.
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APPENDIX C (Continued)
Functional feature type: ahu, cairn
Morphological feature type

#

%

84
84

100.0
100.0

#

%

7
14
1
5
20
47

14.9
29.8
2.1
10.6
42Ji
100.0

Morphological feature type

#

%

U-shape, stacked stone

2
2

100.0
100.0

#

%

214
42
22
125
42
205
10
I
661

32.4
6.4
3.3
18.9
6.4
31.0
1.5
0.2
100.0

Ahu, cairn
Total
Functional feature type: burial and grave
Morphological feature type
Burial
Grave
Enclosure, circular stacked stone
Platform
Platform, stone filled
Total
Functional feature type: canoe shed

Total
Functional feature type: wall
Morphological feature type
Wall,
Wall,
Wall,
Wall,
Wall,
Wall,
Wall,
Wall,

stacked stone
core-filled
disturbed remains
rubble
single course
broken, stacked stone
broken, core-filled
broken, rubble
Total
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APPENDIX C (Continued)
Functional feature type: enclosure
Morphological feature type
Enclosure,
Enclosure,
Enclosure,
Enclosure,
Enclosure,
Enclosure,
Enclosure,
Enclosure,
Enclosure,
Enclosure,
Enclosure,

circular stacked stone
circular core-filled
rectangular, stacked stone
rectangular, core-filled
square, stacked stone
square, core-filled
outcrop, stacked stone
outcrop, core-filled
other shape, rubble
other shape, stacked stone
other shape, core-filled
Total

#

%

15
3
15
10
25
12
55
12
1
7
J_2
167

9.0
1.8
9.0
6.0
15.0
7.2
32.9
7.2
0.6
4.2
7,2
100.0

#

%

J!
18

100.0
100.0

#

%

33
33

100.0
100.0

Functional feature type: papamu
Morphological feature type
Papamu
Total
Functional feature type: petroglyphs
Morphological feature type
Petroglyph
Total

Functional feature type: agricultural stone mound
Morphological feature type
Mound, circular
Total
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#

%

7751
7751

100.0
100.0

APPENDIX C (Continued)
Functional feature type: agricultural alignment, CJ.U.L snap*
Morphological feature type
C-shape, stacked stone
C-shape, core-filled
C-shape, rubble
J-shape, stacked stone
L-shape, stacked stone
L-shape, core-filled
L-shape, rubble
U-shape, stacked stone
U-shape, core-filled
U-shape, rubble
Total

#

%

5
1
1
1
22
1
5
11
2
3
52

9.6
1.9
1.9
1.9
42.3
1.9
9.6
21.2
3.8
5J5
100.0

Functional feature type: agricultural planter, natural
Morphological feature type
Planter, natural
Total

#

%

1614
1614

100.0
100.0

Functional feature type: agricultural planter, modified
Morphological feature type
Planter, modified
Total

#

%

2630
2630

100.0
100.0

Functional feature type: agricultural "walled shelter"
Morphological feature type
"Walled shelter"
Total

#

%

991
991

100.0
100.0

Functional feature type: disturbed or rubble circular feature
Morphological feature type
Circular feature, disturbed remains
Circular feature, rubble
Total
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#

%

81
119
200

40.5
59.5
100.0

APPENDIX C (Continued)
Functional feature type: marine resources
Morphological feature type
Bait cup
Canoe mooring hole
Total

#

%

28
J_5
36

77.8
22.2
100.0

#

96.

Functional feature type: trail
Morphological feature type
Trail
Trail,
Trail,
Trail,
Trail,
Trail,

1
1
31
5
30
6
74

1.4
1.4
41.9
6.8
40.5
8.1
100.0

Morphological feature type

#

%

Seep or spring
Water tanks
Well
Well, historic
Well, possible
Windmill remains

1
2
4
2
1
I
11

9.1
18.2
36.4
18.2
9.1
9.1
100.0

paved
unknown
ala
stepping stone
curblined
Total

Functional feature type: water source

Total

Functional feature type: causeway, rock filled crevice
Morphological feature type
Rock filled crevice
Total

#

%

12
32

100.0
100.0

#
2

%
100.0

2

100.0

Functional feature type: cupboard
Morphological feature type
Cupboard
Total
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APPENDIX C (Continued)
Functional feature type: religious component
Morphological feature type

#

Wall, core-filled
Wall, broken, stacked stone
Circular feature, disturbed & rubble
Faced depression
Enclosure, square, core-filled
Pavement
Slablined pit
Platform
Platform, paved
Terrace, paved
Trail, ala
Total

%

1
2
1
2
1
6
1
3
1
1
1
20

5.0
10.0
5.0
10.0
5.0
30.0
5.0
15.0
5.0
5.0
5X)
100.0

Morphological feature type

#

%

Depression
Faced depression

11
5
16

68.8
31.3
100.0

#

%

6
20
26

23.1
76J1
100.0

#

%

6
6

100.0
100.0

Functional feature type: depression

Total
Functional feature type: hearth
Morphological feature type
Hearth
Hearth, slablined
Total
Functional feature type: midden, shell
Morphological feature type
Midden, shell
Total
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APPENDIX C (Continued)
Functional feature type: slablined pit
Morphological feature type

#

%.

Slablined pit

H)
10

100.0
100.0

#
6
17
1
2
26

#
23.1
65.4
3.8
Zl
100.0

Total
Functional feature type: miscellaneous
Morphological feature type
Bench mark
Retaining wall
Tin roof remains
Step
Total

Functional feature type: tool manufacturing area
Morphological feature type

#

%

Grinding depression

2
2

100.0
100.0

Total
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APPENDIX D
RESIDENTIAL F E A T U R E AREA
A N D T O T A L AREA OF MAIN F E A T U R E (SQUARE METERS)
Feature #

K35-053-00
K.35-054-00
K35-055-00
K35-097-00
K35-097-03
K35-097-04
K35-097-05
K35-097-07
K35-101-00
K36-008-00
K36-OI0-00
K36-016-00
K36-035-00
K36-036-01
K36-036-02
K.36-067-00
K36-067-01
K36-067-02
K36-079-00
K36-079-03
K42-012-00
K42-014-00
K42-016-00
K42-018-00
K42-018-0I
K42-020-00
K42-021-00
K42-021-01
K42-02I-02
K42-022-00
K42-023-00
K42-024-00
K42-102-00
K42-103-00
K42-104-00
K43-003-00
K43-004-00
K43-005-00
K43-009-00
K43-009-01
K43-009-02
K43-0U-00
K43-012-00
K43-015-00

Area

25.0
15.0
7.8
13.8
3.5
3.5
2.4
8.8
13.8
42.2
18.7
12.4
75.0
6.7
22.0
31.2
3.0
2.5
20.8
4.1
49.0
21.4
7.5
35.0
14.0
6.8
15.0
20.0
3.0
18.0
46.5
24.0
10.0
15.2
8.2
30.0
25.2
2.7
15.6
6.2
3.2
2.3
5.4
4.1

Total area of
main feature

Feature #

Area

Total area of
main feature

25.0
15.0
7.8
32.0

K44-001-00
K44-001-01
K44-002-00
K44-004-00
K44-005-00
K44-007-00
K44-008-00
K44-009-00
K44-010-00
W25-003-00
W25-003-01
W25-003-02
W25-003-03
W25-003-04
W25-003-05
W25-004-00
W25-004-01
W25-004-02
W25-004-03
W25-004-04
W25-006-00
W25-011-00
W25-01I-01
W25-011-02
W25-011-03
W40-007-00
W40-007-01
W42-029-00
W42-029-01
W42-039-05
W42-050-00

32.8
43.7
16.5
10.0
12.0
13.6
4.0
6.0
3.0
13.4
3.3
18.6
29.8
15.6
7.4
52.0
17.8
8.9
7.8
11.2
84.0
25.0
69.5
7.5
34.0
39.0
2.0
37.1
5.9
37.5
112.5

76.5

13.8
42.2
18.7
12.4
75.0

36.7

24.9
49.0
21.4
7.5
49.0
6.8
38.0

18.0
46.5
24.0
10.0
15.2
8.2
30.0
25 o
2.7
25.0

2.3
5.4
4.1
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16.5
10.0
12.0
13.6
4.0
6.0
3.0
88.1

97.7

84.0
136.0

39.0
43.0

112.5
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